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PART I
BACKGROUND
_
CHAPTER I
inaoDuciioii
The critics and interpreters of Blake have considered him
aa a poet, as a painter, and as a philosopher, This present
study is an attempt to present him aa a literasy critic, to
present logically and coherently his literary theory.
To Blake, the idea of collecting his principles into a
systemized doctrine would, no doubt, have been repugnant. He
would, prooably, have condemned it as a sacrifice upon the
altar of Reason. But, he did oelieve that he had a message
for the age in which he lived, that he had a doctrine to preach,
as we can see when the apostle makes a formal appeal in the
preface to Jerusalem and when, at the beginning of Milton , he
says
:
Mark well my words: they are your
eternal Salvation.*
Himself, he tells us that with his words he intended,
To open the eternal worlds: to open
the immortal eyes
Of men inwards; into the worlds of
thought
.
2
It is my belief that within his philosophical doctrine lies a
U Milton
.
2 (Keynes, p. 466)
2. Jerusalem , 5 (Keynes, p. 554)

literary creed, and, disregarding his conjectural disapproval,
1 have set myself the task of determining and systemizing that
oreed. The task, however, has oeen complicated by Blake's
love for the parable.
1 give you the end of a golden string,
Only wind it into a ball;
It will lead you. in at Heaven 1 s gate
Built in Jerusalem's wall.i
In this study is contained the results of my winding the
"golden string. . .into a ball".
Some indication of the extensiveness of Blakean scholar-
ship is given oy the bibliography at the close of the thesis.
In his own day, Blake received a very scant measure of recog-
nition - probably, because his works were almost inaccessible.
Even the most popular of his works, Songs of Innocence and of
Experience , remained practically unknown to the enlightened
reading public of his day because his method of production
made it so expensive. His writings were laooriously engraved
on copper plates and then printed, colored, and bound by hand,
loday, they are the greatest treasures of the collector; in
his own day, their sale was negligiole. Consequently, ne
evoked little comment then.
Recognition of Blake dates from Alexander Gilchrist's Life
of William Blake. "Pictor Ignotus ." completed by his widow and
published in 1863. As can be gathered from the title, Gilchrist
was interested primarily in Blake, the painter. 2he book is a
1. Jerusalem, 77 I Keynes, p. 703).

3full and sympathetic presentation of his life and personality
and a survey of his work. Gilchrist was impressed oy bits of
Blake' s philosophy, out he is cautious with his enthusiasm. It
was not until five yeats later that the first essay, free of
such caution, appeared. Swinburne, in 1668, forty years after
the death of Blake, wrote a glowing and brilliant panegyric.
By 1876, a group of enthusiasts, centering aoout iossetti and
Swinburne, had acclaimed Blake as visionary and revolutionary.
But, Blake does not really come into his own until Muir' s fac-
simile reproductions, published between 1884 and 1890, made
accessible portions of his work hitherto unavailable. It was
the interest aroused by Muir which set Edwin John Ellis and
William Butler Yeats to attempt their monumental edition of
The Works of William Blake: Poetic, Symbolic, and Critical
,
published in 18913. The most interesting feature of this edi-
tion is the "Memoir and Interpretation" accompanying the text.
To a contemporary student of Blake, this essay may often seem
naive, out it is the first attempt to prove that, for all the
obscurity and complexity of the Prophetic Books, there lies
behind the symbols a coherent system of thought. These two
men were pioneers in Blakean scholarship, and the excellent
work done on Blake in the twentieth century is heavily indebted
to them.
The first decade of the twentieth century marked a great
advance in the study of Blake. At that time was published
Sampson's Poetical Works , the most critical edition of the

4better-known poems, and iAaclagon 1 s ana Russell's edition of
Milton and Jerusalem , The celticisms of this period include an
ecstatic character sketch by Edwin J. Ellis, a general volume
on Blake oy Arthur Symons, and a most discriminating study by
Basil de Selincourt. In this period, foreign criticism begins
to play a conspicuous part in the appreciation of Blake. Prom
France came Pierre Berger's William Blake: Poet and Mystic ,
which is, even today, the best general book on the subject.
In the next ten years, the panegyric type of criticism
reached its height. The uiost exuoerant examples of this type
are the works of Charles Gardner - A Study of William Blake in
Modern Thought
,
published in 1916, and William Blake, the Man ,
in 1919, These works end the glorification period initiated by
Swinburae. From this point on, the tendency to write charming
passages, carrying little illumination, diminishes. Scholarship
settles down to critical scrutiny aided, but not hampered, by a
fundamental sympathy.
I The study of Blake has continued, up to the present, un-
abated and with increased certainty and power. Allardyce
Mcoll's William Blake and his Poetry , contributed to the
"Poetry and Life Series", is of more general interest. Denis
I
Saurat 1 s Blake and Milton and Blake and Modern Thought are
scholarly in the technical sense - concentrated study in a
special line of influence upon Blake' s iteas . The most thorough
and resourceful modern work is S. Foster Damon 1 s William Blatee :
Eis Philosoiphy and Symools . One of the most noteworthy
ii
5contributions has been Dr. Geoffrey Keynes 1 She Writings of
frill jam Blaise in three volumes. This work is a complete and
scholarly edition of the text of Blake's writings. Especially
valuable is the careful reproduction of the hitherto badly cor-
rupted texts of the Prophetic 3ooks. Of no less import is the
one volume Centenary Edition based on the three volume edition^
The best of the more recent works on Blake is Milton 0. Perci-
val's William Blake's Circle of Destiny .
It is not possible at this point to comment on all the
works on Blake. I have, I think, mentioned the most important
contributions to Blakean scholarship. The magazine articles
and essays on Blake are many, but they are, for the moat, only
of general interest and of little importance to the serious
student of Blake. Most of them tend to make the reader believe
that 31ake wrote many charming things in his younger days, but
that his later work is beyond comprehension and unworthy of
study. They augment the misconception, now moribund among
scholars, that Blake was somewhat of a madman. Anent this super-*
fioial material, Damon is correct in saying that,
...The world has long since done
its worst towards Blake; and he has
emerged triumphant with the twin
crowns of Poet and Painter.
Hecent criticism of Blake has shown a growing enthusiasm
for his significance as a mystic. Hone of this ouiticism,
however, has been concerned with Blake 1 s literary criticism and
1. All references in this study are to the Centenary Edition.
i Damon, S. Poster, William Blake: His Philosophy and Symbols
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 19 24) , Introduction.

6its relationship to his mysticism, although there are sufficient
references passim to indicate that the critics are not unaware
of the fact that, in the seemingly chaotic myth and in the mis-
cellaneous writings of Blake, there does lie a systematic body
of thought on literary criticism.
Damon's book "is an attempt to give a rational explanation
of Blake's obvious obscurities, and to provide a firm basis for
the understanding of his philosophy."
Berger 1 s book "is an attempt to define his ideas of the
world. ..and to give as comprehensive a description as possible
of the universe that he saw in his visions."
Percival' s is an analysis of "the thinking that lies behind
Blake's symbols" with stress on "the ancient tradition in which
it had its source."
Saurat's Blake in Modern Thought is "concerned. . .chiefly
.
with fantasies of his peculiar thought" and parallels and in-
fluences upon Blake in "occultist-exotic" writings.
These books, and others to be found mentioned in the
bibliography, have been of great help in the interpretation of
Blake' s symbols and in the study of sources - a necessary pre-
lude to a study of his literary criticism.
In the syfctemization of Blake's literary theory I have
made a comprehensive survey of his works, marginalia, and letters
The conclusions have been derived exclusively from the texts of
lake's writings. In the first section of this thesis, I am
concerned primarily with Blake' 3 mysticism, its sources, and

7the influences upon it. To a degree, I have been dependent in
this section upon secondary material in addition to the texts
themselves, in the second section, I have tried to outline
Blake* s literary theory, to show its relationship to his
mysticism, and to measure its effect on his own writings. Here,
I have laid aside secondary material entirely in as much as its
path did not coincide with mine*

8CHAPTER II
INFLUENCES
In the following statement, Pierre Berger defines the
attitude of most critics towards Blake:
• ••We shall look: upon him... as a
unique personality, thrown by chance,
as he would have himself said, out
of the world of eternity into that
of space and time, to appear there
for an instant and then return to
his true dwelling place. '.Che time
and space of his ooming to easth
are of small importance, ifhat do
matter are the immortal words he
spoke; and these belong to no
country and no age.l
In as much as human beings are not born into vacuums and in as
much as environmental influences, modern psychologists tell us,
cannot be negated, Berger' s statement is rhapsodical nonsense.
And a conjecture, such as Pervioal's, that Blake,
••.would have been more at home in
the Alexandria of the third century
than he was in the London of his
own time.
must forever remain hypothetical. I am cognizant of the fact
that many ingredients of Blake' s system - the mystical thinking,
the heterodox interpretations of Christ's mission, the millenial
hopes, the spectre of natural religion - flourished in the
"Alexandria of the third century", but the fact, nevertheless,
remains that Blake was born in London in 1757 and that he lived
1. Berger, P., William Blake, Poet and Mystictlsew York: E. P«
Button and Company, 19l6), p. 2.
2. Peroival, JL. Q.. William Blake's Circle of Destiny Ciiew
York: Columbia University Press, 1936J
, p. 3.

9in the London of the latter half of the eighteenth century and
the early nineteenth oentury. "The time and spaoe of his coming
to earth 1* bear a definite relation to his thought and expression,
It means that he was oorn in time to feel keenly, on the one
hand, the peculiarly postivistic qualities of eighteenth century
thought in art, literature, religion, and politics; and, on the
other hand, to respond to the first soundings of the revolt
that ushered in a new century. Merely to pigeonhole Blake in
the "movements" and "environments" of his time to the exclusion
of any consideration of his individuality would, of course, be
an absurd overstraining of logical neatness, out it is important
to remember that Blake was not an incongruous and "solitary"
figure. His individualism is not mere singularity but the ex-
pression of the profound mind which this man of genius brought
to oear on the proolems of his day, the expression of his own
personality as a man of his times'.
...He was alone, and yet in company;
he worked, after ail, along with the
others...His art and creed are much
determined jy his rebellion against
the age of criticism, reason, and
science; of which, again, on his
negative side, he is also the creature.
&et us then examine the conceptions current in his time which
played a part in the shaping of his mysticism and, hence, his
literary creed.
1. Elton, Oliver, A Survey of English Literature, 17bO-lbbU
Uew York: 2he ifiaomillan Company, 1920} Vol.Xl, p . 171.
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A. Religious
Blake lived from 1757 to lb27. To describe this period
fully in order to determine Blake's position is not necessary.
It is enough to point out the most salient features and to de-
fine his attitude toward, or his part , in, them.
In the seventeenth century, the great enthusiasm of the
sixteenth century had bogged down. The creative fancy, the
fruitful disorder of the Renais dance, the freedom and playfjUL
spontaneity of the poets, the complex and exuberant world of
Shakespeare had vanished, xieason and decorum came to rule in
place. Virgin forest and growing brushwood were cleared away
to give the straight avenues of Versailles and the well -trimmed
groves of Hampton Court. In this respect, the eighteenth
century only continues and goes further than the seventeenth*
Reason reigns triumphant. National principles are estaolished*
Blind submission to them is the order of the day. In such an
age, there are no dreams, no imagination, no emotions. Instead,
there is a spirit of logic and a strong and correct judgment.
In religion, rationality reaches its culmination in Vol-
taire. In the name of reason, he attacked the super st it ionb
and abuses of the church. This bombardment of the church led
to the demolition of much of its supernatural ism, which, in
turn, led to the belief in the ooservation of natural laws,
the oelief in decency apart from the church's arbitrary ethics.
Although he rages against Milton's exaltation of Reason as the
supreme authority over Man and against Voltaire's rationality,
it
11
Blake, too, condemns the aouses in the church.
Milton's Religion is the cause; there
is no end to destruction.
Seeing the Churohes at their Period in
terror and despair,
itahab created Voltaire; Tirzah created
Rousseau;
Asserting the Self-righteousness against
the Universal Saviour,
locking the Confessor and Martyr, claim-
ing Self-righteousness,
With cruel Virtue: making War upon the
Lamb's Redeemed;
To perpetuate Ware and Glory, to per-
petuate the Laws of Sin. 1
But, he could not accept the destruction of the "belief in In-
spiration and anything oeyond aostract virtues." Saurat be~
lieves that,
...he was really in sympathy with
Voltaire's onslaught, although at
the same time profoundly shocked by
what was, to him, Voltaire's irre-
ligious spirit. *>
For Blake, as for many others of the time, the solution to the
roblem lay not in the belief in natural laws but rather in a
greater spirituality in religion - hence, his recognition of
tfhitefield and tfesley.
But then I Uintrah) rais'd up Whitefield,
Paiambron rais'd up Lesley,
And these are the cries of the Churches
before the two Witnesses,
Faith in God the dear Saviour who took on
the likeness of men;
Becoming obedient to death, even the
death of the Cross,
The Witnesses lie dead in the Street of
the Great City:
tto Faith is in all the Earth: the Book
of God is trodden under Foot'.**
Milton . 24 (Keynes, p. 504)
£. Damon, 0£. cit . . p. 418
3. Saurat, P., Blake and Modern Thought (London: Constaole and
Company, Ltd., 1929 J, p. fc^
* Rintrah, the spirit of wrath; Palamabron, pity.
5. Milton, E4 (Keynes, p. 504)
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Yet, even the revival of Christ in trie heart oy the
Methodist movement was not enough to satisfy Blake 1 s desire for
spirituality. He is, instead, part of a movement, contem-
poraneous with iiationalism and Methodism, which sought the
answer in mysticism. This movement grew up around ^ixliam Law
who translated the worts of Boehme and won many adherents to
this mystical doctrine. Swedenborg 1 s establishment of the
sect of the "Kew Jerusalem" in London is one manifestation of
this mystical trend.
Although it may oe that the human mind when engaged in
certain fundamental, and, perhaps, insoluble, proolems of the
universe tends independently to reach conclusions that are
similar to, or even conclusions that wear the aspect of literal
identity with, those reached centuries before, the resemblance
between the conclusions of this movement and cabalism, gnos-
ticism, and hinduism seems to indicate a direct influence.
...a most curious characteristic of
this movement is the search for help
in the past. Modern man, treading on
what seemed to him new and dangerous
ground, was glad to find traces of
men who had gone before over the same
quagmires and deserts. Hence the
eighteenth century craze for all :aanner
of quaint learning, ancient tradition,
exotic faiths. Help was wanted. Help
was found.
^
Proof of this interest is offered in the publication of four
boots during this period; the English version of Mosheim'
s
An Ecclesiastical History , in 1764; Henry More' s Conjeotura
1. Saurat, oc. cit. . Introduction, pp. AXAj.-i.1V
.
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Caboalistica and Knorrvon dosenroth 1 a Kaooala Denudata, between
1677 and 16b4: and Sonnerat's A Voyage to the East Indies, in
1788.
Unless some hitherto unknown worts or letters of Blake
appear, there seems to me to oe no way of ascertaining whether
Blake actually knew first-hand the material from which these
books are derived. The fact, however, remains that the ideas
contained therein were afloat during his time and they bear a
strong resemblance to those of Blake. I feel completely jus-
tified, therefore, in placing Blake in this movement of his
time and in designating these books, as well as those of
Swedenoorg and Boehme, as sources of Blake* s doctrine.
a. Gnosticism
Mosheim refers to the Gnostics as "enthusiastic and self-
smffioient philosophers" who believed they could "restore man-
kind to the knowledge (gnosis) of the True and Supreme Being,
which had been lost to the world. "^ This fundamental claim
of these early dissenters must have aroused a sympathetic in-
terest in Blake. He must have been interested, also, in
their belief that this world was created not by God, as the
orthodox would have it, but by an evil and imperfect being.
This demiurge is paralleled by Blake' s description of the Je-
hovah of the__01d Testament. Such a conception of the creator
1. Moaheim, L. *f. t An Ecclesiastical History {B«rwick
T
1809),
Vol. I, p. 133.
2. Gf. p. 46ff, p. 67ff, p. 96ff.
t
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led the Gnostics to an.
• • .abhorrence of Moses and the religion
he taught, and made them assert, that,
in imposing suoh a system of disagreeable
and serval laws upon the Jews, he was
only actuated by the malignant author of
this world, who consulted his own glory
and authority, and not the real advantage
of men.-*'
This position corresponds to Slate 1 s indictment of Urizen as
Jehovah, the law-giver and his rejection of the Ten Command-
2
ments as a slavery.
The resemblance is not, however, oonfined to scattered
doctrines. Talcing the doctrines in due order, we find that
H
all sects of the Christian Gnostics, lifce Slate, believed that
their "sublime degree of wisdom" had been attained "by an in-
nate force and vigour of mind."S Either directly, in the
Pistis Sophis of Valentine, or indirectly, in Mosheim' s ac-
count of the Valentinians, Slate may also have found the genera]
theme of the first Prophetic Books. Here there is the idea
of the emanation of Sons in concentric circles aoout the One
and the creation of a material world by the last Son - a world
in which he becomes worshipped as God; to the material man
is added a soul by the Supreme Power and prophets are provided
to help save the soul; and, in the end, Kua, the son of the
Supreme Power, is sent to end the reign of him who has set
himself up as a God. 4 In Slafce, the Eternals, the creative
1. Mosheim, op. pit., p. 135.
2. Of. p. 56.
3. Mosheim. op. cit . . p. 138.
4. Ibid., pp. E27-E57.
•
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efforts and Elohim aspect of Urizen, and Los as the saving
Spirit of Prophecy are reminiscent of the gnostic myth.^
The similarity continues in the details. In Valentine's
system, the Eons are arranged in pairs - four pairs, male and
female; in 31ake, the flour 2oas and their emanations. Sophia
is the last Eon. Motivateu by a desire to behold the Supreme
Power, Sophia rushes from Pleroma and is only saved from non-
entity by Horus. In Slake, the Mundane Shell, built at the
level of the stars is the first limit set in an attempt to stop
the fall into the aoyss. Sophia's fall was caused by four
passions; ignorance, pain, terror, despair. Saurat . finds a
oorr esponaence to these passions in the Four Zoas. He
identifies Urizen with ignorance; Luvah, with suffering; Los,
with terror; Iharmas, with despair. He does admit, however,
that these do not entirely descries the ^oas, but maintains
that these moods are clearly part of them. Mosheim descrioes
the oattles for supremacy among the passions. These battles
bear a marked resemoiance to the individual insurgencies in Slalc
myth. In Valentine, there is in Pleroma the same horror and
commotion at the birth of Sophia's daughter, Achamoth, as
there is among the Eternals at the birth of Man; and there is
the same determination to separate themselves from it. Just
as Achamoth struggles to return from the "chaotic mass of un-
formed matter," to Pleroma so does Man struggle for a return
1. Of. p.55ff.
2. Saurat. op. cit.. pp. 92-93.
e'
s
1
f
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to Eternity. In both, the struggle is ineffective until Christ
comes to the rescue.
In the Gnostic myth Christ, oy
descending into matter, encompasses
all life, taking upon himself the
three classes of men. In Blake 1 s
allegory, also, the descending Christ
takes upon himself three classes of
men, and is an equally inclusive
figure. In both allegories the
descent is for the purpose of turning
the current of existence, which has
been away from <|od, once again to its
eternal source.
b. Cabal ism
Knowledge of the Caoala is suggested not only by resem-
blances to this large body of occultist tradition found in
Blake but also by his own reference to its existence. In his
address to the Jews, he writes:
You have a tradition, that Man
anciently contained in his mighty
limbs all things in Heaven and Earth:
this you received from the Druids..,
If your tradition that Man contained
in his Limbs all Animals is True, and
they were separated from him by cruel
Sacrifices, and when compulsory cruel
Sacrifices, had brought Humanity into a
Feminine Taoernacle in the loins of
Abraham and David, the Lamb of God, the
Saviour became apparent on Earth as the
Prophets had foretold. The Return of
Israel is a Set urn to Mental Sacrifice
and War. 3
The "tradition" can be none other than the Cabala. This
opinion is augmented by the fact that, in this passage and in
all his writings, the conception of Aioion, in whose limos all
1. Mosheim, op. cit. . pp. 27b-2bo.
2. Peroival, ov. cit . . p, 841^i—
3. Jerusalem . £7 I Keynes, pp. 557 and 600).
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things were formerly contained, is that of the caoalistio
Adam Kadmon . the primordial and archewtypai, the image of
everything that is above and everything that is below, the auui
of everything, the embodiment of all manifestation. The
cabalistic theory concerning the Adam Kadmon is found in the
Zohar . Fehr finds this cabalistic concept ion also in one of
the illustrations which Blake added to Jerusalem .
...Here he exhibits on a large scale his
own body which comprehends the whole
universe with Sun, Moon, and Stars. It
is of course Adam Kadmon - as Albion
translated from the Jewish into British -
that meets us here. 1
In the Cabala, as in Blake, there is the theory of the
original union of the sexes, the later division into Male and
Female, and the eventual salvation of all things. The ex-
planations are similar. Acoording to the Kaobala Denudata .
Male and Female are separated so that the Son might be born.^
Blake's thought is essentially the same.
"Jut when li&n sleeps in Jeuiah, the
Saviour in Mercy takes
"Contraction 1 s Limit, and of the Limit
he forms Woman, that
"Himself may in the process of time be
born iian to redeem.
.
Another striking resemalanoe is found in Blake's conception
of the "Seven Eyes of God". As has been stated before, Blake
conceives of the soul as having its origin in the supersensible
.world, as incurring a fall, as then undergoing expiation and
.Fehr, B.
, "William Blake und die Kaooala," Engl isohen Studien
LIV(192Q) p. 144.
2. Kaboalah Denudata ; ed. by Mathers 11926) p. 22.
3. Jerusalem , 42 (Keynes, p. 628)

purification, and returning at last to its primal source.^" Thi
cycle is sevenfold. The Seven Eyes of God or the Seven Lamps
of the Almighty were appointed Qy the Eternals to follow
Albion in the descent and to stand guard around him. These
seven figures represent the seven spiritual states possible to
man. They are a sequence of error so ordered as to bring man
back to truth. In the Kabbalah Denudata. seven emissaries,
likewise, go forth from trie eye of Micropocopus. They are
sent for the purpose of "uncovering the ways of sinners." 2
c. Indian Mysticism
Slate 1 s own statement in reference to the Bha«avad-Gita
is the basis for the claim that he at least knew of the work.
Included in his exhibitions of 1609 was one drawing entitled
"The Bramins." Of this work, he says:
...The subject is, Mr. ffilkin trans-
lating the Geeta; an ideal design, sug-
gested by the first publication of the
Hindoo Scriptures translated by Mr.
Wilkin. 3
Saurat does not think that there is any direct influence ap-
parent in Blake but feels,
...that Blake was saturated with the
very spirit of this mythology and has
instilled his own visions with it.^
through his reading of popular books on India - in particular,
1. p. 14 ff.
2. Kaoaalah Denudata. -p. 187.
3. Saurat, op. cit.. p. 112.
4
-
Ibid., p. 108.
/
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Sonnerat' a A Voyage to the East Indies. In Blake, Saurat dis-
covers poetic paraphrasings of Sonnerat' s plain statements. To
illustrate we might take one instance. Sonnerat writes:
India in its splendour ^ave religion
and laws to other nations; kgypt and
Greece are indebted to the Indians both
for their fables and their philosophy,
•tythagoras studied in India ,1
Blake writes:
Adam shudder' d*. JSoah faded 1. Black grew
the sunny African
When ^intrah gave abstract philosophy to
Brama in the East.
• * •
To Trismegistus, Palamabron gave an ab-
stract law ,
To Pythagoras, Socrates, and Plato.
Again, oy quotation, Saurat finds in Sonnerat 1 s report
-
the following essential elements of the Blakean myth:
a. the primitive hermaphrodite, or giant
containing all the world
b. his separation into oeings and especially
c. his separation into iiale and female
&. the refusal of the female, her flight
e. the pursual of the male, his conquest
of the female
f . the origin of all species from their
uni on .
*
The similarity is not confinea to the general outline of
the philosophy out is found, also, in the details of the incom-
prehensiole wars of Blake 1 s ^oas and the wars of the Hindu Gods.
Just as i»uvah wants to show himself equal to Urisen so Brouma
wants to demonstrate his prowess to Ohiven. In both, the en-
suing fight is on a cosmic scale. In the Hindu myth, Vishnou
comes into the fight between Brouma and Ghiven, as ^os
Tl Saurat. op. cit .. p. 106.
2
- *axd .. p. iftQ,
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does frequently in the fights between Urizen and Luvah. billed
with fear and horror, the Hindu Gods shut their eyes to the
activity of Chiven, Brouma, and Yishnou. In much the same way,
Blake' s Eternals reaot to the behaviour of Urizen, Luvah, and
Los. Saurat goes so far as to find a similarity in the names
used oy Sonnerat and Blake. In the Hindu names, Erenion, Aoton,
Paor Nomi, Alleiaaron, Etna darmen, Qutamaoaden, ^-ouguen, and
Ourouceneu, he finds the use of vowels and consonants analogous
to the use in the names in Blake such as lirizen, Enitharmon,
Allamanda, Tiriel, Oothoon, iintrah.
In this summary account of the resemblances between Blake
and the doctrines of these three Asiatic schools of occultist
philosophy, which influenced the eighteenth century movement
seeking a solution to their religious proble.ii in mysticism, I
have tried to point out the most striking. There are many more
that might be noted, but the increase would be merely quantita-
tive. These are sufficient, I think, to indicate Blake's place
in the movement and to refute those who would deem him
"singular"
.
d. Swedenborg
ilake' s moot explicit references to Swedenborg are found
in the Marriage of Heaven and Hell. Shore is, of course, much
truth in Miss White's statement that Blake's estimate of
Swedenoorg runs "from slighting aspersion to vigorous repudia-
tion,"^ out ^wedenborg's influence on Blake, nevertheless,
1. tfhite, H.G., The Mysticism of William Blake . U. of_Wisconsin
JStudies in language and Literature, Bo. 23 (Madison:
U. of Wisconsin Press, 1927) p. 141.
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cannot be denied. Certain distinot features in his doctrine
left an indelible impression on Blake's mind. Merger notes
three
:
...the likeness of man to God; the per-
ception that the Invisiale had a real
existence, outside of time and space;
and the correspondence between the
material and spiritual world.
Kot only is God like man, but heaven itself, with its regions
and hosts of angels, appears as one man, "the Grand and Divine
Man." JJrom this oelief arises a physiological symoolism -
heaven is divided into members and parts just as man is - and
it forecasts a significant portion of Blake 1 s symaolism.
Swedenoorg believed implicitly in the reality of the in-
visible world and the claims made upon man' s knowledge oy that
world of the spirit. Commerce with the supernatural universe
was not for him an exceptional and mysterious event but rather
a normal commonplace occurrence. There was nothing ineffaole
about his contact with that sphere.
...Since by a man's spirit is meant his
mind, therefore, being in the spirit ,
which is a phrase that sometimes occurs
in the Word, is meant a state of the
mind separate from the body; ana as in
that state the prophets had a sight of such
objects as exist in the spiritual world,
therefore that state is called the
vision of God . 4
Swedenborg also objected to the domination of the "senses five"
T. Berger. op7 oit .. p. 205. p.&3ff, p. 48ff, p. 96ff.
2. Swedenborg, flew Jerusalem Tracts
.
1 p. 19.
3. Of. Chapter VII.
4. Swedenborg, E., The True Christian Religion, Sec. 106.
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and to rationalism in man's life, and he believed that "the
vision of God", a special illumination, is the only source of
genuine truth. As we shall see later, Blake is in agreement
with Swedenborg on all these points, but he goes Swedenborg one
better in actually denying the existence of the real and visible.
An application of Swedenborg' s theory of correspondence is
found in Blake's choice of symbols.^- Swedenjorg believed
that,
...the spiritual world, which is heaven, is
conjoined to the natural world by corres-
pondences; hence by correspondences com-
munication with heaven is given to man...
wherefore when man is in the science of
correspondences, he may be together with
the angels as to the thoughts of his mind,
and thus oe conjoined with them as to his
spiritual or internal man. 2
...In a word, all things which exist in
nature, from the least to the greatest, are
correspondents. The reason they are cor-
respondents is that the natural world, and
all that it contains, exists and subsists
from the spiritual world, and both worlds
from the Divine.
Blake believes that, to get this direct vision of the spiritual,
we must discover the correspondence and suppress the natural
world, for everything in the visible world is an expression
of sotne profounder invisiole. In ooth, this correspondence
is found in man's body, the animal and mineral kingdom, and
even in the four points of the compass.
A Swedenborgian conception which may have influenced
1. His use, not his theory, of symbols. Of. Chapter VII.
2. Swedenborg, 1., Ijew Jerusalem Tracts
.
Ill, p. 7.
S. Swedenborg, E., Heaven and its bonders , ^ec. 106.
4. Cf. p. 48.
i
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Blake goes unmentioned by Berger - his conception of man's
nature.
•..2here are...with every man two gates,
one which opens towards hell, and to the
evils and falses thenoe issuing, and the
other opens towards heaven, and to the
goods and truths thence issuing.
...It is so provided and ordered by the
Lord, that so far as man thinks and wills
from heaven, so far the internal spiritual
man is opened and formed. . .But , on the
contrary, so far as man does not think and
will from heaven, out from the world, so
far his internal spiritual man is closed,
and his external is opened; it is opened
into the world. 2
Sweaenborg' s definition of the opposite type is expressed in
almost the sane terms as Blake's denunciation of his own age.
Both think salvation, or regeneration, of the natural man lies
in the knowledge of spiritual things. Both stress the necessity
of love and faith.
These resemolances between Swedenborg and Blake are easily
perceptible, yet, Blake, nevertheless, thought that Swedenoorg
had made too many concessions to the theories of science and
the doctrines of the churches. The "strongest of men" had oe-
come a "Samson shorn by the Churches."4 irom Swedenoorg, he
turned to Boehme who had been Swedenborg' s teacher. In many
cases, it is difficult to determine what he drew from Swedenoorg
and what from Boehme.
L Swedenborg, E.
, Sew Jerusalem Iraota. IV. p* S.
£• Swedenborg, B., Of Hew Jerusalem and its Heavenly Doctrines
, p. 19.
3. Ibid
. . p. 20.
4, kilt on . 24 (Keynes, p. 604).
t
e. Boehme
Like all ujystics, Boehme held to the doctrine of the
world's union with God. If 31a Ice' B theory of the oneness of the
universe is derivative, Boehme is probably the source. 3oehme
conceived of Sod as absolute and self-existent from eternity;
the world is a result of God' s desire and effort to reveal
Himself. Behind the visible universe, there is an invisible
universe. The business of the philosopher is to discover the
essential nature of this invisible and eternal universe out of
which this fragment of visible world has come forth.
In Boehrne's analysis of the forces that compose the uni-
verse are recognizaole certain elements which play a conspic-
uous part in Blake's description of the world. The first is, in
its essence, desire. It is an egotistical tendency, a focusing
of will upon a definite aim resulting in a contraction of con-
sciousness from the universal and absolute to a definite limited
concrete something in particular. Thus, everything else is
negated. In Blake, this is paralleled by the conception of the
egotistical desire of the soul imprisoned in the fetters of the
world. The second is a fundamental love principle in the inner
world. It is the attractive gravitating tendency which makes
out of many parts one universe. This is akin to Blake* s prin-
ciple of sympathetic love which binds the whole universe to-
gether. The third is suggestive of Blake's conception of
imagination. In Boehme, it is Light, a spirit of freedom which
wills to draw back all things to one center, one unity, in
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which will, selfish passion, and isolating pride are quenched,
and the central principle of the spiritual world - Love - comes
into play."*"
Both believed that man contains the universe within him-
self. Both describe the fall as a disturbance of the initial
harmony of the qualities that make up man's soul and as a turn-
ing of man's spirit to the lower life. In both, blindness is
the result. In both, the mission of Christ is to save man from
blindness. ^ Boehme' s picture of the redemption suggests Blake's
picture of the human soul with the gates opening on Eternity.
For all his praise of Boehme and for all the similarity
noted between the two, Blake's purposes seem, to me, to run
counter to the central characteristics of Boehme. Certain of
the most important doctrines of Boehme had so little influence
that one concludes either that Blake was unaware of them or
that he selected and appropriated only that which he found con-
genial and passed by the rest - the latter being a characteristic
procedure of Blake's obstinate mind.
The attempt to prove that Blake fitted into the religious
movement of his times has led me into a discussion of his sources.
It might be well, therefore, to consider, at this point, another
religious influence, which, though it does not relate Blake any
more closely with his period, does complete the subject of
sources.
1.Boehme, dj^natura +ierum .
2. Of. p. 17.
t« Of. pp. 15-16.
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f. The Bible
Blake was a zealous reader of the Bible, and there can be
no douot out that much of his doctrine was taken from the Old
and New Testaments. To trace the influence in detail is im-
possible (and for the purpose of this thesis, irrelevant and
unremuterative) oecause of its all-pervasive character. Two
points, however, stand out. First, his imagination appropriated
as is the case with all his reading, that which was congenial
to itself and interpreted that according to its pre-conceived
ideas. In a sense, Blake made his own Bible and his own
Christianity. To illustrate this point, note what the central
figure in the Hew Testament becomes in The Everlasting Gospel «
Second, Blake' s imagination was not impressed oy the lucid or
simple passages like the Psalms of David or the parable of the
Kew Testament but rather by the denunciations of Isaiah and the
strange visions of St. John the Divine. Much of the strangeness
of Blake 1 s Jerusal em
.
for example, may be traced to the visions
of St. John at Patmos - the visions, in which he saw "that great
city, the holy Jerusalem, descending out of heaven from God."^
Of Blake's indebtedness to the Bible, I think it may safely be
said that he owed to it his primal inspiration, Out that he is
thoroughly original in his interpretation.
1, Revelation 21:10.
n m
i
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B. Personal
Continuing with the assumption that environmental conditions,
as well as his own mental set-up, determined the thought of
Blake, I turn from a review of the broad problem of "time and
space" to a consideration of the formative factors in his more
personal history.
The story of Blafce 1 s life is too well known for repetition
here. Viewed from the outside, it is a commonplace story of a
man who lived like the ordinary workman, married a girl as poor
as himself, lived happily with her, and died at seventy without
having caused any particular stir, These externals are banal*
lithout meaning to deprecate the researches of Arthur Symons,
I find that, for my purpose, the place of christening and burial
of each member of Blake's family is not important. Eor is it
important that his father was a small hosier. What is important
is the fact that his father was one of the first members of the
Swedenborgian sect. Blake's birth into the household of a
disciple of Swedenborg provides part of the explanation for cer-
tain phases of his thought.
To begin with, this sect was Monoonformist . Blake was an
active nonconformist to the end of his days. The logical con-
clusion would seem to oe that the spirit of nonconformity ran
in his veins from the start and was fostered by the atmosphere
in which he developed. Certainly, support was given to Blake's
rebellion against the old order by Sweaenborg' s statement that
the year 1757 - the very year of Blake's birth - was the first
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year of a New Age in which mankind would regain moral freedom.
Secondly, it explains his lifelong interest in Swedenborg -
1
interest manifested first in agreement and later in a critical
examination of Swedenborg' s doctrines induced by an examination
2
of Jakob Boehme, Swedenoorg' s master. Thirdly, it explains,
in part, Slate's attitude toward the Bible. Swedenborg believed
in the spiritual symbolism of the material world and in the in-
terpretation of the Bible in accordance with that belief. The
Bible should be interpreted spiritually, not literally. In
the Blake household, the Bible was read constantly and fervently,
and, in compliance with Swedenborg 1 s doctrine, new interpreta-
tions were imposed upon the text. Thus, Blake starts off with
an interest in a more spiritual religion and a knowledge of the
Bible more exact than that of the ordinary educated man; and
the originality and freedom of interpretation, which is found
throughout his works, was an outgrowth of the discussions in
his home. And finally, Blake's visions may, in part, have been
nurtured oy the Swedenborgian discussions. In barren soil, of
course, no amount of Swedenborg would have availed, but Blake's
imagination can hardly be termed barren soil.
His visions during childhood are not aonormal in an
imaginative person. His first came when he was four. He saw
God's face at the window and screamed in fear. A few years
later, 'he saw a tree filled with angels, bright angelic wings
1. Blake's annotations to Swedenborg' s Wjsdome of Angels con-
cerning Divine Providence .
2. Blake' s annotations to Swedenborg' s tfisdome of Angels oon-
- oerning Divine Love and Divine ^isdoae r"
2. Hobinson, H. Crabbe, Diary . February 25, 1852.
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bespangling every bough like stars.' ^ Such visions may oe
usual in a child but Blake's visions oontinued throughout his
life. Ihey are the very oore of his work aa poet and painter.
One interesting aspect of these visions is their resemblance to
hose of Swedenborg between the close of childhood and the time
when they became peculiarly his own. The following description
of Swedenborg' s experience also fits that of Blake:
The man finds himself transported
into an intermediate atate oetween sleep-
ing and waking, but he has no knowledge
of being otherwise than awake. AH his
senses are as wakeful as they would be
if the body were entirely awake. In this
state, men have seen angels and spirits
inall the reality of life, have heard
them speak, and, still more wonderful,
have touched them; for, at such a moment,
the body scarcely interferes at all.*
Blake' 3 Memorable ffanoies bear a marked resemblance to Sweden-
borg' s. Berger says:
•..Blake and Swedenborg alike are quite fa-
miliar with the world of demons and angels;
they rub shoulders with its inhabitants
like amicaoleneighbore and good companions.
Both of them walk as unconcernedly through
this mysterious region as we would walk
through our native town among our friends.
But it must iiot be forgotten that Blake
only saw his visions after he had read of,
and meditated upon those of Swedenborg.
When he was very young, Blake was apprenticed to Basire, the
oelebrated engraver. De Selineourt attaches great importance to
the influence of Basire on Blake' s craftsmanship. On this
point, I can offer no comment, but I do think that Basire
1. Gilchrist, Vol.1, chap. it.
2. Swedenborg, B., Heaven and Hell , Sec. 440.
3. Berger, op. oit .. p. 55.
4. de Selincourt, B., William Blake (London: Duckworth and
Company, 1909)
, p. 3.
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indirectly influenced his mental development. After Blake had
been <vith him for a year, Basire assigned him the task of making
drawings of the Kings and other Gothic monuments in Westminster
Abbey* For years, Blake spent the greater part of his days at
the Abbey. Two elements are notable in this experience. During
these very impressionable years, he carried on a prolonged study
of Gothic art. In his reversion to the Elizabethans in the
Poetical Sketches , written between the ages of twelve and twenty,
his romantic tendencies were already pronounced. These were
most certainly reinforced by his saturation with the Gothic
atmosphere. The solitude of the cathedral, moreover, was ideal
for visions. Gilchrist reports that, upon one occasion, Blake
saw there Christ and the Apostles; and on another, he saw,
...the aisles and the galleries of the
old catheoral suddenly filled with a
great procession of monks, and his en-
tranced ear heard the -chant of plain-
song and chorale, while the vaulted
roof tremoled to the sound of organ music.
Whether one approves of Basire' s influence on Blake's art as
does de Selincourt or whether one disapproves as does Boupault**
is not really important. What matters is that Basire was
instrumental in Blake's closer study of the Gothic in the at-
mosphere of the Abbey and that this close study left indelible
traces on his mind. De Selincourt sums it up as follows:
• . .and who can doubt it was because
the church was so long his studio
that subjects such as Time or Death
1. Damon, op. oit .. p. 197.
2. Soupault, P., William Blake (JSew York: Dodd, Mead, and Co.,
1928), p. 14.
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or Eternity .continued through his
life to exercise the strongest fascina-
tion over his mind. 1
Of course, if one keeps in mind only the fact that laconic
George Crabbe was writing couplets in the meter of Alexander
Pope and that Dr. Johnson was still walking the streets of Lon-
don, Blake's mysticism and his visions are amazingly incongruent
with his times. Yet, as soon as one becomes aware of the re-
ligious thought of his period and his home, "the ti^ie and space
of his coming to earth" take on significance. In the foregoing
pages, I have attempted to show the influences upon Blake'
s
thought. In the next chapter, I shall discuss Blake's mysticism,
which is the basis for his literary criticism.
De Selincourt, ov, cit . t p. 4.
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CHAPTER III
3 L A K E ' S MYSTICISM
1. idysticisia Defined
The key to everything Blake ever
wrote or painted lies in his mys-
ticism. 1
In the thousands of pages of interpretation and criticism
Df Blake not a single word of opposition to the foregoing as-
sertion can be found. In this, at least, all critics are in
agreement. Under the circumstances, it will not be amiss to
Bxamine the state of mind of mystics generally before proceeding
;o a consideration of Blake 1 s literary criticism.
It may truly be said that the ijystic is one of "the
sternal Types of Humanity" and that all mystical experiences ul-
timately meet in a single point. That point assumes widely dif-
ferent aspects, depending on the mystic's religion, race, and
semperament . The converging lines of approach admit of almost
mfinite variety, but, although all mystics are marked by
peculiar individual characteristics, all have something in aom- J
aon no matter from what culture or creed they may have sprung.
By common usage, the term "mystical" is given to states
af emotional ecstasy wherein the soul is detached from the earth,
1* Damon, op. oit.. p. 1.
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is exalted into a supersensuous state, and is there united with
Ultimate Truth. The mystic emerges from his rapture with a
sense of having penetrated the secret of things. In such
states, there is a sense of emancipation, of enlargement, of the
merging of Self with a larger whole. The soul has transcended
the limitations of the individual and surrendered itself to
Ultimate Reality.
...The barrier of personality is broken,
man escapes the sense-world, ascends to
the apex of his spirit, and enters for a
brief spell into the more extended life
of the All. 1
The name given to this All varies in accordance with the ante-
cedent beliefs of the mystic. For the Hindu, the experience may
mean oneness with 3rahma; for the Christian, union with Christ;
for the agnostic, like Richard Jefferies, oneness with the in-
effaole beauty of Nature. Whatever the name, in this rapturous
state of mental illumination, there are always the elements of
Union with the One and always the attainment of Truth through
that Union with the One.
Under the spell of these mystical experiences, which are
so intense, so memorable, and so glorious, the subject oelieves
in the existence of a supersensuous world more real and more
ecstatic than this material world. This is the Spiritual
Reality with which his soul communes. This Spiritual Reality
is the source of all Truth.
In mysticism that love of truth...
the beginning of all philosophy leaves
1. Underhill, Evelyn, Mysticism (Sew Xorfc; E.P, Dutton and
Go., Inc., 12th Id.) p # 88.
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the mere intellectual sphere, and t alee a
on the assured aspect of a personal pas-
sion. Where the Philosopher guesses and
argues, the mystic lives and loots; and
speaks, consequently, the disconcerting
language of first hand experience, not
the neat dialectic of the schools. Hence,
whilst the absolute of the metaphysicians
remains a diagram - the impersonal and
unattainable - the Absolute of the mystics
is lovable, attainable, and alive, 1
Mere prosaic folk could not see material objects as distinctly
as the mystic sees the supernatural. The mental imprint of his
conceptions and their visual presentment is extraordinarily
clear. And not only is the mystic filled with the conviction
of the truth of what he has seen, but he is also filled with
the desire to oring every man to this beatific state.
Mystics of every race and creed have described the progress
of the spiritual life - the setting up of direct relations with
the Absolute - as a journey or a pilgrimage. Other symbols
have been used for the same purpose, but this one seems to be
the most universal, The most famous journeys in mystical
literature are prooably those of Dante and Bunyan; the goal of
the quest is for Dante the Empyrean; for Bunyan, Jerusalem.
Even in a creed remote from western civilization the same symool
is used. Sufi 'Aziz bin iiilahommed ttafasi, in The Remotest Aim .
calls himself a traveller; he advances by slow stages a}.ong a
path to the goal of union with Reality; then, he is raised to
the highest plane of consciousness called the Gnosis and the
Truth where the seeker becomes the knower, and realizes that
knowledge, knower, and known are One. 2
\Tl Underhill, E., Op. oit
._.JP. 28,
__=___=^======
2. Nicholson, R.A., The Mystics of Islam (G.Bell and Sons, Ltd.,
1914), pp. 2b -49.
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Unaer the concrete image of a journey, the rustics manage
to summarize the life history of a soul ascending; they con-
trive to describe the development of spiritual consciousness.
In the description of the outgoing journey from the world of
illusion to the real or transcendental world, the pilgrim re-
veals the difficulties, enemies, and hardships encountered on
the road. We learn of the length of the journey, the variety
of the country, the dark night which overtakes him, the glimpses
of his destination in the distance. The pilgrimage is a trans-
parent allegory of the regeneration and inward alteration
necessary before communion with the fiontal Being.
Miss Underhill divides this interior ascent into five
stages presenting a composite picture of the mystical journey.
Her systemizat ion takes into consideration all the scales and
maps made oy the explorers of the Way. She names the five
phases of the mystical life, Awakening, Purgation, Illumination,
1
Dark Might of the Soul, and Union.
With the first state, the soul awakens from its slumber to
transcendental consciousness. »Uth this revelation of the Ab-
solute comes a very intense and very real sense of light. The
entire world is apotheosized oy the rays of transcendental light
streaming down upon it. It is literally an illumination. Miss
Underhill cites cases in which an actual sense of blinding
2
radiance accompanied the recognition of reality. Of Awakening,
she writes:
1, Underhill, op. cit .. p; 169ff.
&, Ioid ., Part II, Chap. 2.
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. . .Conversion. • .has . . .three mar iced
characteristics: a conviction of the
nearness of God: a sentiment of love
towards God: a sense of liberation
and victory, fle might describe it as
a sudden, intense, and joyous percep-
tion of God immanent in the universe;
of the divine beauty and unutteraole
power and splendour of that larger life
to be lived by the self in correspondence,
with this now dominant fact of existence.
The joyful awe of the first state is followed by a reaction.
Now, the Self becomes aware of evil in the world and its own
shortcomings - its finiteness and imperfection as contrasted
with Divine beauty. As a oonsequenae, the mystic, after a
period of preoccupation with error, undertakes the task: of
purification - liberation from domination oy the temporal and
illusory world of sense, the casting out of imperfection, The
mystic prepares to raise himself to a purer state, to set his
house in order, for greater unity with the One. The purgation
involves a process of mortification: "the remaking in relation
to reality of the permanent elements of character." iiitherto,
these elements had served the interests of the old self, worked
for it in a world of sense. How, they must resist always the
temptation to take the easy path away from toil, fatigue, suf-
fering, and disappointments, and they must adjust themselves to
the needs of the new self and the transcendental world in which
it move3.
After the catharsis of the second state, the third is at-
tained. Formally known as Illumination, it marks an enhanced
sense of the divine order.
Underhill, op. oit .
, p . 179
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...Responding to the intimat ions received
in the awakening, ordering itself in their
interest, concentrating its scattered ener-
gies on this one thing, the self emerges from
long and varied acts of purification to find
that it has pushed through to another order
of reality.
^
In this third state, the mystic has not yet reached his goal,
supreme communion - what the Christian generally calls the
"Spiritual iilarriage". Mot the end, cut a promise of what the
end is to be. The preliminaries are behind and there is a new
certitude about God and his own soul's relation to God, a con-
scious harmony with the Divine Reality but not yet loss of Self
in the Principle of Life, an «xalted state and a joyous relation
but the Absolute still persists as object and the Self as suo-
ject, a growing apprehension of the Infinite Life immanent in
all living things.
A new heaven is begun...
The new illumination has three definite characteristics:
first, "a joyous apprehension of the Absolute" with Self
purified, though not yet immersed in its Origin but still
existing as a separate entity; second, a clarity of vision in
regard to the phenomenal world growing out of the joy in behold-
ing the fountain of light, a "cleansing of the doors of percep-
tion" so that "everything appears to man as it is, infinite;"3
and third, an increase in the "energy of the intuitional or
transcendental self."4
1. Underhill, op. oit
.. p. 233.
2. Marriage of Heaven and Hell (Keynes, p. 190)
3. Ibid ., xxii (Keynes, p. 197)
4. Underhill, op. cit .. Part II, Chap. 4.
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between IIlamination and Ultimate Union, there is another
descent into darkness. This is terra ed the Bark liiight of the
Soul. The proverbial headache after intoxication sapplies a
parallel to this period of intense aridity and acate suffering
that fills the interval between the lower and higher ecstatic
states. It may, perhaps, be explained as psychic fatigue fol-
lowing the exhilaration of Illumination. The fatigue is so
deep that it inhibits all consciousness of the Transcendent,
The sense of the loss hurls the Self into the depths of misery
There occurs a crucifixion of Self in the olackness of night.
There must now be a complete purgation of Self. The Self must
be completely abased, bowed in complete acquiescence to the pur-
pose of the Divine tfill, in preparation for the ultimate awaken-
ing to the Unitive Life.
The Unitive Life is the final state - the complete union
with Truth as its foreshadowed in the third state. The circle
of Being is here completed. The mystic has progressed to the
Center of Divine Reality. The Self is completely submerged and
the mystic has become that which he beheld. He no longer has a
conscious existence distinct from God. As the raindrop absorbed
in the ocean is not annihilated but ceases to exist individually
so the soul of the mystic has become indistinguishaole from the
universal deity. The union brings to the mystio the utmost
imaginable bliss. And having arrived at the Ultimate, a new
aspect appears. Hitherto, he has been travelling alone, oat, o
reaching the supreme position, he becomes one of the "ambassadors
of the Absolute"; he becomes a "sharply intuitive and
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intensely practical person" in the guidance of others oy means
of a description of his own experience.
3 . Blake and the Mystic Way
Blake, too, passes through the five states. Strangely
enough, the Way, as he describes it, is identical even in ter-
minology with the pioture given by Miss Underhill.
As the Pilgrim passes while the Country
permanent remains,
So men pass on; out States remain per-
manent for ever .
2
In The Mental Traveller , we find an analysis of the five states.
Blake names the first three, Innocence, Experience, and ^evolu-
tion. The fourth, the Dark iiight, having been passed in silence,
remains nameless: the fifth is marked as a return to Innocence
after acquiring the wisdom of Experience.
Let us then trace Blake' s steps along the day.
Prior to the Songs of Innocence . Blake had not yet taken
his first step on the journey. The Poetical Sketches express
his rejection of the polished conventionalities of the Age of
Bnl ight enment , but they do not, as Miss Moody claims, "clearly
foreshadow the mystic quest. In making such a statement, she
may have had in mind the vision of heaven presented in "The
Couch of Death" or the suggestion of fiewplatonic adoration in
"Presh from the dewy hill". As far as I can see neither con-
1. Underhill, op. oit .. Chap. x.
2. Jerusalem . 73 [Keynes, p. 69&)
.
5. Moody, W.A., Mysticism in the Poetry of William Blake . B.U,
Thesis, 193<±, p. 28.
«
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tains any sense of the transcendent or any sign of illumination.
The first sounds more like a literary exercise and the seoond
describes a rather earthly passion. Neither is An Island in the
Moon the creation of a mental illumination, Blake left no pas-
sage or work labeled "tfirst illumination", but there is enough
circumstantial evidence to authenticate a guess.
In the satire, An Island in the Moon . Blake put into the
mouths of the characters song after song, each more absurd and
nonsensical than the preceding. At the beginning of the
eleventh chapter, there appear three songs entirely incongruous
with the preceding mockeries. £he difference is apparent to the
listeners, too. After the first, "they sat silent" for a
quarter of an hour; after the third, they were so overwhelmed
that "nobody could sing any longer till Silly Lally pluck 1 d up a
spirit and he sung" another of the ridiculous songs. ^ A few
pages were added to the satire after the new type of song, but
the manuscript breaks off aoruptly. Later, these songs are
published as part of the Songs of Innocence , all of which are
inspired by mystical perception. Apparently, to Blake, fired
with new inspiration, the satire seemed silly and inadequate,
and was, therefore abandoned.
W*hat brought about this sudden change V A clue may be found
in the dates of the two works. Damon denotes February
,
1787, as
the time of the writing of the last pages of 4n Island in the
Moon. It is known that his brother, Robert, died in February,
1787. It is also known that Blace expended every effort to
1. An Island in the Moon 1 Keynes, pp. db3-885)
t
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save hitn, watching by his bedside day and night for a fortnight.
When the end finally oame, the exhausted 31a fce suddenly saw
Robert's soul ascending, "dapping its hands with joy," It
must have been at this moment that the conviction of the
existence of a World of Eternity came over him. His brother
was not dead out had passed to a higher and happier life, had
returned to the Source from whence he had come, had, in death,
been reborn. Adding to this the account of Robert's standing
before him in a vision and revealing the secret of illuminated
printing which provides the unusual and beautiful setting they
deserve for the Sonas of Innocence, we might infer that eoul-
lition of the satirical criticism of society is not merely the
ferment of adolescence but a subconscious searching for the
first state of the Way and that Robert's death, at the crucial
moment in his restless melancholy and discontented searching,
touched off the spark: which brought the first perception of the
new truth, the glad awakening, and put him on his mystical
journey.
In writing of Innocence, Blake is describing the spiritual
sensations of the first mystical state. He portrays his own
mystical awakening. A summary is found later in the "Auguries
of Innocence". At the outset, he expresses his faith in the
heavenly intuition of the soul;
To see a World in a Grain of *>and
And a Heaven in a tfild Slower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand
And Eternity in an hour.
And he closes with an affirmation of his faith in spiritual
•
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insight
:
ii& are led tu Believe a Lie
When we see not Thro 1 the Eye,
tfhioh was Born in a Night to Perish
in a ilight,
tfhen the Soul Slept in Beams of Light.
God appears, and God is Might
Bat does a Human Form Display ,
To those who Dwell in dealnis of day.
But, after the joy and ecstasy of the soul in its awakening
to the glory of divine perception, the reaction follows - the
oscillation from joy to pain. Miss Underhill names it Purgation;
Blake, Experience. Miss Moody discusses the Son^s of Experience
together with the Songs of Innocence . She finds "no tremor of
faith" in the Songs of Experience . To me it seems that Miss
Moody has been misled by the fact that Blake issued few separate
copies of the Son^s of Experience , generally issuing the two
groups of lyrics in one binding with a general title page in
addition to the two separate ones; She notes the antithetical
character of the poems in the second group but does not recognize
the second state therein expressed. Her error may, also, be
due to her failure to take into consideration the fact that the
Songs of Experience is not chronologically Blake's next work.
Tiriel (an early version of the Book of Uriaen ) and the Visions
of the Daughters of Albion actually precede the Songs of Ex-
perience . In these, puolisheti in 17b9 and 1792 respectively,
Blake is already preoccupied with the error of the world 1 s way*
He felt very keenly the transition from the first to the second
1. "Auguries of Innocence" (Keynes, pp. 119-121).
2. Moody, op. Pit ., p. SI.
t
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state. The three works of this period express his wretchedness,
The dominating note is one of grief at the spectacle of error
in the world and in himself. Tiriel and the Visions are
lamentations. There is, however, the suggestion of the light
to come when Tiriel recognizes the error in his existence and
dies, ffith Tiriel 1 s death comes a rebirth. In the rebirth, the
age of Experience is ended.
When the mental struggle of Experience is ended, 3lake
triumphantly hails the resolution of his problems and the new
light in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell .
A new heaven is begun...
^
Thus, he announces his arrival at the third state, Illumination.
A tremendous creative energy accompanied the new religious in-
sight. During this period, he wrote The Marriage of Heaven and
Hell
,
The ffrenoh Revolution
,
America
,
Europe
,
Uriaen
,
two books
of Los , and Ahania . Yet, in the midst of thi3 period, his
descent into the blackness of the Dark Bight is foreshadowed*
In America , he speaks to us of regeneration; he sings his song
of resurrection. His wild enthusiasm gives the impression that
he is heralding a new life, a triumph of freedom for the soul.
But, in Europe , the vision is dark. Then, there follows a pro-
gressive descent ending in the lament of Ahania, "weeping upon
the void." 2
The blackness of thought in these last works brings 31ake
to the Dark Uight of the Soul. His artistic sterility is one
1. Marriage of Heaven and Hell (Keynes, p. 190)
2. Ahania (Keynes, p. El9
)
1
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expression of his bitterness. He passes through this period
in silence. It is only after he has entered upon the Unitive
Life that we find a poetic record of the darkness. In Vala . we
see it in the conflicts of the four £oas. Ihe whole of Milt on
is concerned with the mental oppression of this period. His
avowed purpose is to give a picture of "the lapse of the human
race from a higher spiritual state, and its struggles toward a
return to such." Uhis is a translation of his own experience
into cosmic terms. Plate 76 of Jerusalem is not only one of
the greatest Crucifixions bat also a magnificent record of the
Dart Bight. Albion is depicted in the cruciform attitude facing
Jesus upon the Gross. Ihe night is so black - except for a
faint ray of light that still emanates from Ohrist and barely
illuminates the face of the man below - that one apprehends
little more than Albion's tortured face. He is gazing adoringly
at his tortured God. Mystically, the picture represents iton
gazing upon the torture and death of his highest faculties.*'"
The emergence from the Dark: Bight is marked outwardly by a
return to London from Felpham. Blake cast out his error and
entered the Unitive Life. Io Hayley, he wrote of his new
ecstasy
:
.Suddenly .1 was again enlightened
with the light I enjoyed in my youth,
and which has...oeen closed from me as
by a door and by window-shutters...
Dear Sir, excuse my enthusiasm, or
rather madness, for I am really drunk
with intellectual vision whenever I
take pencil or graver into my hand,
1~! Damon, op. oit .. p. 473.

Aft
even as I used to be in my youth. ..I
thank God that I have courageously pursued
my oourse through darkness.*
In her analysis of the Unitive Life, Miss Underhill dis-
oerns three characteristics. The first is a complete aosorption
in the Infinite. Blafce givesa picture of the rapturous joy of
the experience of unity in infinity in a description of the
beatific state of the Eternals. 2 Below the text of Plate 99
of Jerusalem, we find a representation of the ultimate union -
God and the Soul embrace in ecstatic union while entirely sur-
rounded by fire.
The second trait is the consciousness of acting by divine
authority and finding strength therein. This manifests itself
in Blake 1 s belief in his task and in his transcription of divine
' 3dictation.
The third is giving expression to the new strength in some
kind of activity. For Blake, the third took the form of a
series of books: Vala, Milton, Jerusalem, Job.
C. Truth Revealed in the Ecstatic Union with the One
a. Conception of the World
Blake stood in opposition to the school of Locke which
flourished a little before his time. Whereas the disciples of
1. Letter to Hayley, Octooer 23, 1804 (Keynes, p. 1110 )
.
2. Vala and Jerusalem, passim.
3. Cf . Chapter IV and Chapter V.
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Locke believed that all our moral and Intellectual ideas proceed
from our senses and thus eliminated all revelations of faith,
all mysteries of religion, and all suppositions about the in-
visible world, Blake denied the existence of a world of sense.
He negated the evidence of the senses and of reason.
...Mental Things are alone Real; what
is call' d Corporeal, Nobody knows of its
Dwelling Place: it is in Fallacy, and
its Existence an Imposture. Where is
the Existence Out of Mind or Thought?
Where is it but in the Mind of a Fool?1
He contends that the evidence of the senses is incomplete. He
bases his argument for the inadequacy of sense on th£ fact that
ideas of eternity, of God, of the infinite, are not organic
ideas I ideas produced by physical organs) and yet, they exist
in Man. His argument may be found in the three short pamphlets
on Natural Religion.
He insists, further , that the presentation of our senses is
false. The senses create, out they create aadly.
If the doors of Perception were
cleansed every thing would appear to
man as it is, infinite.
For man has closed himself up, till
he sees all things thro' narrow chinks
of his cavern. 2
Kor does Blake believe that Reason supplies a source of
perception to correct the errors of our organic consciousness.
His indictment of Reason involves two counts. First, it is a
foe to the life of vision. It prevents man from freeing his
vision from the tyranny of the senses, and, in its subservience
Tl Vision of the Last Judgment (Xeynes, p. 64=6)
2. Marriage of Heaven and Hell (Keynes, p. 197)_
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to memory, it prevents the soaring of the imagination. Secondly,
it damages the imagination by its literalness, and, with its
scepticism destroys the ardor of faith, in a long speeoh in
Milton , Blake presents his indictment of rationalism.
I come in Self-annihilation and the
grandeur of Inspiration,
To oast off j^ational Demonstration by
Faith in the Saviour,
To cast off the rotten rags of Memory
oy Inspiration,
To oast off Bacon, Locke and Uewton from
Al b i on 1 s c over ing
,
To take off his- filthy garments and clothe
him with Imagination,
...
To cast off the idiot Questioner who is
always questioning
But never capable of answering, who sits
with a sly grin
Silent plotting when to question, like a
thief in a cave,
Who publishes Doubt and calls it knowledge,
whose whole science is despair,
Whose pretense to knowledge is Envy, whose
whole Science is
To destroy the wisdom of ages to gratify
ravenous Envy
That rages round him like a Wolf day and
night without rest
:
He smiles with condescension, he talks of
Benevolence and Virtue,
And those who act with Benevolence and
Virtue they murder time on time.
These are the destroyers of Jerusalem, these
are the murderers
Of Jesus, who deny the Paith and mock at
Eternal Life. .
.
1
Having demolished this old system of thought, Blake proceeds to
build a new system on the chaotic ruins. He supplies a new
source of knowledge - the Imagination. He asserts the reality
of the invisiole world perceived by the Imagination.
There arises now the proolem of reconciling the visible and
1. Milton t Keynes, pp. 546-7)

the invisible, ielieving that the created world is non-existen
and illusive, he mafces of it a transparent glass behind which
lies reality. His spiritual eye looks through it and sees only
that which is beyond. This is the power of "double vision".
The visible world is out the outward sign of the invisible as
the body is the sign of the soul abiding within. The body and
soul are not two distinct things: the body is but a part of the
soul made real to our external senses. The body is an emanation
of the soul, created by the soul and attached to it in order to
give it visibility. Such is the correspondence, too, between
the invisible and the visible. The world of matter has not an
existence of its own but exists only a3 an expression of some
profounder invisible structure,
b. Cosmogony
A complete description of the invisiole to which Blake
transports his reader is not necessary for this study. His
ideas, moreover, are far from lucid. I will but attempt to
present the broad outlines of his system as they detach them-
selves from the mass of details in order to facilitate the
comprehension of his literary theory.
As we noted above, the Imagination reveals the only reality
Proceeding from that premise, we find that the only reality is
Eternity.
This world of Imagination is the
world of Eternity; it is the divine bosom
into which we shall go after the death of
the Vegetable oody. The World of Imagina-
tion is Infinite and Eternal, whereas the
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world of Generation, or Vegetation, is
Finite and Temporal. There Exist in that
Eternal World the Permanent Realities of
Every Thing which we see reflected in this
Vegetable Glass of Mature.
*
Such a conception does not allow the idea of a Berashith . There
never was a beginning and there will never oe an end. Time is
an illusion of the senses.
iiany suppose that before the Creation
All was Solitude and Chaos. This is the
most pernicious Idea that can enter the
Mind, as it takes away all suolimity from
the Bible and Limits All Existence to
Creation and to Chaos, To Time and **pace
fixed by the Corporeal Vegetative %e, and
leaves the *Aan who entertains such an Idea
the habitation of Unbelieving demons.
Eternity Exists, and All Things in Eternity,
Independent of Creation...
What is the nature of Eternity? Eternity is perfect and in-
cludes all things.
For everything exists and not one sigh
nor smile nor tear,
One hair nor particle of„dust, not one
can pass away.
In Memory and Possibility there exist even the errors and illu-
sions which mafce this world what it is so "that we may foresee
and Avoid."4
Eternity exists outside of time and space. It has no
primum mobile since Blake is not interested in God the Father
in the traditional sense. The inhabitants and rulers of this
universe are termed Eternals. These seem to represent the sum
of freed intellectual energy in the whole cosmic system. There
are many of them and, yet, taey function as one.
1. Vision of the Last Judgment, pp.6y-70 I Keynes, p. 630)
Z. Ibid
. . pp. 91-92 (Keynes, pp. 84G-8<*±J
3. Jerusalem
. IS (Keynes, pp. 572-3)
4* Ioid ., 93 (Keynes, p. 740)

Eternity appear 1 d above them as One iian.^
Then those in Great Eternity met in the
Council of God
As one Man ... *
Their unity and harmony in the One is constantly stressed.
• . .the Seven
Eyes of God and the Seven Lamps of the
Almighty 3
The Seven are one within the other;...
(they) Live in Perfect Harmony... *
Consulting as One dan above the Mountains...
In the primal state, indivisible unity embraces them all.
There is no consciousness of individuality. When consciousness
of individual existence comes into being there is a fall, the
beginning of a separate creation. Thus did the phenomenon of
creation occur. Creation is a fall from Eternity, a division
from the Divine Whole. The same story occurs in the Gospel of
St. John. The created universe is an emanation - division from
God, the "word" becoming fiat .
In Blake's account of creation, Urizen becomes conscious
of "I" as distinguished from the All. He becomes a separate
personality and is wrenched away from the Eternals. Before his
fall, "Earth was not..." s , but after his fall,
...a shadow of horror is risen
In Eternity'. Untnown, unprolific,
Self-clos'd, all repelling;...
T~. frala
.
I fleynes, p. 29 2)
8 » Xbid . . I (Keynes, p. 299)
3. Ibid
. (Keynes, p. 501)
4 » Ibid . (Keynes, p. 299)
5. First Boofc of Urizen
.
Chap. 11 (Keynes, p. 244)
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Eternals beheld his vast forests;
all void ,
The petrific, aoominaole Chaos.
As a result of creation, there cajie into existence.
Envy, Revenge, and Cruelty
Which. . .left saan a little grovelling root
outside of Himself
.
z
As a consequence of the birth of a separate personality, there
exist now two distinct things: Urizen and Eternity. In the
Bible, the act of creation marks the first day; in Blake's myth,
the beginning of Time. The creation of Time is symoolic of
Urizen* s separation from Eternity. Then follows a story
similar to that of the seven days of creation in Genesis. In
Blake, it is the progressive creation of Urizen through the ages
until he brings forth the universe, tfhile Urizen brought forth
the "black globe", Los,
-
Kept watch for Eternals to confine
The obscure separation alone;
For Eternity stood wide apart, „
As the stars are apart from the earth.
Because of the first creation, there are others. Los had
separated Urizen from Eternity and had bound him with Time and
Space. In the process, Los becomes conscious of an individual
4
existence and can no longer be one with Eternity. de becomes
Time and Space; these two elements, then, of which he is com-
posed and whioh were one, divide for the same reason. Space
becomes distinct from Time. 6
I"! girst Book of Urizen , I {Keynes, p. 244)
fc. Jerusalem . 17 (Keynes, p. 580)
3. ffirfet Book of Urizen . ill (Keynes, p. 246-2*7)
4. Cf. P. 58 and P. 15.
5. Cf. pp.14-15.
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The first process of creation is separation as seen in
Urizen' s separation from the eternals: the second, emanation,
is seen in the separation of Enitharmon from Lob. This second
process creates two classes of beings: Spectres and Sanations.
The spectre represents the intellectual faculties without the
affections or inspiration.
The Spectre is the iteasoning Power in
Jan, and when separated
From Imagination and dosing itself as
in steel in a xiatio
Of the Things of xiemory, It thence frames
Laws and Moralities,
To destroy Imagination, the Divine iody,
by Martyrdoms and War 3.
Only the harmonious reunion of Spectre and Emanation can effect
a return to Eternity. In Slake 1 s myth, the Emanation which
represents the softest affections, tenderest feelings, emotions
and joys, must often flee the Spectre who pursues her like a
beast of prey bent on destruction. Sometimes, the Snanation
gives herself to the Spectre as a woman to a man. Ore was thus
engendered in the union of Los and Enitharmon. This is the third
kind of creation.
The three processes of creation - separation, emanation,
and generation - continue forever and fill the universe with
separate beings. From Uriaen, Los, and Enitharmon, multitudes
of spirits are created, accounting thus for the creation of new
and material things. 3y these processes, each creation is a
distinct entity but proceeds from a common source. Thus, all
1. Jerusalem, 74 (Keynes, p. 699).
.
f
men proceed from the Universal i^ian - the Adam Kadiaon . '-Che body
of man is the "limit of contract ion" of the Universal Soul
divided into separatee entities. The body is not only an in-
dividualization but a contraotion of Infinite into Finite. The
senses of the Eternals could perceive the whole universe because
their senses could expand and contract themselves at will. Blalce
hates our bodies and senses because they are a limitation of
our Infinite Soul. Infinite powers and energies have been re-
strained and only infinite desire remains. In man, the Spectre
becomes the ruling force just as in the struggle between Spectre
and Emanation, bringing about the reduction of both to chaos.
Salvation comes only with the subduing of the Spectre and the
Emanation to their primal spirits.
These details can be reduced to four points; l) the primal
unity of the whole universe, a unity to which it will return at
the end of time; 2) the identity of Sod, man, and nature;
3) the process of creation by successive separations, emana-
tions, and generations, producing individualities; 4) the pro-
cess of regeneration through the sacrifice of these individu-
alities and a return to primal unity.
c. Psychology
The psychological analysis of man' s nature constitutes the
heart of Blafce's work:. This is the primary significance of the
four Zoas whose world, in the more literal sense, is the brain
or soul of man. Since nothing is less susceptible of clear

definition than the state of the soul, it is not difficult to
see why Blake' s account of the soul of man, "that dark: and dis-
mal infinite where thought rolls up and down,"1 is so immense,
so complex, and so chaotic.
According to Blake's myth, the soul is like a stage upon
which crowds of actors are moving, each seeking the spotlight.
The actors are eternal forces, spiritual tendencies, antagonisti
life -principles, engaged in a perpetual struggle to dominate the
soul - the psychological components of man in his struggle toward
the light. The struggle is set forth as a war of the elements
for domination over Albion.
...Blake's personifications are...
Reason, the Feelings, Instinct, Will,
Religious iimotion, Passion and so
forth - "states" .. .through which man
passes, but which themselves remain
forever. Blake is the first, and per-
haps the only mystical poet, who has
conceived the idea of personifying
these states, instead of taking the
several virtues and vices and express-
ing them in new symbols. 2
In Blake 1 s theogony, the Eternals come first. Then come
the elements known as the 2oas.
i?our Mighty Ones are in every lian.
Of them, Peroival says:
S
...The psychological powers personified
in the ioas are in their unfalien state
the four eternal senses, with which
esoteric doctrine endowed the primal
and eternal i*ian.^
Before the beginning of Time, they had been united. At the end
YsuLa . I (Keynes, p. 288)
2. Berger, op. oit
.
. p. 129
3
• m re ±sy
• Vala
.
I (Keynes, p. 278)
4. Percival, op. ext .. p. 19.
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of Time, they shall again be united. They make their first ap-
pearance as separate with the flail. They shrink to the level
of the five senses and, becoming fixed, interpret life in terms
of the multiple world apparent to their contracted powers. Blake
characterizes each of them concisely in the fallen state,
Urizen, cold and scientific; Luvah,
pitying and weeping;
Tharmas, indolent and sullen; Urthona,
doubting and despair ing.^
1. Urizen
In Eternity, Urizen was the brain of eternal man, the Prince
of Light, with his abode in the zenith of the south. In his
glory, he is reason in the highest mystical sense - reason that
is the immeaiate perception of eternal truth.
Urizen is the first personality to oe separated from
Eternity. "Bound oy the changes" in time and space oy Los, he
becomes distinct from the Universal -wan. In this state, he is a
mere counterfeit of his former self. His senses are no longer
capable of contracting or expanding. How, he is an impotent
figure; his knowledge is confined to that experienced through
the organic senses. Mow, he is earthly reason, the mundane
faculty bound to the data of the senses. He seeks truth in the
external world, operates by means of analysis and observation,
and knows a thing only by its qualities and behaviour. He
reasons and, still, finds ultimate truth elusive. Consequently,
all knowledge and experience acquired through the five senses
1. Jerusalem
. 45 (Keynes, p. 631)
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come within the province of Urizen. This product of organic
perception is known, in Slake' s system, as "ratio".
After having oound man in the chains of materiality, Urizen
still continues with the binding prooess and imposes further re-
strictions: the physical laws of science and the laws of reli-
gion and morality. His work results in a mutilated human spirit.
"The Spectre is the man,"1 and his dwelling a "poor ruin 1 d
2 " J*
world," wherein the false guide is "Worship* d by Barnes Divine.""0
In its completeness the figure of Urizen includes Ahania
who exists for his repose and as the source of his energy.
A cavern. . .where
I laid my head in the hot noon, after
oroken clods
Had wearied me... 4
In this capacity, she is the subconscious moods of revery in
which the creations of the mind take shape.
...She is essential to Urizen 1 s fullness
of comprehension, for she is also his in-
tuitive and visionary self. When she is
lost to him, his intuitive perceptions fs.il,
and he falls back upon his organic sense. 5
When Urizen becomes Jehovah, the Law, and is conscious of himself
as such, Ahania changes and separates from him. She becomes the
first fruit of the Law, the breaking of the Law - Sin. Without
her, Urizen, the Spectre, beoomes a horrifying figure. Nothing
now remains of his essential self. Without Ahania, his intui-
tive comprehension vanishes, his mental energy is automatically
?ala . I (Keyne*. p. 291).
2. laid
.
.VI (Keynes, p. 360).
3. Gates of Paradise: Epilogue (Keynes, p. 763).
4. Yala . Ill (Keynes, p. 324).
5. Eercival, op. cit .. p. 26.
6. Of. p. 13.
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inhibited. He is overwhelmed by the world of sense. Ahania
pours forth the lamentations of a loving and forsaken woman,
pleading with Urizen to return to his former state. Brutally,
he continues to strive for universal domination over man. In
the end, however, he, like Milton's Satan»looks back: upon the
past with regret. Then, he sinks into despair. Thence comes
his salvation. The last sight of Urizen is one in which he has
resumed his place in the south; he has been reunited with
Ahania and, with his sons and daughters, has set out to create
a new humanity and a new earth.
^
2 . Luvah
The domain of Luvah, "the gentlest, mildest &oa," 2 is in
the east, the heart of the giant Albion. Like Urizen, Luvah
was originally in Eternity. He is the whole gamut of emotions.
In his unfalien state, he is Love in God, the eternal love as
distinguished from earthly love. He is the love of Christ dying
for humanity, the love of Buddha offering his flesh to the
famished tigress; he is "eternal delight" springing from a
"believing head, a loving heart, a creative imagination, and
open, vigorous senses;"** he is the forgiveness of sins. With
Urizen, he is the keeper of the gates of heaven, but he is the
light of the moon as opposed to Urizen who is the light and
warmth of the sun.
1. Vala, I± (Keynes, p. 427).
2. Jerusalem, 24 (Keynes, p. 5^5).
5. Percival. op. cit.. p. 29.
t
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The descant of Luvah is somewhat lite the disastrous ride
of Phaeton in Ovid 1 s myth. Pride and ambition on awareness of
self induce Luvah to attempt the usurption of Urizen' s Chariot
of Day, to take his place as the light of the world. This in-
cident is symbolic of the conflict ever raging between passion
and reason. Luvah is "cast into the Jtonaces of affliction and
sealed,"^- when he, accustomed to driving the tigers of passion,
tries unsuccessfully to drive Urizen' s horses of light.
Luvah' s range of emotional activity is wide. At the summit,
he is Ohrist, the symool of love and universal brotherhood. In
2
another form he is Ore, who is the personification of revolt -
revolt which burst forth maddened oy the restraints of Urizen.
In Urizen' s system, dear to the orthodox, Ore i3 named,
Blasphemous Demon, Antichrist, hater of
Dignities,
Lover of wild rebellion* and transgressor
of Sod' s Law.*5
3ound on the mountain top "beneath Urizen' s deathful shadow,"4
he endures a living death; his suffering is Promethean. The
imaginative mind, on the other hand, sees Ore as an indictment
of evil, the spirit of revolt against mistaken authority. In
all his torment, Ore remains for them the deathless spirit of
revolt always latent in the heart of man.
The story of Yala, the Emanation of Luvah is obscure. I
have not been aole to decipher precisely how she was separated
from Luvah. As far as I can determine, Yala, before her fall,
1. Jerusalem , 7 (Keynes, p. 558).
2. In another myth, Ore is also the first born of Los and
i -inltnarmon*
13. America ( Keynes
, p . £20 )
.
4. Book of Urizen, YII (Keynes, p. 305).
I
was Beauty and Desire. In Eternity, Beauty and Love were bound
together, but, after the fall, Vala becomes material beauty. As
material beauty, she is a destructive force. In her lowest
form, Vala comes to represent sexual love which is not a spark:
of the great eternal fire uniting man with man but which has
jealousy, hatred, and cruelty as component parts. In this unreJ
generate form, she is also the goddess of Mature. Plaice con-
ceives of Mature as beautiful, deceitful, and cruel. .Nature is
associated with Urizen and obedient to his laws. In this, she
is Mystery, the harlot of Urizen, and attains dominion over re-
ligion. The religion of Mystery is a religion of externalities
and ceremonies. It demands submission and obedience in return
for absolution; it promises as a palliative another life in an
"allegorical abode." The passive emotions of love and pity, as
symbolized by Vala in the role of Mystery, are meretricious;
they gain supremacy by deceit and hypocrisy. Mystery is the
nadir of the religious life. In the end, it is the Saviour alone
who can accomplish the redemption of Vala,
3. Thar.uas
Tharmas has his dwelling in the west. In Eternity, he re-
presents the androgynous body - a symbol of the united world,
//hen he falls victim to Urizen and Luvah, Tharmas loses his un-
divided spiritual body and becomes a multiple world. The an-
drogynous body becomes sexual. The phrases, "Parent power"^
1. Europe , 39 I Keynes, p. 235).
2
• Vala
.
J& (Keynes, p. 878).

and "Angel of the Tongue,"^" are used with reference to Tharmas.
He is the center of physical sensations. Tharmas, too, becomes
subservient to Urizen. He is powerless against Law - the func-
tion of the vegetative life must give obedience to Law,
Enion is the outer and passive side of Tharmas. After the
fall, she is Mature roobe* of its spirituality.
In his struggle against Urizen, Tharmas forms an alliance
with Los. In his submission to Los, Tharmas syinoolizes the
natural life yielding to the divine life. Together Los and
Tharmas lay the foundation for Golgonooza. The moral transfor-
is
mat ion of Tharmas and Snion, in the end, /symbolized by a
physical change: they become as little children. They play
together as the careless, happy children of the Songs of In -
nocence before Luvah with his passions and Urizen with his ex-
perience have entered. With their pure and tender joys, they
represent the simple instinct of life.
4. Urthona, Los, and Enitharmon
...Los was the fourth immortal starry one,
and in the earth
Of a bright Universe, E^pery attended day
and night,
Days and nights of revolving joy. Urthona
was his name in Eden.
Urthona is the most complicated of the apocalyptic figures.
As an Sternal, under the name of Urthona, his aoode is in the
north, the region of the loins. In Eternity, the loins represent
1 . Jerusalem
.
65 liCeynes, p. 670i.
2.Vala, I I Keynes, p. 278).

the creative principle intimately associated with the intellect*
(The loins oecotae sexual only after the fall. J Like the Earth-
Spirit evoked by u'aust, Urthona rales the macrocosm. In his
eternal form, he is identifiable with Poetic Genius. To under-
stand Urthona, we must enlarge our conception of Poetic Genius
since Slake gives it a tremendously wide scope. ^ rfe are told,
in the Marriage of Heaven and Hell , that the Jews identified
the Poetic Genius with the first Principle. Blake makes the
saiae identification. Thus, our conception of Poetic Genius must
include the impulse to create, an impulse which underlies all
life and is, perhaps, life itself* Los is the "vehicular form
of Urthona."
Urizen and Urthona had, in the early Prophetic writings, been
closely related. Both engendered light but were like the anti-
podes of a single force. Urizen was, then, the rational mind
illuminated oy the fires of the genius of Urthona. The distinc-
tion made between the light of Urthona and that of Urizen re-
sembles closely that made by Kant between Yernunf
t
and Verstand.
Urthona represents the superior intelligence. Into the separa-
tion of Urizen and Urthona may be read the idea of the existence
of two levels of intelligence and the effecting of the separation
by man's preference for the lower.
Los is both Time and the Spirit of Prophecy.
Los is by mortals named Time, knitharmon
is nam 1 d Space
:
• .
.
He is the Spirit of Prophecy, the ever
apparent El ia s
.

fife
Damon points out that "los" is the reversal of "sol.""L
This name is fitting for the Spirit of Prophecy since it is,
according to Blake, the illumination of the mortal world. Poetry
is the spiritual illumination created oy Los after Urizen has
sunk into the abyss, into total darkness. It is evident that
our conception of prophecy, too must be changed. According to
Blake, prophets include, besides those we ordinarily call pro-
phets, all visionaries, all artists, all poets - all who have
the power to bring even a faint reflection of the Eternal World
from whence the Earth derives its life. Los is thus also In-
spiration. As the Spirit of Prophecy and Inspiration, Los is
indispensable. In these roles, he wrests the Mundane ^hell
from the chaos induced by the Pall.
Closely associated with Los is his Emanation, Enitharmon.
then he is the Spirit of Prophecy, she is with him as the Spirit
of Pity. Whereas the pity of Vala is selfish and rational, that
of Enitharmon is imaginative and spontaneous. In this respect,
Enitharmon is, in the Generative World, the counterpart of
Jerusalem in Eden. According to 3erger,
...she is the feeling that pervades the
soul of the artist, the joy that he takes
in his work, the emotion stirred in him
by his vision. 2
Urthona 1 s fall into division consists not merely of the
duality of male and female as in the other Zoas, but of a triad.
The additional figure is the Spectre of Urthona, a male form,
representing the "reasoning negative," the effect of Urizen'
s
1. Damon, op. oit
. p. 69.
2, Merger, op. cit . . p. 156.
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intrusion into the inmost spiritual life. He is a horrible ogre
of jealousy and doubt - a terrifying phantasm.
In the confused medley of the activities of their ever
changing personalities, five stand out with any degree of
clarity
.
1. ) The creation and sacrifice of Ore.
In this phase of his activity, Los acts in the spirit of
the Old Testament, rfhen Snitharmon begins to love Ore, whom
she and los have brought forth, ^" Los becomes jealous and forms
the monstrous chain of jealousy. ^earing "that Ore plotted
his death," Los seizes him and binds him to the mountain with
"the accursed chain." He leaves the Spectre to watch over Ore.
As the symbol of human passion held captive by the laws of
egoism and jealousy, Ore, like Prometheus, howls upon his rock
in"oeaseless rage". 4 Later, when Los repents his deed, he is
powerless to "unroot the infernal fibres from their rocky bed."^
Only his passion for the beauty of Vala helps Ore break the
chain - strong passion at last breaks its bonds.
2. ) The conflicts between Los and Snitharmon.
These conflicts are symoolic of the struggles in the
astistio spirit: they are infinite in number and extremely
varied in kind. Bnitharmon is not only "artistic Pleasure",
she is also the Ideal, a shadow, of which Los is in constant
1. Gf. p. 58.
2. First Book- of Urizen , VII iKeynes, p. 254).
2. Vala
,
Y I Keynes, p. 345)
.
4. Ibid
. ,
(Keynes, p. 346).
5^ TbH
. , ( Keyne
a
, p. 248 ) -

ft*
pursuit. She resemoles a capricious, inconstant woman.
He enibrac'd her; she wept, she refus'd;
In perverse and cruel delight ,
She fled from his arms, yet he follow 1 d.
For the artist, she is the ever unattainable ideal of love and
beauty hovering before his eyes, filling him now with joy and
now with grief.
3.) Conflicts between Los and the Spectre.
These struggles, too, are infinite and varied. In Vala
.
the Spectre assists Tharinas to resist the despotic laws of
Urizen. In this poa.1, he also enters into Los who then gives
up his "Domineering lust" and becomes aware of his identity with
2
Urthona. In Jerusalem , the Spectre plays a different role.
He is the deadly enemy of the prophet. Los has undertaken the
salvation of Albion, the Sternal Man. While Los works at his
forge, the Spectre hovers about trying to subjugate him and to
pursuade him to aoandon Aloion to his fate.
And thus the Spectre spoke ; "tf ilt thou
still go on to destruction?
"Till thy life is all taken away by this
deceitful Friendship?
"He drinks thee up like water, like wine
he pours thee
"Into his tuns; . .
•
...I saw it indignant, and thou art not
moved'.
"This has divided thee in sunder, and wilt
thou still forgive?"^
Los is unmindful of the hard lot of the poet as depicted by the
Spectre. Hot only does he answer "unterrified to the opake
blackening Fiend," but he subdues the "reasoning negative",
forcing him to toil in the furnaces and to help him in his great
1. First Book of Urizen , YI lieynes, p. 25SJ.
2. Vala
, VII I Keynes, pp. S7y-560).
2. Jerusalem, 7 IKeynes, pp. 557-556).

task: of Eternity. J?or this enforced laoor the Spectre is
praised "in Songs because he kept the Divine Vision in time of
trouble."1 Los is seen here as the the Prophetic Spirit unshak-
g
able and unshr inking in his efforts to gain his end.
4. ) The building of Golgonooza, the world of art.
Golgonooza, the chief work of Inspiration, is the only
means by which we can ootain a glimpse of the Divine Vision. It
is a Universe of the Ideal to counteract the material world of
Urizen. This World of Art is all that remains to man of his
lost Eden. The work of Los does not end with the building of
Golgonooza. He also creates each man's universe.
Space that a Man views around his dwelling
Place
Standing in his own roof or in his garden
on a mount
Of twenty-five cubits in height, such space
is hi3 Universe. 3
The inference is that wherever thers is creation, there is some
4divinely Inspired work. The poet, moreover, is the only real
creator. Such is the conclusion if the material world is re-
garded as a vision of the spirit, created by, and disappearing
with the spirit. It becomes, then, altogether a product of the
imagination.^
5. ) The protection and regeneration of Albion.
Los is given the task of watching over man until Jesus
appears. He prevents the sons and daughters of Ala ion - the
1. Jerusalem, 30 (Keynes. t>. 606).
2. Of, Chapter IV.
3. Milton. 31 (Keynes,
-dp, 521-522).
4. Of. Chapter- Y.
5. Cf. Chapter VI.
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thoughts, passions, and desires of men - from falling into
eternal death, i.e., absolute materiality. He pleads with Al-
bion to reject false religions and to banish all spirits of war
and disoord. He saves men from failing lower, from falling into
non-entity, by putting spirits into their bodies. He teaohes
true morality - Pity, Justice, and Eternal forgiveness. He
presides over the gradual awakening of Albion. When Albion
has become regenerate, Los is very highly praised.
Then Jesus appeared standing by Albion as
the Good Shepherd
By the lost Sheep that he hath found, and
Ala ion knew that it
Was the Lord, the Universal Humanity; and
Albion saw his Form
A Man, and they conversed as iitfan with Man
in Ages of Eternity.
And the Divine Appearance was the likeness
and similitude of Los. 1
Such is the praise Blake bestows upon the poet's imagination
ana. mopirauion. xne poeu draws nuiiianiiiy , as ^jxtisu craws nis
sheep, nearer to the lost Paradise and to the Eternal tforld.
In the foregoing pages, I have tried to set forth the
nni n*h S in SI air ft* a mvst i rtal d on*fc t*1 n a wh i nh f n"r*rn thA ho s n"P hi ^±J w4U U O 4.11 * J.c^ii CWw w iU^y cu v^ui Uvw Ui J»llw W 11 J. w 11 X wl 1U 0 11w uaO 1 O Ul Ul *J
literary critioism. In the following section, I shall concern
myself with his literary criticism.
1. Jerusalem, 96 (Keynes, p. 745).
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CHAPTER I V
PURPOSE OF POETRY
Before entering upon a discussion of Blake 1 s "code of
art" it is necessary to reiterate the statement made earlier;
the explanation of Blake lies in his mysticism. 3, Blake was a
painter and a poet, but, to his own mind, he was these only
secondarily. As Damon says,
Eis main interest throughout his life was his religion. The
problem which engrossed him most deeply was the ultimate problem
of all philosophy - the relation of the individual soul to Grod»
In the discussion of the final state of the Mystical Way -
the Unitive Life - we found that, in the rapturous union with
the One, the mystic believes that he has attained a revelation
of Ultimate Truth. We found, further, that one outward manifes-
tation of the union is an attempt to reveal to others the truth
thus revealed to the mystic. As an "ambassador of the Absolute",
the mystic feels impelled to set out upon missionary work. He
feels the necessity of recounting his experience in order to
inspire others setting out in search of truth. ^ The tradition
j
of mysticism covers approximately three thousand years of
1, Of. p. 32ff.
2. Damon, op. cit .. p. 63.
31ake was not trying to make literature . Z
3. Gf. p. a8
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human experience, and this character istio ia present from the
start. Such was the purpose of Lao Tzu in Tao Teh King , the
oldest surving exposition of mystical teaching; auch was the
purpose of the unknown writers of the 3hagavad-Glta ; of Al-
Ghazzali in his Oonfesaions ; of Saint Bonaventura in The Goad
of Divine Love ; of Swedenoorg in Arcana Coelestia. And so,
Blake, too, takes his place in the great tradition of mysticism.
In the course of his progress towards the Xneffaale, in
all his artistic work: - poetic or pictorial - his chief concern
is with hia message. Truth, not pleasure, is his object - the
truth revealed in the ecstasy of union with the One. His re-
ligious and artistic activity coalesced. He affirms the
identity throughout.
...And now let me finish with aS8ur-
ing you that, tho 1 I have been very
unhappy, 1 am so no longer. I am
again Emerged into the light of day.
I still and shall to Eternity 3m-
brace Christianity, and Adore him
who is the Express image of God; but
I have travel 1 d thro' the Perils and
Darkness not unlike a Ohampion.
He is, here, describing what would ordinarily not be called a
t* p! i & 1 riii w hut i* +. h at* ati a a & tih Ati if* avo P^i Aru>o TV\p ClV> y* i <3*t: i oni tX wJL IgX UUO | U U U 1 ClUUvl CL11 ClOO OIlw u X o 9 OAp X Oilw C • 11 C ^ ill X O 0 1 Ctll X w
to which he refers is the practice of a particular type of
painting.
g
The Eocker of Art is the Mocker of Jesus.
...I know of no other Christianity
and of no other Gospel than the liberty
1. Letter to Thonas Butts, November 22, 1802 (Keynes, p. 1065)
2. Letter to -William Haley, December 11, 1805 I Keynes, p. 1122)
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both of oody and mind to exercise
the Divine Arts of Imaginat ion.-*-
Hot only is Art religion, but tiie converse is equally true.
A poet, a painter, a musician,
an Architect: the JL&n or Woman who o
is not one of these is not a Christian,
Jesus and his Apostles and Dis-
ciples were all Artists.*
De Selincourt describes Blake 1 s position as follows:
...Art and Religion are a motion of
the soul, a self-forgetting of the
individual oefore the universal life,
a movement from within outwards: the
life of both, their secret, is
e-motion. Thus it waw that Blake de-
voted all his strength to passionate
preaching of a single doctrine - that
this spontaneous "emanation" by which
man rises into communion with the
Divine, this power.,. is the one thing
needful... In short, Art and Religion
are the same to him, beaause both,
give, what there is nothing else chat
can give, a complete expression to
the spirit of life itself.4
Blake considered himself one of the race of the ancient
Prophets. He called his books Prophetic Books. Damon points
out that Blake's conception of Prophets and Prophecy is de-
rived from the Deistic doctrine. 5 He has in mind Torn Paine 1 s
statement concerning prophets.
There is not throughout the whole
book called the Bible, any word that de-
scriaes to us what we call a poet, nor
any word that describes what we call
poetry. The case is, that the word
1. Jerusalem. 77 (Keynes, p. 70S).
2, The Laocoon Group (Kaynes. p. 764)
2. Ibid. (Keynes, p. 766)
4» De Selincourt, B. f "Parallelism of Religion and Art." >•
Hiboert Journal. V (January. 1907) 402.
5» Damon, op. cit., p. 61.
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prophet , to which later times have
affixed a new idea, was the Bible word
for poet, and the word prophesying
meant the art of making poetry.*
Blake was a close friend of Paine, and I am inclines to believe
that the influence was from Blake to Paine rather than from
Paine to Blake. The intensity of Blake's feeling and the all-
pervasive character of biblical influence in his work leads me
to believe that Isaiah, not Paine, was the primary souroe. It
might be well to look at Isaiah's vivid account of his calling
to prophecy, the account of his charter of regency.
In the year that king Uzziah died
I saw also the Lord sitting upon a throne, .
high and lifted up, and his train filled
the temple.
Above it stood the seraphim: ea£h
had six wings; with twain he covered
his face, and with twain he covered his
feet, and with twain he did fly.
And one cried unto another, and
said, Holy, holy, holy i-s the Lord of
hosts; the whole earth is full of his
glory. .
.
Then said I, 'tfoe is me I for I am
undone; because I am a man of unclean
lips: for mine eyes have seen the King,
Lord of hosts.
Then flew out one of the seraphim
unto me, having a live coal in his hand,
which he had taken with tonfs from off
the altar:
And he laid it upon my mouth, and
said, Lo, this hath touched thy lips; and
thine iniquity is taken away, and thy
sin purged.
Also I heard the voice of the Lord,
saying, Whom shall I send, and who will
go for usY Then said I, Here am I; send
me.
And he said, Go, and tell this people.
1. Paine, Thomas, The Age of Reason. Chapter VII.
£. Isaiah 6: 1-9.
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Isaiah is conscious of having seen truth, of having a message
whose authenticity and significance are quite beyond any ques-
tion of the fitness of the messenger, oeing justified oy Him
who sent the message. As a mystic, Plaice likewise believed
that, in his poetry, he was obedient to the command, "Go, and
tell this people." He believed that poetry was the transmis-
sion of divine communications.
The simplest and most direct avowal of Blake 1 s oelief in
his divinely appointed mission is to be found in the letter to
Butts, in which he tells his friend of the threats he has been
receiving from heaven for forsaking his visionary undertakings
to comply with Hayley 1 s more mundane wishes. He quotes one
of his heavenly friends:
•••"If you, who are organized by Divine
Providence for spiritual communion,
fuse, and bury your Talent in the Earth,
even tho' you should want natural Bread,
Sorrow and Desperation pursues you thro 1
life, and after death shame and confusion
of face to eternity. Every one in
Eternity will leave you, aghast at the
nAan who was crown 1 d with glory and
honour by his brethren, and betray 1 d
their cause to their enemies, xou-will
be called the base Judas who betray 1 d
his Friend'. "2
Soon after the first illumination on the Way, Blake wrote
the "Introduction" to the Songs of Innocence . In this poem,
he declares his divine appointment to write.
Piping down the valley wild,
Piping songs of pleasant glee,
On a cloud I saw a child,
Ti Cfl Chapter V.
ter to Butts, Janui isyneo, pp.
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And he laughing said to me:
MM
"Piper, sit thee down and write
"In a book, that ail may read."
$o he vanish' d from my sight.
And I pluck 1 d a hollow reed,
And I made a rural pen,
And I stain 1 d the water clear,
And I wrote my happy songs .
Every child may joy to hear.
The child is Jesus and also the Spirit of Prophecy; he follows
with the inner revelation of the songs' meaning, the fitting
of the words to the wordless melody (in the omitted section),
and, finally, the command to put them in visible form. The same
conception of divine appointment appears again in the "Introduc-
tion" to the Songs of Experience . In this poem, we also find
the conception of the poet as the regenerator of man.
Hear the voice of the Bardt
tfho Present, Past, and future, sees;
Whose ears have heard
The Holy V/ord
That walk'd among the ancient trees,
Calling the lapsed Soul
And weeping in the evening dew;
That might controll
The starry pole,
And fallen, fallen light renew.
Blake's adoption of the deistic notion of prophecy is
merely his justification for his use of the poetic form for the
expounding of his doctrine. His use of the poetic form is ac-
cidental. Because of his extraordinary poetic faculty, he
wrote as a poet as well as a mystic. Otherwise, he would also
1. "Introduction", Songs of Innocence (Keynes, pp. 51-52)
.
2 . "Introduction" , -Songs of Exp&_riano a (Keynea t p.
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have written, bat only as a mystic. He might then have given,
in prose, a clearer and more logioal explanation of his doc-
trine, if it is true, as Merger says, that,
...in Blake, the poet spoiled the
prophet, causing him to rank: as a
mystical writer of secondary impor-
tance, when he might have been one
of the first.
1
Such conjecturing is, of course, pointless. The fact remains
that Blake used the poetic form for the message he had to con-
vey, and the message, not the medium, is his prime concern.
Having announced himself a divinely appointed messenger,
Blake then indicates the purpose of the message, i.e, his
poetry. The purpose is apparent not only in his allusions to
his own work but also in the role played by Los in the build-
ing of Golgonooza and in the regeneration of Albion. His pur-
2pose parallels that of Los in the myth.
Writing to Butts, Blake gave his friend to believe that,
...the redemption of mankind hangs
on the universal doctrines broached
in this MS. ( Jerusalem ] . s
Throughout Milton , he repeats with almost monotonous regularity,
Mark well my words 1. They are your
eternal salvation.
Of his purpose he says:
"I have innocence to defend and ig-
norance to instruct:
1. Berger, op. cit .. p. 45.
E. Gf. p. 65f.
3. Sampson, "Introduction", Poetical Works of William Blake , p.45.
4. Milton, 1" (Keyne
s
,
pi 466) . '
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"I have no time for seeming and little
arts of compliment
"In morality and virtue, in self-glory-
ing and pride.-*-
I rest not from my great task*.
To open the Eternal Worlds, to open the-
immortal Eyes
Of Man inwards into the llorlds of Thought,
into Eternity
Ever expanding in the Bosom of God, the
Human Imaginat ion. 2
As we saw earlier, the ultimate goal of Man is the return
to Eternity. The world of art, Golgonooza, which Los builds,
is all that remains to Man of his lost Eden. The task: of Los -
and hence, the taste of the poet - is to retain the vision of
the Divine Eternity, reveal it to men, and to point out the
errors of this world and to help men to avoid them. As the
Spirit of Prophecy - the poet - Los .must wrest the Mundane
Shell from the chaos induced by the fall and, by providing a
glimpse of Divine Vision prevent eternal death and effect re-
5
demption. Thus, the role of Los, and the poet, assumes a
Christlike character. In truth, the regeneration of man can
be accomplished only by the poet. Los says:
I alone -
Remain in permanent strength.
As the saviour, the poet is the challenger of Satan.
•
1. Jerusalem, 42 (Keynes, p. 6£8)
.
2. Ibid., 5 (Keynes, p. 554).
3. Cf . p. 35.
-
4. Cf. p. 62.
5. Cf. p. 66.
_6* Jerusalem^ 43 (Keynes. t>. 634).
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"Satani...I know my power thee to an-
nihilate
"And be a greater in thy place...
• • •
"Mine is to teach Men to despise death
and to go on
"In fearless majesty annihilating Self,
laughing to scorn
"Thy Laws and terrors, shaking down thy
Synagogues as webs.
"I come to discover before Heav' n and Hell
the Self righteousness
"Inall its Hypocritic turpitudes, opening to
every eye
"These wonders of Satan's holiness, shewing
to the Earth
"The Idol Virtues of the Natural Heart, and
Satan' s Seat
"Explore in all its -Selfish Natural Virtue,
and put off
"In Self annihilation ail that is not of
God alone,
"To put off Self and all I have, ever and
ever, Amen."l
Evil exists only in the material world; and the poet, as guide,
must point it out to men so that they may avoid it in the
course of their regeneration. Los says to ISnitharmon:
"When all their Grimes, their Punish-
ments, their Accusations of Sin,
"All their Jealousies, iievenges, Mur-
ders, hidings of Cruelty in Deceit
"Appear only in the Outward Spheres of
Visionary Space and Time,
"In the shadows of Possibility, by
Mutual Forgiveness for evermore,
"And in the Vision and in the Prophecy,
that we may foresee and Avoid
"The terrors of Creation and Redemption
and Judgment;... 2
Having warned of pitfalls, Loss offers poetry as a haven for
the fearful.
T". Milton . 4B (Keynes, pp. 541-2).
2. Jerusalem , 9 2 I Keynes, p. 740).
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"Comfort thyself in my strength;...
And in the Divine Vision - poetry - there is also hope.
But Los beheld the Divine Vision among
the flames of the furnaces.
Therefore he lived and breathed in
hope; ... 2
To the poet who fears,
...to be a memento in the time to
coiue, and to speak to future genera-
tions by a Sublime Allegory, ...( in)
a Grand Poem.*5
Blake offers the following advice:
Shudder not, but Write, and the hand of
God will assist you*.
Should that prove inadequate for him who shirks the transmitting
of the divine message, there are the words of warning given to
Blake himself.
For those who find the lot of a poet a difficult one, he
provides the reassurance that they will have the songs of
praise of the Eternals as did Los who "kept the Divine Vision
in the time of trouble. Upon men, too, he impresses the
importance of the poet for their salvation.
"Ooey thou the Words of the In-
spired Man.
"All that oan be annihilated must be
annihilated
"That the Childrn of Jerusalem may be
saved. .
7
m* Jerusalem . 7 (Keynes, p. 559).
2 « Ibid . . 6£ (Keynes, p. 669).
S. Letter to Thomas Butts, July 6, 1603 (Keynes, p. 1076).
4 « Jerusalem
.
47 (Keynes, p. 639). Gf.p^4£.
5. Cf. p. 71.
6. Jerusalem
, 95 (Keynes, p. 744).
7
.
„_.Milt onTlfc L Keynes , io. 545).
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The role assigned to the poet is founded on the mystical
beliefs that union with the One is the ultimate goal of man,
that the mystic, having achieved this goal, is an "ambassador
of the Absolute", who, by the conveyance of the Truth revealed
in union with the One, can save man from this material world.
The activity of the poet should parallel that of Los. The
essence of his mission is to make perceptible the spiritual
realities behind this material world, to reveal spiritual
truth by the free expression and exercise of the imagination,
and thus to effect the salvation of man.
1. Of. p SE ff.
2. Of. p. 63 ff.
«
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CHAPTER V
THEORY OF IHSPIMATIOH
A. Theory
If the mystic - and in this ease, the poet - is an "am-
bassador of the Absolute", than, it follows logically that his
writing - his poetry - is the message tendered him. Inspira-
tion may then be defined as that state in which the poet is
in communion with the Absolute and in which he is being en-
trusted with the message from the Absolute to mankind.
Blake's theory of inspiration follows closely this mys-
tical line of reasoning. In the preceding chapter, we found
that poetry was the message of the Divine. In the following
pages it will be seen that Blake, with the mystic* s conscious-
ness of acting by divine authority, beliejred that inspiration
is the voice of the Divine and that all artistic work is done
only, under the direction of inspiration. Of his own writing
he says:
I write when commanded by the spirits.*"
since,
...in this Period the Poet*s iff ark is
Done, and all the Great
Events of Ti.ae start forth and are con-
ceived in such a Period...
1. Robinson, op. cit., Peoruary 18. 1826.
8. Milton. 31 (Kevnaa. 521)
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On Lavater's aphorism in which he says,
The poet, who composes not oe-
fore the moment of inspiration and as
that leaves him ceases - composes,
and he alone, for all men, all classes,
all ages.
ilake comments;
Most Excellent'."*"
In describing the divinity of inspiration, Blake says:
As the breath of the Almighty such are
the words of man to man
...in the fury of Inspiration.
2
Throughout his writings, Plaice insists upon the effortless-
ness of his writing, pointing to the fact that the Prophetic
Books were dictated to him without any effort on his part, and
that heavenly things were revealed to him without any solici-
tation on his part. He told Butts that he had written Milton
.
...from immediate Dictation, twelve
or sometimes twenty or thirty lines
at a time, without Premeditation and
even against my Will; the time it
has taken in writing was thus ren-
der 1 d fton Existent, and an immense
Poem Exists which seems to oe the
Lao our of a long Life, all pr
without Laoour or Study.
®
oduc 1 d
iud
At a later date, he makes the following statement aoout the
same book:
...I may praise it, since I dare not
pretend to be any other than the
Secretary; the Authors are in Eter-
nity. 4
1. Marginalia, Lavater's Aphorisms
. 506 (Keynes, p. 921).
2. Milton , 23 (Keynes, p. 525)
3. Letter to Thomas Butts, July 5, lbQ3 (Keynes, p. 1076).
^atts^ April 85, 16QS ( Keyn6a^=gjMgQ?&-4-)
ri
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In the oody of the poem itself, he gives us a detailed account
of how the message was carried to his ear.
...the Lark's Nest at the Gate of Los,
at the eastern
Grate of wide Golgonooza, and the Lark
is Los' s Messenger,
when on the highest lift of his light
pinions he arrives
At that bright Gate, another Lark meets
him, back to hack
They touch their pinions, tip to tip,
and each descend
To their respective Earths and there all
night consult with Angels
Of Providence and with the eyes of God
all night in slumbers
Inspired, and at the dawn of day send
out another Lark
Into another Heaven to carry news upon
his wings.
Thus are the Messengers dispatch 1 d till
they reach the Earth again
In the East Gate of Golgonooza, and the
twenty -eighth bright
Lark met the Female Ololon descending
into my Garden.
• • •
Walking in my Cottage Garden, sudden I
beheld
The Virgin Ololon and Address 1 d her as
a Daughter of Beulah;
"Virgin of Providence, fear not to enter
into my Cottage.
"What is thy message to thy friend? »/hat
am I now to do?
"Is it again to plunge into deeper afflic-
tion? behold me
"Heady to oJaey...
• .
.
So Ololon utter 1 d in words distinct the
anxious thought:
Mild was the voice but more distinct than
any earthly.*
1. Milton, 29-41 (Keynes, pp. 536-7).
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This description might be dismissed as an extremely figurative
account of a mood, if it were an isolated instance or if Blake
were not a mystic. In the statement that the voice was "mor. e
distinct than any earthly" there is the mystic's affirmation
of his oelief in a supersensuous world more real than the
material world. ^ 31ake, moreover, supplies us with sufficient
evidence to warrant the conclusion that he meant to be taken
literally. The conclusion of Vala is marked "ind of the
Dream. On the composition of Eur ope . he comments:
. .
.when I came
Into my parlour and sat down and took
my pen to write,
My Fairy sat upon the table and dic-
tated EtROPE.
Again, in the First Book of Urizen . he writes:
Eternals'. I hear your call gladly.
Dictate swift winged words and fear not
To unfold your dark visions...^
In his address to the public at the beginning of Jerusalem , he
tells of his conversations with the Saviour:
...I am perhaps the most sinful of
men. I pretend not to holiness: yet
I pretend to love, to see, to converse
with daily as man with man, and the
more to have an interest in the Friend
of Sinners...
Even from the depths of Hell his voice
I hear
1. Cf. p. 33.
2. Vala, IX (Keynes, p. 460).
s » Europe (Keynes, p. 233).
4. The First 3ook of Urizen
,
"irreludium"
,
(Keynes, p. £43).
t
BE
Within the unfathom' d caverns of my Ear.
Therefore I print. 1
At the beginning of the poem proper, the Saviour is again in-
dicated as the source.
This theme calls me in sleep night after
night, and ev'ry morn
Awa&es me at sun-rise; -then I see the
Saviour over me
Spreading his oeams of love and dictating
the words of this mild song.
In this same poem, Los, representing the source of Inspiration,
exhorts the artists, who are the ouilders of Golgonooza;
...Goey my voice and never deviate from
my will. 2
These passages indicate that 31afce believed that inspira-
tions comes from an outside source - actually, from the Divine -
without any conscious effort on the part of the artist. While
under the influence of this force, reality pours in upon the
spirit, man speaks words not his own, and the spirit, for a
brief spell, is lifted above the ordinary pedestrian ways to
fly on the wings of its dreams. These passages cannot oe
dismissed as conventional invocations to the muses. Reaffirma-
tion of Blade's belief in the divinity of inspiration is to
be found in prose passages, too. Even if the lines quoted
aoove could oe lightly waved aside as "poetic license", the
prose passages, more difficult to oelittie, would prove suf-
ficient to support my belief that Blafce actually thought of
•
1. Jerusalem. "To the Eualio" (Keynes. t>.550) .
2. laid., 1 I Keynes, p. 552^
.
3. ibid,, 10 (Keynes, p. 564).
r
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his poetry as divinely dictated.
In his seventh Discourse, Reynolds writes:
To understand literally these
metaphors or ideas expressed in poetical
language, seems to be equally absurd as
to conclude that oecause painters some-
times represent poets writing from the
dictation of a little winged boy or
genius, that this same genius did
really inform him in a whisper what he
was to write; and that he is himself
a mere machine, unconscious of the
operations of his own mind. 1
Blake 1 s marginal comment reads as follows;
The Ancients did not mean to im-
pose when they affirmed their oelief
in Vision and Revelation. Plato was
in Earnest; Milton was in Earnest,
They believed that God did Visit Man
Heally and Truly and not as Reynolds
pretends.
How very Anxious Reynolds is to
Disprove and Contemn Spiritual Per-
ception'. 1
In a letter, he repeats this view:
...And tho 1 I call them Mine, I know
that they are not Mine, oeing of the
same opinion with Milton when he says
That the Muse visits his sxuqjoers and
awakes and governs his song... and also
oeing in the predicament of that pro-
phet who says: "1 cannot go beyond
the command of the Lord...*
In another letter, he writes:
...I am under the direction of
Messengers from Heaven, Daily and
iUghtly ; ...
1. Marginalia, -teynolds 1 Discourses {Keynes, p. 1007).
£. Letter to the ilev. Dr. Trusler, August 16, 1799 I Keynes, p.
3. Letter to Thotnas Sutts, January 10, 1602 (Keynes, p. 1061).
10^6)
.
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Blake's theory of "spirits" and "dictation has brought
down upon his head the charges of Spiritualism and Automatism.
Damon, in an attempt to discount this charge and to prove that
Blake did not believe in tne oojective reality of his "spirits"
and that he was fully conscious of the "richness of his sub-
liminal mind," quotes from a letter to tflaxman:
,..In my brain are studies and chambers
filled with books and pictures of old,
which I wrote and painted in ages of
eternity before this mortal life; and
those works are the delight and study
of archangel s.l
Damon disregards the words, "which 1 wrote and painted in ages
of eternity oefore this mortal life," and stresses the phrase,
"in my orain." Upon that phrase, he oases his conclusion that,
...Blase understood perfectly where
his inspiration came from.^
To augment his conclusion, he quotes from iailton :
Daughters of Beulahi i^uses who inspire
the Poet 1 s -Song,
Record the journey of immortal i/lilton
thro' your xieal^is
Of terror and mild moony lustre in soft
sexual delusions
Of varied beauty, to delight the wanderer
of repose
His burning thirst and freezing hunger!
Gome into my hand
By your mild power descending down the
Uerves of my right arm
From out the portals of my Brain .
Damon seizes upon the words "tfrom out the portais of my Brain",
adds them to the phrase "in my brain", and closes the testimony
1. Letter to J?laxman, Septe.:iaer £1, 1600 I Keynes, p. 1Q4J).
2. Damon, op. cit .. p. 204.
t
8fi
for the defence with the certainty of the mathemat ician writ-
ing Q. E. D. at the close of a proof. i3ut, in his anxiety
to prove his point, Damon has not been completely honest in
his quotation. The mart of punctuation after the word "3&ain"
is a comma. By stopping at that point, Damon has changed the
context of the passage. After the comma, Blake continues thus:
• .
.
where by your ministry
The Eternal Great Humanity Divine plante d
his Paradise .
.
Inspiration, no doubt, worked its effects on Blake as it
does on every writer, painter, and even scientist. It comes
from a source beyond the control of man himself - the brain -
but it presupposes previous thought. The problems which sud-
denly resolve themselves in what seem to be moments of inspira-
tion are problems on which the mind .has previously concentrated
all its energies. It very seldom, if ever, happens that sig-
nificant inspiration, in any field, comes to one who has not
already oeen laboring diligently in that field. Inspiration
generally comes in moments of peace, relaxation, but only
when the hard work has been done. Evidence that it worked
similarly with 31ake is found in his own remarks at the be-
ginning of Jerusal em .
...When this Verse was first dictated
to me, I consider 1 d a Monotonous Cadence,
like that used oy -Milt on and Shakespeare
and all writers of English Blank Verse,
1. Milton
.
2 (Keynes, p. *65)
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derived from the modern bondage of
lihyining, to be a necessary and indis-
pensible part of Verse. But Soon I
found that in the mouth of a true
Orator such monotony was not only awk-
ward, but as muoh a bondage as rhyme
itself. I therefore have produced a
variety in every line, both of cadence
and number of syllables. 2very word
and every letter is studied and put
into its fit place... 1
These sentences would be better testimony in Damon' s case than
those he has chosen. In Automatic Writing, there is no room
for thought on the part of the transcriber about the message
dictated. The impulses flow unregulated. Speaking here of
his actual procedure, Blake disproves his own theory. He
tells how he considered various meters to find the one most
expressive. To me, it would seem impossible for even a Blake,
at one and the same time, to take dictation and to choose and
arrange his work. Wishing to impress the reader with the
divinity of the source and the spontaneity of his work, Blake
claims that it was "dictated". Yet, he insists, also, that
"every word and every letter is studied." The passage exudes
self-deception. The idea of blind transcription is, moreover,
demolished by the sight of his original manuscripts. They are
overloaded with correction upon correction, made during the
first draft as well as after completion. The best example is
to be found in "The Tyger" which seems to the reader to have
been poured out perfect at white heat. Sampson has reprinted
the original manuscript. One loses sight of the text for the
II, Jerusalem
. "To the Public" (Keynes, p. 651).
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corrections. Apparently, the "spirits" who prompted Blake did
not always find the inevitable word at the first attempt.
Damon's defence against the charge of "Automatic Writing"
would have found stronger support also in Blake' s emphasis
upon the necessity for proper execution in art. His statements
on this point are not consistent with the theory of inspiration,
when inspiration and dictation are terms used interchangeably.
In A Descriptive Catalogue , he says:
...I have heard many People say, 'Give
me the Ideas, it is no natter what
//ords you put them into,' and others
say, 'Give me the Design, it is no
matter for the Execution.' These
people know Enough of Artifice, out
Nothing of Art. Ideas cannot oe Given
out in their minutely Appropriate </ords,
nor Can a Design oe made without its
minutely Appropriate iSxecution. . .Unap-
propriate Execution is the Most nauseous
of all affectation and foppery. 1
In his notes on the Laocoon Group, he makes the following state-
ment :
Without Unceasing Practice nothing
can be done. Practice is Art. If you
leave off you are Losfe.2
This stress on techniques might lead to the erroneous oelief
that, on this point, Blake was in complete sympathy with the
poets of the Enlightenment who ultimately evoked Keats' denun-
ciation in "Sleep and Beauty". Keats names them handicraftsmen,
artificers, rather than artists. Any such misapprehension is
1. A Descriptive Catalogue
,
p. 62 (Keynes, p. 8I4J .
2. The Laocoon Group (Keynes, p. 766).

swept away, however, by Blake' s contemptuous comment on the
period's "Metaphysical Jargon of Shying" in these mocking
lines
:
Dry den in -thyme cries, "uiilton only
Planned.
"
Every tfool shoos his bells throughout
the Land.
Tom Cooke cut Hogarth down with his
clean Graving
How Many thousand Connoisseurs with
joy ran raving*
Some blush at what others can see no
crime in,
But Hooody at all sees harm in Rhyming.
Thus Hayley on his toilette seeing the
sope
Says, "Homer is very much improv' a by
Pope." 2
Having arranged these statements side by side, 1 find out
one conclusion possiole. Technique, or execution, did not
mean to Blake, dogged ooeis_jance to poetic rules, out a recog-
nition of the importance of craftsmanship. His antipathy
to enslavement ay rules is further illustrated in the Urizen
4
myth and in that phase of the activity of Los involving the
5binding of Ore. In these activities, the dire results of
the imposition of restraining laws upon passion are emphasized.
31ake recognizes the importance of technique and the difficulty
of maintaining its efficiency, out he never permits it to cast
into the shade the importance of inspiration.
1. A Descriptive Catalogue
,
p. 62 (Keynes, p. 614)
2. loi& «. td. 65 ) Keynes, p. 614)
3. CTT
4. Cf. p. 55 ff.
5. Cf. p. 63.
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Improvement makes strait roads;
out the crookeo. roaas without improve-
ment, are ^oads of Genius.
I
Further proof of the differnoe oetween the light in which
skill was regarded oy the poets of the enlightenment and oy
31ake is to oe found in Slate's comments on imitation. His
theory concerning the imitation of Uature will oe discussed
in the chapter on Imagination, but the imitation of other poets
should be discussed here oecause it is related to the theory
of Inspiration.
Imitation, so highly regarded by the Enlightenment , aroused
Blake to scornful condemnation - an attitude completely concor-
dant with his theory of Inspiration. The character of Blake 1 s
inspiration is determined oy his mysticism and the suojectivity
of the inspiration taus achieved does not allow for the imita-
tion of other poets. In his annotations to Reynolds' Dis -
courses , in which fce expresses not only his personal animus
but also his deep-rootea antagonism to the artistic code out-
lined therein, he calls it "thieving".
The following discourse is particu-
larly interesting to Block heads, as it
endeavours to prove that there is no
auch thing as Inspiration and that any
Man of a plain Understanding may by Thiev-
ing from Others become a Mioh* Angelo.^
II
The oasis of his condemnation of imitation lies in the oelief,
growing out of the mystical concept of individual communication
1. Marriage of Heaven and Hell I Keynes, p. 195).
2. Marginalia, Reynolds 1 Discourses , III (Keynes, p. 987)*
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with the One, ""that,
"Every man 1 s Wisdom is peculiar ©to his
own Individuality.
lieturning again to the Discourses , we find a repetition of
this thought in the following annotation:
How ridioulous it would be to see
the Sheep Endeavouring to walk lice the
Dog, or the Ox striving to trot like the
Horse; just As -tidiculous it is to see
One Man Striving to Imitate Another.
Man varies from Man more than Animal from
Animal of different Species.^
His repudiation of imitation is not confined to marginalia.
Throughout his writings this thought is reiterated. In 1793,
he wrote;
Have now another plain fact. Any
man of mechanical talents may, from the
writings of Paracelsus or Jaooo Behmen,
produce ten thousand volumes of equal
value with Swedenoorg'-s, and from those
of Dante or Shakespeare an infinite
number.
But when he has done this, let him
not say that he knows better than his
master, for he only holds a candle in
the sunshine.
In 1810, he wrote:
I know my Execution is not like Any
3ody Else. I do not intend it should be
so; none but Blockheads Copy one another. 5
1. Cf. p. 33.
2. Milton , 4 (Keynes, p. 468).
3. Marginalia, Reynolds Disoourses, Vi (Keynes, p. 1003).
4 . Marriage of Heaven and Hell I Keyne s , p . 201 )
•
5. A Descriptive Catalogue I Keynes, p. 821)
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In 1820, he made the following analogy:
...Israel deliver* a froa -Egypt, is
Art deliver* d from Mature and Imi-
tation.*
His most pungent oommentary is to be found in a note on Lava-
tor's Aphorisms . Aphorism 60* reads;
Take here the grand secret -
if not of pleasing all, yet of dis-
pleasing none - court mediocrity,
avoid originality, and sacrifice to
fashion.
Blake adds:
2
• • .and go to hell.
The following statement from A Descriptive Catalogue sum-
marizes his attitude toward imitation I including Translation)
and Execution*
. . .Englishmen, rouze yourselves from
the fatal slubber into, which booksel-
lers and Trading Dealers have thrown
you, Under tne artfully propagated
pretense that a Translation or a Copy
of any kind can be as honouraole to
a Nation ao an Original, Be-lying the
English Character in that well known
saying, 'Englishmen Improve what
others Invent.' This Sven Hogarth*
s
itorks xrove a detestable falsehood.
Bo Man Can Improve An Original Inven-
tion...Kor can an Original Invention
Exist without Execution,...! do not
mean smooth* d up and higgled and loco-
Pen' d, and all the beauties picked out
and- blurr* a and olotted, but...with
all its Spots and Blemishes which are
beauties and not faults, like i-useli
and Michael Angelo, Shakespeare and
Milton. 2
1. The Laoooon &roup (Keynes, p. 764).
2, Marginalia, Lavator' s Aphorisms (Keynes, p. 928).
g. A Descriptive Catalogue ("Keynes, p. 814).

3. 31a fee 1 e Theory delated to his Poetry
After reading the work of a Hayley, it is easy to sympathize
with 31ake's point of view, but it is, nevertheless, dangerous
to go the whole way with him. The fact that Blake made a
fetish of divine inspiration accounts for two faults in his
work.
It is, I believe, true that; no amount of technical dex-
terity can atone for the want of the vitalizing power of in-
spiration; I oeiieve also that artistic work should be done
in the heat of a man 1 s "spirits"; but I do not believe that
it follows that all the work men do in the heat of their
"spirits" is art. In a state of unreflecting rapture, much
can be done that cannot, by an stretch of the imagination, be
called art. With Blake's theory of inspiration, the artist
is hopelessly at the mercy of everything that introduces itself
to him under the guise of inspiration. It leaves hi,a no means
of distinguishing oetween a true and a spurious inspiration;
nor does it leave room for the recognition of degrees in in-
spiration, or, even, degrees in the artist's power to realize
it.
...Either a work is inspired or it is
not; if it is not inspired, it is not
art; if it is, it is the gift of God,
the ultimate true and beautiful is ex-
pressed in it, human power can go no
further
1. De Selincourt, op. cit .. p. 114.
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Hith his mystical reverence for the divine, Blake felt
that he had no authority to suppress any inspired thought. As
Saurat succinctly puts it,
...Blake wrote, . .anything that came into
his head. 1
This, 1 think, explains why so many passages in the Prophetic
Books are excrescences and ought not to oe there at all. It
also explains why we find pages of one hook reproduced, almost
verbatim, in another - parts of the Book of Urizen recur in Vala
parts of Vala, in Jerusalem . It explains, in paE"t»"the breaks
in the continuity of the narrative, the incoherences, the re-
petitions.
Secondly, the disjoint edness of his writing grows out of
this theory of inspiration. His work often seems like a col-
lection of isolated, though richly suggestive, fragments,
"united only by a common bond of thought and inspiration
Blake wrote when inspiration came to him, but the spirit did
not oreathe on him for long continuous periods. His visions
are brief. In addition, they apparently came to him singly,
often without connection between the different visions. As a
result, Blake seems incapable of putting together a whole oook.
1. Saurat, Blake and Milton (London: Stanley liott, 1935) p. 32/
2. Vala
,
I I Keynes, p. 279) repeated in Jerusalem , 22 (Keynes, p. 569).
Vala
,
III (Keynes, pp.3££-<±), in Jerusalem . 29 (Keynes, pp. 603-5).
Vala
.
IX (Keynes, p. 427 J, in Jerusal em . 19 (Keynes, pp. 563-4).
Urizen (Keynes, pp. 249-50) in Vala IV (Keynes, pp. 336-9).
Urizen (Keynes, p. 251) in Vala . IV (Keynes, p. 340).
America (Keynes, p. 219) in Vala, 1JL (Keynes, p. 452).
3. Berger, op. oit .. p. 220.
r
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His strength lies in comparatively short poems, short passages,
and unconnected fragments. Nowhere, in the longer worts, does
he follow a scheme consistently from beginning to end. In the
first conception of a great poem, he would see it stretching
in a long perspective before the eye of his Imagination and
would set to work:. But, at every stage, with each new inspira-
tion, he ohanged his direction, saw some new perspective. *et,
each fresh piece of work: is added to the fragment already com-
pleted as if it were really a sequel to it. Consequently,
...each of his great poems seems to be
only a series of beginnings.
To illustrate, we might take the poem referred to as Vala .
Originally, it was conceived of as The Death and Judgment of
the Ancient Man
,
and later, ao the history of The Four 8oas .
The opening lines, however, point -only to the history of Ur-
thona, his "fall into Division and hie resurrection into Unity."
And a bit later in the poem, the history of Urthona is aban-
doned while the poem concerns itself for a long stretch only
with the doings of Tharmas. At another point, Blake seems to
have been struct by the idea of the conflict between each £fca
and his Emanation and so he added a sub -title to the already
maiy titled book: - The Torments of Love and Jealousy . In the
end, he gave it the name Vnla . although Vala herself does not
play the chief role in it. The final title was, perhaps, be-
stowed upon the poem to make it correspond to his other great
1. Berger, op, oit ., p. 218.

poem, Jerusalem .
Because of complete dependence on inspiration, the whole
is sacrificed to the fragments. Since the fragments are
broken off and then abruptly resumed many pages later with no
logical connection, and since thene is nothing provided to help
differentiate the various episodes in the great Prophetic 3ooks,
the actions of the chief personages often follow each other
like successive scenes in an incoherent dream, i'he impression
carried away is that of having oeen hurled from episode to
episode. Unintentionally, Blase supplies us with an apt des-
cription of much of his worlfc.
And his world teem* d vast enormities,
Fright' ning, faithless, fawning
Portions of life, similitudes
Of a foot, or a hand, or a head 1
Or a heart, or an eye;- they swam misohevous.
1. Boole of Urizen, Vill (Keynes, p. 256) •
(
CHAPTER ¥ I
THEORY OF litAGIBAT I 0 I)
A, Theory
In the aiakean myth, Los is symbolic of the poet.^ As
we have seen, he is deemed indispensable, for it is he who
wrests the Mundane Egg , the Generative world, out of the
Chaos induced by the Pall. His struggle is for the recovery
of the Eternal world and he alone keeps "the divine vision in
times of trouble." 2 He keeps alive the remembrance of Eden
and the vision of Eternity. He engenders light in the darkness
and anguish of Generation. As a poet, he has the elements,
imagination, senses, reason, and impulses, harmoniously arranged
within him. Blake has assigned to each of these elements its
proper rank in the poet's role of Saviour.
In flake's arrangement, the imagination is the chief
poetic faculty. It is the principal, if not the only, source
of poetry.
One Power alone makes the Eoet
:
Imagination, The Divine Vision. 8
Both Milt on and Jerusalem are written in its defence and praise.
1. Cf. p. 60ff. and Chapter IV.
2. Jerusal em . 95 (Keynes, p. 744 )
.
3. Marginalia, William Wordsworth 1 s Poems (2eynes, p. 1024)
•
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In the Preface to Milton , he says;
I will not oease from Mental Fight,
Hor shall my Sword sleep in my hand
Till we have built Jerusalem
In England 1 s green and pleasant Land. 1
The word "Jerusalem" is not a religious or social symbol - it
is not a symbol of the Christian Church or the symbol of a
new order of society. It is symbolic of the Imagination. In
his address, "To the Christians," in Jerusalem , he writes:
I give you the end of a golden string,
Only wind it into a ball,
It will lead you in at Heaven's gate
Built in Jerusalem's wall. 2
These lines are his declaration that imagination is the clue
to his labyrinth.
Blake 1 s conception of this faculty is quite different
from that conventionally accepted by poets and readers. Or-
dinarily, the imagination is the term used to describe the
aoility to create a mental picture of actual objects which,
for the time being, are not before us, or to form some fanci-
ful combination of elements belonging to the world of reality,
Shelley says its function is "to create that which we see. "3
Its sole effect upon a scene is to make certain portions of
it stand out in a stronger light and to cast others into the
background, so that the image presented is strenthened and
vivified. Uever lost, however, is the sight of reality as per-
cept iole to the senses - even when the imagination is at work
1. Milton , Preface I Keynes, p. 465).
2. Jerusalem
.
77 (Keynes, p. 70S).
5. Shelley, Defence of Poetry .
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on the absent scene. Nor does Coleridge's definition of the
imagination, "the shaping and modifying power,"1 lose sight
of the material world.
...The imagination then X consider either
as primary, or secondary. The primary
Imagination I hold to oe trie living power
and prime agent of all human perception,
and as a repetition in the finite mind of
the eternal act of creation in the infinite
I AM. The secondary imagination 1 con-
sider as an echo of the former, co-exist-
ing with the conscious will, yet still as
identical with the primary in the kind of
its agency, and differing only in degree,
and in the modes of operation. It dis-
solves, diffuses, dissipates, in order
to recreate: or where this process is ren-
dered impossible, yet still at all events
it struggles to idealize and to unify.
Blake's conception of the Imagination, like his conception
of Inspiration, is an outgrowth of his mysticism. The mystic
aims for the annihilation of selfhood. This is accomplished
by the Imagination achieving communion with the One. Then,
as we have seen, the mystic aims to guide men to union with
the One by revealing the knowledge gained through this com-
munion. The role 31ake assigned to the poet is congruent with
that of the mystic. The poet should lead men back to Eternity
with the conveyance of a divinely inspired message. "The
Human Imagination. .. is the Divine Vision" revealed in the
5
ecstatic union with the Absolute. Denying the senses and
1. Coleridge, -^lographia Literaria . Chap. i-ij.
.
2. Ibid . . Chap. XIII.
3. Cf. p.32f.
4. Milton , 36 (Keynes, p. 529).
5. Cf. p. 48ff.

reason as a source of truth, 31ake assigns to the Imagination
the power to acquire the knowledge of Truth. ^ Man can con-
ceive more than sense can demonstrate and this he does oy a
power greater than sense perception - the Imagination. It is
not only the power to achieve Divine Vision, but it is also,
at the same time, Divine Vision, it becomes, then, cosmic
memory - a resevoir in which is stored everything that exists
Eternally.
...Vision or imagination is a repre-
sentation of what Eternally Exists,
Really and Unchangeably .
2
The activity of the imagination as conceived by Shelley
and Coleridge presupposes sense impressions as a basis. Blake,
however, conceives of imagination as entirely apart from the
senses.
...Imagination is the Divine Vision
not of The World, or of Man, nor from
Man as he is a Natural Man, out only
as he is a Spiritual Man.
4
In truth, the senses are, for Blake, a handicap.
Beyond the bounds of their own self the
senses cannot penetrate;...
This attitude is entirely an outgrowth of mysticism. As we
have seen, the second stage of the tfay is a liberation from
the domination by the senses. This state is regarded as
T. Cf. p. 47.
2 * ^ Vision of the Last Judgment , p. 68 I Keynes, pp.8£b-9).
3. Marginalia, tf. tfordswBtth' s Poems (Keynes, p. 1026).
4. Cf. p. 46f. and p. 53ff. ~
5. Vala, VI (Keynes, p. 255)

"purif ioat ion"
.
ilake conceives of the senses as a tragic accompaniment
of the fall of Albion.
Many ages of groans, till there grew
Branchy forms organizing the Human
Into finite inflexible organs;...
^
They become a mere counterfeit since they can no longer con-
tract or expand at will. He descrioes these"finite inflexible
organs thus
:
"The IJye of Man is a little narrow orb,
contracting with the Void;
"The Ear a little shell, in the small
volutions shutting out
"An melodies and comprehending only
Discord and Harmony;
"The Tongue a little moisture fills, a
little food it cloys,
"A little sound it utters and i1s cries
are faintly heard,
"Then orings forch Moral Virtue and the
cruel Virgin Babylon.
"Can such an ]$ye judge of the stars? and
looking thro its rubes
"Measure the sunny rays that point their
Spears on UdanadanV
"Can such an Ear, fill 1 d with the vapours
of the yawning~pit,
"Judge of the pure melodious harp struck:
by a hand divine
V
"Can such closed Nostrils feel a joy? or
tell of autumn fruits
"tfhen grapes and figs burst their cover-
ings to the joyful air?
"Can such a Tongue ooast of the living
waters? or take in
"Ought but the Vegetable 3fifcio and loathe
the faint delight?
"Can such gross Lips perceive? alas, folded
within themselves
"They touch not ought, out pallid turn
and tremole at every wind."
T~. bf. p. 36.
2. The 3ook of Los , XI (Keynes, p. 269).
3. Cf. p. 55.
4, Milt on
. 5 (Keynes, pp. 470-1 ).

2 he perception of the senses is distorted.
This Life's dim Windows of the Soul
Distorts the Heavens from Pole to Pole
And leads you to Believe a Lie ,
When you see with, not thro' the Eye...
They imprison oaen in this world and obliterate the Eternal.
As we saw in the discussion of Blake 1 s cosmogony, the senses
are despicaole because they are a limitation of our Infinite
Souls. 2
"They told me that I had five senses
to inclose me up
"And they inclos 1 d my infinite brain
into a narrow circle,
"And sunk my heart into the Aoyss, a
red, round glooe, hot ourning,
"Till all from life I was obliterated
and erased.
2
iefore the Infinite, the true view, is possible to the senses,
4they must oe cleansed.
If the uoors of perception were
cleansed, everything would appear to
man as it is, infinite.
For man has closed himself up,
till he sees all things thro' narrow
chinks in his cavern. •>
Of his own apparently cleansed perception he writes:
...I assert for My Self that I do not
behold the Outward Creation and that
to me it is a hindrance and not Action;
it is as the dirt upon my feet, ho
part of Me. "What," it will be Ques-
tioned, "When the sun rises, do you
not see a round disk of fire somewhat
1. The Everlasting Gospel , d (Keynes, pp. 186-9).
2. Uf. p. 55.
3. Visions of the daughters of Albion I Keynes, p. 20b).
4. 3f. p. 36.
5. Marriage of Heaven and Hell (Keynes, p. 197).
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like a Guinea?" 0 no, no, I see an
Innuiueraole company of the Heavenly
host crying, 'Holy, Holy, Holy is
the Lord Go J Almighty.' 1 question
not my Corporeal or Vegetative Eye
any more than I would Question a Win-
dow concerning a Sight. 1 look thro 1
it and not with it.^
The material world exists, for Blake, only as a glass
through which we may look to see reality or truth. The forms
we see with out organic eye "in this Vegetable Glass of Nature" 2
are feeble replicas of eternal forms. The greatness of the
imagination lies in its aoility to annihilate this world and
thus reveal reality (Eternity).
Blake divides perception into four classes. Those who
see only the material world possess only the power of "single
vision". In such perception, the inner spirit is asleep. In
poetry, single vision produces descriptive poetry. Splendid
and exquisite as the scenes and landscapes thus produced may
be, Blake finds them unsatisfactory, for they go no further
than delighting the eye. It is single vision which gives or-
es
dinar ily the pleasure found in Mature.
.Nature, in the Blatcean myth, is the creation of despair-
ing Enion when the eternal world is oreakirig up.
I am almost Extinct and soon shall ae a
shadow in Oolivion,
Unless some way can ae found that I may
look upon thee and live.
,
1. A Descriptive Catalogue (Keynes, v. 84t4) •
2. Vision of the Last Judgment, pp. 6^-70 (Keynes, p. bU)).
3. Of. pp. 58-59.

1Q£>
Hide me some shadowy semolanoe, secret
whisp'ring in my Ear,
In secret of soft wings, in mazes of
delusive beauty.
Mature is the maze of "delusive oeauty" wherein Enion can ue
honored and protected under the "shadow of wings." Enion
weaves nine days and "nine dark: sleepless nights" and on the
tenth,
A -drowning Continent appear' d where
Enion in the desart,
Terrified in her own Creation, view-
ing her woven shadow,
Sat in a dread intoxication of 4ePen "
tAnce and Contrition.
Slave's attitude toward Mature can readily be seen in the
character of Vaia. As it was shown earlier, Vala, in her
unregenerate form is symbolic of beautiful, cruel, deceitful
Nature, "the delusive Goddess Mature."4 tfhile other poets
found ecstasy in Mature, not one reference to Mature is made
in laudatory terms by Slake. Ihe following terms are quite
characteristic
:
...the Veil of Vala ( mature J is composed
of the Spectres of the .Dead. 5
...the vast form of Uature lite a ser-
pent play 1 d aefore them.
6
...Satan's v/ife, The Goddess Mature, is
</ar and Jiiisery.'
1. Vala, I (Keynes, p. 279).
2. Ibid
.
, I (Keynes, p. 281).
3. 0TT"p. 59.
4. Letter to George Cumberland, April 1^, ib27 (Keynes, p. 1141 .
5. Jerusalem , 47 (Keynes, p. 6&9 )
.
6. Ibid ., £0 (Keynes, p. 605).
7. The Laocoon Group (Keynes, p. 766).
1I
la*
naturalistic art was Bi alee' a aohorrence ; he held in contempt
the iiiere presentation of natural objects. H.e addresses The
Shost of Aoel "To ^OltL 3Y.10M in the Wilderness":
//hat doest thou here, Elijah?
Can a Poet douot the Visions of Jehovah'.''
Mature has no Outline, but Imagination
has. Mature has no Tune, but Imagina-
tion has. Mature has no Supernatural
and dissolves: Imagination is Eternity.
Regard for Mature is found to be the fault of Dante.
Everything in Dante's Oomedia
shews That... he has made This World the
Foundation of All, and the Goddess
Mature Mistress; Mature is his In-
spirer and not... the Holy Ghost. 2
For Shakespeare, it earns the epithet "poor".
As Poor Shakespeare said: "Mature,
thou art my Goadess.^
The explanation of Blaise 1 s aohorrence of Mature can oe seen in
-
his annotations to Wordsworth. Wordsworth writes:
"Influence of Natural Oojeots
"In ©ailing forth and strengthening the
"Imagination in Boyhood and early iouth."
In the margin of his copy of Wordsworth, Blake writes:
Natural Qojects always did and now
do weaken, deaden and obliterate Imagina-
tion in Me. Wordsworth must know that
what he writes Valuable is Mot to be
found in Mature. 4
Blake's comment is entirely consistent with his doctrine. If
Imagination is Divine Vision, any concentration on Mature,
1. The Ghost of Abel (Keynes, p. 769).
£. Mote3 on the Illustrations to Dante (Keynes, p. bi>b)i
3. Ibid,
4. Marginalia, Wordsworth's Poems (Keynes, p. 1024).
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which is of this material world, is a hindrance. It deflects
the mind,with its deceitful beauty, from its greater concern,
Eternity. . ' . # ? Lti
Twofold vision brings spiritual perception into play.
It has the power to see the soul of things behind the ephemeral
form perceived by our eyes. The object is now seen within and
without. It is both itself and the symool.
For douole the vision my Eyes do see,
And a douole vision is always with me.
./ith my inward Eye 'tis an old i«ian grey:
With my outward, a Thistle across my way.
...
1 Twas outward a Sun, inward Los in his
might
.
1
Twofold vision is Los' world of the loins, twofold and sexual.
It is corporeal, yet struggling to be spiritual, What 31ake
terms twofold vision orings to mind the distinction made be-
tween fancy and imagination in the nineteenth century. It cor-
responds with Wordsworth's conception of the true creative
faculty which perceives the soul behind the visiole object and
thereoy sustains the eternal side of our nature as opposed to
2
the fancy which pleases only the temporal side. Shelley saw
with twofold vision when he invoked the spirit of the wind
and when he called the dead leaves "Pest iience-stricicen multi-
3
tudes"
.
1. Letter to Thomas Sutts, November 22, 1802 (Keynes, p. 1067)
2. Wordsworth, Preface to the Edition of 181s.
3. Shelley, "Ode to the tfeat Wind."
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After the soul of man has aeen purified in the "furnaces
of affliction" , he then arrives at threefold vision, soft
ieulah' o night. He vie.va the world ana ail that is therein
calmly and assuredly as the nanifestation of spirit, three-
fold vision is the transmutation of nature in terms of spirit.
The realm of ieulah is within sight of Jerusalem.
The mystic in 31afce is not content with threefold vision;
he must have fourfold vision.
Now 1 a fourfold vision see,
And a fourfold vision is given to me;
*Tis fourfold in my supreme delight
And threefold in soft Beulah 1 s night
And twofold always. May God -us keep
gFrom Single Vision and Newton's Sleep*.
Vfith fourfold vision, the mystic passes beyond the internal
principle concealed in external form and comes to pure Essence,
to God. The eye now sees as it sees in Eden. Corporeality
has been entirely annihilated. Fourfold vision is Blake's
conception of the imagination.
...Vision or Imagination is a Repre-
sentation of what eternally Exist-.,
Aeally and Unchangeaoly , . .Imagina-
tion is surrounded oy the daughters
of Inspiration,
^
Vision is the immaterial apprehension of truth. Art is the
material record of that apprehension.
1. Jerusal em , 73 (Keynes, p. 696).
2. Letter to Thomas Butts, ftovemoer ZZ % 1802 (Keynes, p. 1068).
3. Vision of the Last Judgment, p. . 68 ( Keynes, pp. 82S-9).
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-
3. Theory of Imagination Related to 31ake' s Poetry.
>
Each type of "vision" can be found illustrated in ^lake's
own writing, tfor examples of single vision, from which he
prayed God him keep, we must go to his youthful poems. In these
we do find a very few descriptions of material oojects per se,.
but even in the Poetical fetches we find only two or three
poena which are purely descriptive. The following lines ate
illustrative of single vision;
When silver Snow decks Susan 1 a cl oaths ,
And jewel hangs at th' Shepherd's nose.
Oft when summer sleeps among the treea, 2
tfhisp'ring murmurous to the scanty oreeze*
In his later work, there is not more than an occasional line
or phrase which may properly oe called purely descriptive.
...the mole clothed in velvet.
There is the Nettle that stings with
soft down... 4
Very often, however, 3lake does describe external acenes which
could never have come under his own observation. These are
pictures of death, oattles, and storma. They relate to
material oojects, but they uo not accord with the material
world. To illustrate:
1. Poetical Sketches. "Blind-Maa' s dluff." (Keynes, p. 19).
2. Ibid., "song" (Keynea, p. IS).
3. Hilton. £9 (Keynea. d. 516).
Ibid. (Keynes, p. 517).
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Our fathers move in firm array to battle;
The savage monsters rash like roaring
fire;
Like as a forest roars, with crackling
flakes,
V/hen reu. lightning, borne by furious
st orms
Lights on some woody shore; the parched
heavens
Ha in fire into the molten raging sea.
And then the storms become visible, audible
and terriole,
Covering the light of day and rolling down
upon the mountains,
Deluge all the country round.
^
...he approached the East
Void, pathless, beaten with eternal sleet,
and eternal hail and snow. 2
His finest descriptive passages are to be found in his prose
pamphlets - A Descriptive Catalogue and Public Address . These
are descriptions of his own pictures. Mote should be taken
especially of the descriptions of "^ir Jeffery Chaucer and the
nine and twenty Pilgrims on their journey to Canterbury," and
of "The Ancient Britons."4
Twofold vision accounts for several characteristics of
his poetry. It is because of this type of vision that he
tends to find in the phenomena of the material world symbols
of his ideas and his doctrines. He expresses the transit or iness
1. Poetical Sketches : "King Edward the Third" (Keynes, p. 58).
2. Milt on , 25 I Keynes, -p. 506).
3. Vala. VI (Keynes, p. 558).
4. A Descriptive Catalogue I Keynes, pp. 782-800).
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of nature thus:
"Oh 1. The! is like a wat'ry bow, and like
a parting oloud;
"liiice a reflection in a glass; like
shadows in the water;
".uike dreads of infanta, like a smile
upon an infant's face;
"Lite the dove's voice; like the
^
transient day; like music in the air.
To tell man to follow his own instincts instead of obeying
the laws made to govern all, he uses a profusion of different
similes.
"Does the whale worship at thy foot-
steps aa the hungry dog;
• • •
"Boes the still spider view the cliff
where eagles hide their young;
"Or does the fly rejoice because the
^harvest is brought in?
"Does^the eagle scorn the earth and des-
pise the treasures beneath?
His invention of a symoolic language can also be traced to
3
douole vision. Berger finds still another influence:
...His perception of the soul of things
made him the forerunner of the great
poets of the nineteenth century: it
showed him the existence of mythical be-
ings beneath all the great phenomena of
nature, and thus prepared the w&y for a
more poetical conception of the universe.
Nothing is more characteristic of this
tendency than some of his first Poa tica.1
Sketches
,
particularly his four poems on
the seasons. One might have expected to
find in them reminiscences of Thomson'
s
richly coloured pictures or Cowper' s -
emotional music, or perhaps even some
echo of that delight in nature to which
the Elizabethan poets gave such fresh and
tuneful expression. . .Nothing like this is
to be found in Blake's work...«*hat he de-
T~. The Book of Thel . I (Keynes, p. 168).
2, Visions of the Daughters of Albion (Keynes, pp. 211-1E),
3. Cf. Chapter VII.

piota are the spirits that preside
over all these evanescent and delu-
sive phenomena, the allegorical figures
of the seasons, 1
Twofold vision, joined with the mystic's love for even the
minutest creation of the Eternal World as manifested in the
material world, enaoies Blake to describe with tenderness and
delicacy, the smallest, feeblest, and humblest of creatures,
and, by the projection of his own soul, to endow the dumb with
eloquent voice and the inanimate with life. Hote the hymn sung
oy the clod of clay in which she aecoaies the mother of men
and of all things;
"Thou seest me the meanest thing, and so
I am indeed.
"*4y oosoij of itself is cold, and of itself
is dark;
"But he, that loves the lowly, pours his
oil upon my head,
"And kisses me, and binds his nuptial sands
around my breast,
"And says: 'Thou mother of my children, I
have loved thee
"'And I have given thee a crown that none
can take away. 1
"But how this is, sweet maid, i know not,
and I cannot know;
"I ponder, and I cannot ponder; yet 1 live
and love. 2
Kote the soul with which he has invested the worm in the fol-
lowing passage:
"Art thou a form? Image of weakness, art
thou but a Worm?
"I see thee like an infant wrapped in the
Lilly* s leaf.
1. Merger, op. cit., p. 259.
2. The Book of Thel, III (Keynes, p.172).
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"Ah 1, weep not, little voice, thou oanst
not apeak:, out thou, canst weep.
"Is this a Worm? I see thee lay helpless
and naked, weeping,
"And none to answer, none to cherish thee
with mother's smiles.*
Especially noteworthy is the passage in Hilt on (too long to
quote here) in which he descrioes brilliantly the awakening
to life of the birds and the flowex-s.
tfhen he enters upon threefold and fourfold vision, Blake
descrioes another world entirely. His imagination becomes
literally creative. Se no longer find the personification of
a material object or of a soul of some lifeless thing. out the
creation of beings that exist only in the fcingaom of vision.
According to his own view, these creations of the imagination,
if he is a true genius, should have even greater clarity and
precision of detail than things of- the material world.
...A Spirit and a Vision are not, as the
modern philosophy supposes, a cloudy
vapour, or a nothing: they are organized
and minutely articulated beyond all that
the aortal and perishable nature can pro-
duce. He who does not imagine in stronger
and oetter lineaments and in stronger and
oetter light than his perishing and mortal
eye can see, does not imagine at all.
'ilhe painter of this work, asserts that all
his imaginations appear to him infinitely
more perfect andmore minutely organized
than any thing seen oy his mortal eye.
Consequently, these descriptions should be more suostantial
and more "real" than those of the material world. And, to an
T~.
ri?he 3 o ok of 1'hel , ill I Keynes, p. 171).
2. Milton, 54 (Keynes, pp 526-26).
3. Gf . p. 45ff
.
4. A Descriptive Catalogue . IV I Keynes, p. 796).
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extent, they are. tie feel the creator's power in his des-
cription of a world entirely different from ours, a wond freed
from the laws of time and space. Especially impressive are
such visionary scenes as Los working at his forge and building
(Jolgonooza, the &oas waging wars in the human soul and becom-
ing vast personalities each with his individual universe; in
such creations as the tender and sinful Vala, the love-tor-
mented Oothoon, jealous Iheortormon, and Jerusalem the divine
oride; in such worlds as the terrific one of Urizen and the
paradisical one of the "moony" 3eulah.
.3ut there is also a weakness in these descriptions on the
third and fourth plane. Blake is not always completely suc-
cessful in giving his creations the definiteness of form which,
he claims, should be an integral part of visionary seeing.
There is a vagueness and indefiniteness aoout his mystical
beings as they rage and roar, tremule and supplicate, ^his,
in part, is the fault of the mystic in him. '£he mystic's at-
titude is one of contempt for reality. 3lake does not con-
descend to observe carefully the material world ana, therefore,
his descriptions of the Eternal are wanting in precision. Any
depiction of the Eternal world must be composed of elements simi
lar to those which compose our own world, for we find ourselves
in the egocentric predicament in as much as we cannot conceive
of mountains or oceans which have nothing in common with those
presented to our "corporeal" eye; nor can we conceive of beings5
i
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or spirits who do not act in some manner resemoling our own
behaviour. 3lake often fails to produce the impressions de-
sired because he has oorroweu too many of his epithets from
the moral, and not enough from the physical, world. r^he
material world has become too indistinct to his eyes when he
has passed beyond single and double vision. 'I'he following
lines will illustrate this point:
The stones are pity, and the bricks,
well-wrought affections
Enamel 1 d with love and kindness, and the
tiles engraven gold,
Laboufc of merciful hands; the beams and
rafters are forgiveness:
rhe mortar and cement of the wore, tears
of honesty: the nails
And the screws and iron oraces are well-
wr ought blandishments
And well contriv' d words, firm fixing,
never forgotten,
Always comforting the rememorance ; the
floors humility
:
Ihe oidlings, devotion: the hearths,
thanksgiving
.
His monsters are often reminiscent of the dragons in the old
tales of knightly exploit, 'i'hey are mysterious and extra-
ordinary, but we fail to be impressed oy their enormity, and
so, the desired effect is lost couplet ely . '^he following
monster seems to me quite harmless:
urc augmented swift
in fury, a Serpent wondrous among the
Constellations of Urizen.
A crest of fire rose on his firehead, red
as the carouncle,
1. Jerusalem. l£ (Keynes, pp. 56b-^).
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Beneath, down to his eyelids, scales of
pearl, then golu and silver
Iniaingled with the ruoy overspread his
Visage down
His furious neck; writhing contort ive in
dire budding pains
Hhe scaly armour shot out. Stubborn down
his back and bosom
The Emerald, Onyx, Sapphire, jasper, oeryl,
amethyst
Strove in terrific emulation which should
gain a place
Upon the mighty Fiend, the fruit of the
mysterious tree 1Kneaded in Uveth' s kneading trough.
3erger compares the creations of Milton in Paradise Lost and
those of Blake 1 s fourfold vision;
...Blake's creations like those of Mil-
ton, are magnified to a gigantic size
and veiled in mystery. But whereas Hil-
ton's fiends and angels are men and have
a logical consistency of character which
distinguishes them from each other and
maces them at least recognizable , Blatce* s
personages are too misty, and at tae saae
time, too changeaole and illogical : they
resemble one another too much, and they
are also too much unlike themselves.
Whatever the grandeur of a conception like
tnat of Urizen, it can never have the
force of Milton 1 s conception of Satan, be-
cause Urizen is-not sufficiently definite,
and represents too many different ideas.
He loses in strength all that he might
gain in comprehensiveness. Perhaps this
fault is inherent in the very essence of
Blake's creations, which personify states
of the soul that are themselves neces-
sarily changeaole and indefinite; but it
is also largely due to the tendency of the
poet's own mind and his peculiar imperfec-
tion. *
Paradoxically enough, however, Blake's grandeur arises
1, Vala, VII B (Keynes, p. 401).
Z, Berger, QQ* Cit
.
. pp. £69-270.

in part, from this very fault, iecause he has, in fourfold
vision, so completely left behind the material world, he moves
aoout in his visionary universe with utter unconsciousness of
the possiole and the impossible, because he has forgotten
all the physical laws, his characters die and come to life
again, traverse unfathomable abysses, engage in titanic
struggles in which they crush worlds, and shout until the in-
finite resounds. The tone resulting from these activities,
3erger describes as, "of more than Miltonic grandeur."^ And,
in truth, this tone is the chief characteristic of the Pro-
phetic ioofcs. It is this tone which mafces them read lice frag
ments of a great epic history full of the tumults of vast
pre-historic wars, or the thunders of some frightful cosmic re
volution in the world of the infinite.
Blake 1 s fourfold vision, his lack of concern with the
material world, and the ease with which he moves about in the
world of infinity explain the magnificence of such pictures
as that of the fall of Urizen and Ahania through space - a
description almost comparaole to that of the fail of ijucifer
in Paradise Lost .
A crash ran thro' the immense. The oounus
of Destiny were oroken.
The bounds of Destiny crash' d direful, and
the swelling sea-
iurat from its bonds in whirlpools fierce,
roaring with Hujjan voice,
Triumphing even to the stars at bright
Ahania 1 s fall
.
I"I 3erger, op. cit
. ,
p. 270.
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Down from the dismal North the Prince in
thunders and thick: clouds -
As when the thunderoolt down falleth on the
appointed place -
Fell down, down rushing, ruining, thundering
shudder ing,
Into the Caverns of the Grave and places of
Human Seed
»/here the impressions of Despair and Hope
enroot for ever
:
A world of Darkness. Ahania feii far into
'a on Entity.
She continued falling. x*oud the Crash con-
tinu' d and Hoarse.
From the Crash roared a flame of olue sul-
phureous fire, from the flame
A dolorous groan that struck: with duuioness
all confusion,
Swallowing up the horriole din in agony on
agony.
Thro* the Confusion, like a crack: across
from immense to immense,
Loud, strong, a universal groan of death,
louder
Than all the wracking elements, aeafen 1 d and
r ended wor se
Than Urizen and all his hosts in curst des-
pair down rushing.*
An even more powerful and magnificent picture is achieved in
this same tone in the description of the Last Judgment in
2
Vala. Innumerable such passages could be quoted; and therein,
too, lies a fault. These passages are splendid, but they all
strike the same note, the style is always the same, There
is no rest, no "^eulah" in which the ears may recover from
the same peals of thunder or the eyes from the unnatural
brilliance of things in another world. The characters lose
their strength in constant repetition; they no longer astonish.
1. Vala. ill (Keynes, p. 226).
Ak, laid ..IX Uevnes. pp. 423-460)
.
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C. Reason and the Imagination
According to Blake, the imagination in relation to the
other cental processes includes and supersedes all others.
As we can see from the character of Urizen before the Fall,
reason, in the highest mystical sense, and imagination should
function together"*"- imagination as, an integrating factor,
reason as an analytic or disintegrating factor. Blake is not
hostile to reason when it is a phase of imagination. It
becomes "Two Horn' d -Reasoning, Cloven tfictaon", the cosmic
criminal when it works in isolation, when it neglects or
scorns imagination and becomes dominant. Through the struggle
between Urizen and Los, we know that -Slave's attack is upon
reason's usurption of the seat of spiritual intelligence.
Urizen is an honorable memoer of the society of Eternals until
he seeks to become a tyrant and rule the others. As we have
seen earlier, it is the unity and harmony of the 2oas in the
primal state that Blake has stressed. 4 Because of the mystic's
opposition to the existence of ^elf, we can easily understand
Blake's opposition to the divorce of reason and imagination.
In the myth, it is Urizen 1 s consciousness of individuality
which effects the disaster of creation through separation.
In his literary criticism, diake looks upon the separation
1- °f. p. 55ff.
2. The Gates of Paradise (Keynes, p. 761).
3. Of. p. 60ff.
4. Of, p. 49ff.
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of reason from imagination and the existence of reason as a
separate entity struggling for supremacy as disastrous - as
the source of error and woe. In the myth, the catastrophe
is descrioed thus:
Los wept, howling around the dark Vernon
And cursing his lot; for in anguish
Urizen was rent from his side,
And a fathomless void for his feet,
And intense fires for his dwelling.
Reason has its place under the domination of Los. In
the unfalien state, reason allied with imagination helps turn
inward the gaze of the seeker of truth; and the truth, thus
attained, is not an image or a vestige of a thing, but the
thing itself - the essence, not the qualities. In the
separation of reason from imagination (the fall of Urizen
from Eternity), it becomes a mundane faculty bound to the
i
data of the senses and seeks truth in the external world,'
operates by means of analysis and observation and knows a
thing only by its qualities, Then, it is known as the "iiatio ,lS
of the five senses. In the following aphorisms, we find the
kernel of Blake's thought about reason;
Man' s perceptions are not bounded
by organs of perception; he perceives
more than sense Itho 1 ever so acute;
can discover.
Reason, or the ratio of all we
It
1. First Book of Urizen , III (Keynes, p. 247).
2. Of. p. 46.
3. There Is Ho Natural iCeligion t Second beries) (Keynes, p. !<*&)
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have already known is not the same
that it shall oe when we know more.-1-
Man oy his reasoning power can
only compare and judge of what he
has already discovered.
In the statement that man "perceives more than sense can dis-
cover" lies the implication that man has a power of spiritual
perception which uncovers for him a world of experience
vaster than the familiar world of materiality. He then states
that the function of reason is to introduce method into ex-
periences already acquired, but he excludes from its sphere
of activity the "more" attained by spiritual perception. Ho
reason is offered for this exclusion. And there is still
another indictment in the following aphorism:
From the perception of only three
senses or three elements none could de-
duce a fourth or fifth.. *
The implication is that you cannot enlarge the content of your
experience by an process of reasoning, Reason cannot give
you anything you have not already acquired through the senses.
Under the domination of reason, man sinks into the life of
the senses, not necessarily a life of sensual indulgence, but
a life in which the wonders of the spiritual world are hidden
from the eyes which can behold only the material.
The separation of reason and imagination is represented
not only by the separation of Urizen and Los, but also by the
1. There Is Ho Natural Religion (Second Series) (Keynes, p. 148 i.
2. Ibid. ,( First Series) I Keynes, p. 147).
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division into Spectre and Emanation. In this division, rea
son oasts out pleasure and passion. Reason ia the Spectre,
a hard constricting force putting an end to imagination.
Blake resents the arrogancy of reason, the "Spectre Satan."
The Spectre is the Reasoning Power in
Uan, and when separated
From Imagination and closing itself as
in steel in a ±iatio
Of the Things of Memory, It thence
frames Laws and Moralities
To destroy Imagination, the Divine Body,
by Martyrdoms and ^ars.
...the Reasoning Spectre
Stands between the Vegetative ±ian and his
Immortal Imagination.
"The idiot i>easoner laughs at the Man of
Imagination,
"And from laughter proceeds to murder by
undervaluing calumny.
Separated from imagination, reason becomes emasculated
intellect. In its perversion, it is "abstract philosophy
warring in enmity against the imagination."^ Abstraction,
Blake calls, "the deadly deep of the indefinite Udan-Adan."
Because of its dependence upon sense impressions, reason
cannot go beyond demonstration. The rationalists evoke a
fierce and scornful antagonism:
1. Gf. p. 64f.
2. Jerusal em . 74 (Keynes, p. 699).
3. Ibid ., S6 (Keynes, p. 61b;.
4. Milton, 35 (Keynes, p. 528).
5. Jerusalem , 5 (Keynes, p. 555).
,
6. Milt on. 5 ( Keyne s r p. 47Q ) -

They take the Two Contraries which are
calied qualities, with which
Every Substance is clothed: they name
them Good and Evil
From them they make an Abstract, which is
a legation
hot only of the Suostance from which it
is derived,
A murderer of its own 3ody, but also a
murderer
Of every Divine member: it is the Reason-
ing Power,
An Abstract objecting Power that Nega-
tives every thing.
This is the Spectre of man, the Holy
Reasoning Power,
And in its Holiness is closed the Abomina-
tion of Desolation.
^
In falling, Urizen draws Los down with him. ^oth are
wounded, but Urizen' s wound never heaiea while that of Los
did. Urizen, after the fall, sleeps stonily in his shelter
of materialism, but Los immediately sets to work: to restore
man to Eternity. The implication seems to be that Poetry
(the imagination) can exist and prosper without analysis
(Urizen), out that reason without imagination is a deathlike
sleep.
"The Imagination is not a State: it is the
Human Existence itself.
"Affection or Love oeco;ues a State when
divided from Imagination.
"The Memory is a State always, and the
Reason is a State
"Createa to oe Annihilated and a new Ratio
Created.
"Whatever can oe Created can be Annihilated:
Forms cannot:
"The Oak is cut down oy the Ax, the Lamo
falls by the Knife,
1. Jeeusalem
, 10 l^eynes, p. 564).
2. Cf. p. 55.
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"But their ^orms Eternal kxist for-ever.
Amen, Hallelujah. "1
D. The Theory of *iea3 0n delated to Blake' s Writing .
I have found but one direct statement of Blake's appli-
cation of his theory of imagination and reason to literature.
.
...n'hat is it sets Homer, Virgil and
Milton in so high a rank: of Art? Why
is the Bible more Entertaining and In-
structive than any other book:? Is it
not because they are addressed to the
Imagination, which is spiritual Sensa-
tion, and but mediately to the Under
-
Blake's attitude toward reason is one phase of his op-
position to the philosophic thought current in his day. I
find no fault with his opposition- to the nature of percep-
tion and its relation to reason advocated at the time. The
fault lies with his analysis of the proalem. The solution
would seem to ae to lie in an enlarged conception of the
nature of perception and its revelations, and in an enlarge-
ment of the realm of reason so that a more profound analysis
of the experience it explained might result. He found
arbitrary limitations set upon perception and reason and
accepted them without realizing that an extension of the in-
struments not their annihilation would be effective. In
1. Milton , 55 (Keynes, p. 529).
2. Letter to the -lev. Dr. Trusler, August 22, 17yy (Keynes, p
3. Cf. p. lOff.
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hurling anathemas upon the instruments instead of the method,
he denied reason and sense entirely.
E. Imagination and the Feelings .
.uiinturno, defining the role of the poet, said:
...It will be the business of the poet
so to speak in his verses that he may
teach, that he may delight, that he may
move .1
tilake has nowhere declared that the purpose of poetry is to
"move", "oat throughout his wore he proclaims the sanctity of
the emotions. He finds the passions holy and has a horror
of any kind of restraint or artificial tampering with them.
He believes it erroneous to think:,
That God will torment Man in
gEternity for following his Energies.
Actually, he believes that,
He who desires out acts not,
breeds pestilence.
3
He pleads for an honest and decent regard for the emotions.
Are not the joys of morning sweeter
Than the joys of alghtl
And are the vig'rous joys of youth
Ashamed Of the light*
Let age and sickness silent roo
The vineyards in the night
;
3ut those who burn with vig'rous youth
Pluck fruits before the light.
T~. Scott-James, , The staking of Literature (ivew iork:
-
* Henry Holt oc Go.) p. 119.
2. Carriage of Heaven and Hell (Keynec, p. 191).
£, laid . , lixeyneo, p. 19 3).
4. fragment" (Koynca, p. 93)
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Yeats offers the following explanation of Blake's position:
Instead of seeking &od in the
deserts of time and space, in exterior
immensities, in what he called "the
aostract void," he believed that the
further he dropped behind him memory
of time and space, reason builded
upon sensation, morality founded for
the ordering of the world; the more
he was absorbed in emotion; and above
all, in emotion escaped from. ..the
restraints of bodily reason... the
nearer did he come to Eden' s "breath-
ing garden, ".. .and to the unveiled
face of God. 1
In spite of the opening couplet of the "Auguries of In-
nocence",
A Robin Redbreast in a cage
Puts all heaven in a rage,..
there is sufficient evidence to warrant the belief zhat the
position of passion, in Blake' s system of thought, is com-
parable to that of reason in its relation to imagination.
Passion must function together with reason and imagination.
It is evil when it seeks domination or isolation, ^hen Luvah
(Passion) tried to reign alone over Man, dan was torn oy inner
wars; when Luvah attempted to drive the steeds of Urizen,
the results were disastrous. In Vala
.
moreover, Urizen is
the first to be regenerated and, in his reunion with imagina-
tion, he is given power to govern passions and desires.
1. Yeats, W, £., Ideas of Good and Evil (London: Bullen,
1902) p. 206.
2. "Auguries of Innocence" (Keynes, p. 118).
2. Of. pp. 57-56.

And now fierce Oro had quite consum 1 d
himself in Cental blames,
Expending all his energy against the
fuel of fire.
The Regenerate Man stoop 1 d his head over
the Universe and in
Eis holy hands reciev'd the flaming Demon
and Demoness of- smoke
And gave them to Urizen's hands; the Im-
mortal frown 1 d, saying
"Jjuvah and Vala, henceforth you are Ser-
vants; obey and live.
• .
.
"Co-operating in the bliss of Man, obey-
his Will,
"Servants to the infinite and Eternal of
the Human form."-*-
Luvah and Vala are suoservient to Urizen indicating that
reason should be the master of passions. In the ilakean hi-
erarchy, harmony of the elements is stressed, but imagination
is deemed superior to reason and reason, in turn, is deemed
superior to emotion.
The Emanations, which are feminine and which also re-
present the emotions, are also shown to be necessary for a
harmonious whole, out their dominance is decried. Without
Emanations, all the 4oas fall into a state of perdition.
Final redemption comes with the reinstatement of the Emana-
tion, the destruction of the isolated and dominant Spectre,
and the harmonious functioning of the two together.
Blake held, in especially high regard, the emotions of
love and joy, the two emotions accompanying the mystical
union with the One.
1. Yala, IX (Keynes, p. 438)
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ff. Emotion in the Poetry of Blake .
We do not find any great passion in Blake's writing. Mer-
ger finds the explanation in Blake 1 s mysticism.
. .
.i-iyst icism has a sort, of scidative in-
fluence upon feelings and calms the
violence of passion. And Blase himself
was naturally incapable of violent pas-
sions. She mildness of his character
and the peaceful mode of his life, are
well known to as... Ke was never able
to depict the great storms that shake
men's souls... his titanic poems, despite
the subjects they are concerned with,
never descrioe the deep and violent loves
of humanity. These, indeed, can only re-
.
suit from a too strong attachment to the
symooi which passes, and a neglect of
the essence which endures. Uhey must
lose themselves in calm and peaceful com-
munion with the unchangeable reality.
Passion, in the mystic, gives place to ,
contemplation, and Blase was no exception.
Berger 1 s explanation requires modification. Blake does depict
passions, but they are not personalized - except in the
Poetical Sketches , written before mysticism takes hold of him.
He portrays the various emotions accompanying love, but they
lose the personal because Blake was no amatory poet; the
love is not for a particular woman but for the One. He
shows love tormented and afflicted, the pangs of disappointed
hope and unsatisfied desire in Ahania' s lament for Urizen,
in Enion' s bewailing her loss of Tharmas, in the forsaken
Oothoon' s lament for rheot ormon, ^ and in Los 1 sighing for
1. Berger, op. cit
. . p. 25^.
2. Vala
,
1 ( Keynes, p. 28£J.
S. lbid^. II Ueynas, p. SQ7).

ISnit harm on.
"dhy can I not Enjoy thy beauty, i»ovely
•^nitharuionV
"tfhen 1 return from clouds of Grief in
the wond' ring Elements
"ihere thou in thrilling joy, in beaming
summer loveliness,
"Delectable reposest, ruddy in my absence,
flaming with oeauty,
"Sold pale in sorrow at my approach, trem-
bling at my terrific
"forehead and eyes, thy lips decay like
roses in the spring.
"How art thou shrunk*, thy grapes that
burst in summer' s vast Bxceso,
"Shut up in little purple covering, faintly
bud and die.
"Thy olive trees that pjour'd down oil upon
a thousand hills, -
"Sickly look forth and scarcely stretch their
branches to the plain.
"Thy roses that expanded in the face of
glowing morn,
"Hid in a little silken veil scarce breathe
and faintly shine.
"Thy lillies that gave light what time the
morning looked, forth,
"Hid in the Vales, faintly lament, and no
one hears their voice.
"All things oeside the woful Los enjoy the
delights of beauty. *
These longings for love and its joy are poignant, out we never
feel that we are listening to a man but rather that we are
listening to a voice, to a spirit, The same must oe said of
the passages describing moments of exultation, of love
triumphant. Love, in his poetry, bears little resemblance
to human love as we know it. His ia rather a vague feeling
made up of reverence and adoration, mingled with intense
spiritual desire.
1. Vala, VII la) (Keyneo, p. 373)
.
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If mysticism has, on the one hand, the effect of calling
violent passions and destroying personal love, it has, on
the other, a compensating effect of producing a feeling of
universal sympathy and a feeling of fellowship with all
created oeings and things. Place's work is full of this sym-
pathy and fellowship. His attitude is not that of the superior
man condescending to regard animals, plants, and inanimate
objects with pity or admiration, out that of a man feeling
brotherhood with all things because all things are equal in
the world of the Eternal. His love springs not from. pity but
from a oelief in the equality of all things. His soul is one
with the soul of all creatures.
Little ffiy
Thy summer's play
i4y thoughtless hand
Has brush 1 a away .
Am not I
A fly like thee?
Or art not thou
A man like me?
i?or 1 dance
Ana drink, and sing,
Till some blind hand
shall crush my wing.
If thought is life
Ana strength and breath,
And the want
of t nought is death;
Then am I
A happy fly,
If I live
Or if I die. 1
1. Songs of Uxperfcence: "The Ply" (Keynes, pp. 71-7£).

As a consequence , the emotions which ilake portrays are
extremely simple- not the complex emotions of man oat simple
emotions which can be shared with animals, plants, and
minerals. In the case of animals, it is a desire for life,
the joy of living, the satisfaction of physical neeas. In
the case of plants and minerals, only a single feeling can
be admitted - knowledge of, and pleasure in, existence, it
is just this simplicity of emotion that accounts for the
apparently childish charm and simplicity of the 3on.-;s of
Innocence.
g
. Summary .
In Milton , -ilatce provides us. with a summary of the pre-
ceding three chapters. In speaking of the work: of the poet,
Milton says:
"I come in Self-annihilation and the
grandeur of Inspiration,
"To cast off National demonstration
by Faith in the Saviour,
"To cast off the rotten rags of Memory
by Inspiration,
"To cast off Bacon, Locke and Uewton
from Aioion* s covering,
"To take off his filthy garments and
clothe him with Imagination,
"To cast aside from Poetry all that is
not Inspiration,
"That it no longer shall dare to mock
with the aspersion of xsiadness
"Oast on the Inspired oy the ta:ue high
finisher of paltry 3iots
"Indefinite, or paltry Rhymes, or
paltry Harmonies,

lao
"tfho creeps into State Government like a
catterpiller to destroy;
"To cast off the idiot ^.ueotioner who is
always questioning
"But never capaole of answering, who sits
with a sl,y grin
"Silent plotting when to question, like a
thief in a cave,
".Vho publishes douot and calls it know-
ledge, whose Science it. Despair,
"dhose pretence to Imowledge is knvy,
whose whole Science is
"To destroy the wisdom of ages to gratify
ravenous Envy
"That rages round him like a Wolf day and
night without rest;
"He smiles with condescensioii, he talks of
Benevolence and Virtue,
"And those who act with Benevolence and
Virtue they murder time on time.
"These are the destroyers of Jerusalem,
these are the murderers
"Of Jesus, who deny the Faith and mock at
Eternal Life,
"iAfho pretend to Poetry that they may
destroy Imagination
"By imitation of Mature 1 s Images drawn
from ilemembrance,
"These are the Sexual Garments, the
Abominations of Desolation,
"Hiding the Human Lineaments as with an
Ark and Curtains
"which Jesus rent and now shall wholly
purge away with tfire
"Till Generation is swallow' d up in
regeneration. "1
1. Milton, 48 (Keynes, pp. 546-7).
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CHAPTER VII
SYMBOLISM
A. Theory
Symbolism in literaturs is defined oy Symons as follows:
...a form of expr ession. . . f or an unseen ,
reality apprehended oy the consciousness.
Carlyle offers much the same definition.
...In the Symbol proper, what we call
a Symbol, there is ever, more or less
distinctly and directly, some embodi-
ment and revelation of the Infinite:
the infinite is aade to blend itself
with the finite to stand visible, and
as it were, attainaole there. c
In symbolism, the image is no longer decoration as it generally
is in the simile and metaphor. Its function is to suggest •
something that the poet feels unaole otherwise to convey, to
mate a spiritual experience concrete. In this role, it is
not an end in itself out a means to an end. it acts as a
medium that establishes relationships between realms of ex-
perience
.
Damon believes that symbolism is the highest degree in
the poetic scale. The lowest is literalism, "the Peter iell"
1. Symons, Arthur, 1'he Symbolist movement in Literature, p. 2.
2. Carlyle, Thomas, Sartar Eesartus.
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of poetry, since it copies photographically and appeals to
the "Pleasure of rLecognition. " One step higher is the simile
which states a resemolance; higher still, the metaphor which
practically identifies the ooject with its emotional equi-
valent .
ri!he symool, however, uses this identity,
yet discards the named ooject for the Eternity,
which is thus evoked.
Practically the whole existence of
poetry consists in this imposing of
human values upon natural objects...
Symbolism i- the recognition and fixa-
tion of that process usually performed
the weaker metaphor and still weaker
simile. 1
In the case of a simile, love would be likened to a rose; in
a metaphor, love would oe a rose; and in the symbol, the
dose would appear unexplained.
In his dissertation upon his picture of the Last Judg-
ment, Blake announces his use of symbolism.
...It ought to be understood that
the Persons, Moses and Abraham, are
not here meant, but the states Sig-
nified by those Uames, the Individuals
being representatives or Visions of
those States as they were revealed
to iilortal itian in the series of divine
-ievelations as they are written in
the Bible; these various States I
hd ve seen in my Imagination.
Blake1 s use of symbolism grows out of his mysticism and
out of his desire for obscurity. Litce all mystics, he found
the language of our everyday experience, the language used
1. Damon, op. cit
., p. 65
£ . A JQasoriptiv o Qettalogm

in the rough interchange of common sense and feeling, inade-
quate for the expression of the reality he had oome to fcnow.
The problem of the mystic is to suggest in our earth-grown
language what far transcends it, to put into the vesture of
this world what forever eludes the grasp of the senses. In
his effort to communicate the truth which has been seen, the
mystic invoices symbols. So Swedenborg, Szekiel, the author
of Revelation, and others communicated their message through
symbols. Such is the reasonable explanation for the in-
evitaole use of symbols by any mystic. It is an attempt to
explain as explicitly aa possible supersensuous truth gained
in union with the One.
In the passage quoted aoove,^ there is the indication
that 31afce was influenced oy Swedenborg. It resemoles closely
the following statement made oy Swedenborg:
The most ancient manner of writing
was that of representing things oy per-
sons or moras, by which was understood
something different from what was ex-
pressed. In such manner, indeed, that
nothing was literally true just as it was
written, but under these narratives some-
thing allegorical was understood. . .Thi3
method of writing they (the writers of
the 3ible) derived from the most ancient
people, who lived oefore the flood, and
who represented to themselves things
heavenly and divine, by such as are vis-
ible on the earth and in the world, and
thus filled their minds and souls with
joyous perceptions. The most ancient
people, as they had communication with
spirits and angels, had no other speech
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than this,..and in every expression ,
of which there was a Spiritual sense.
Had that passage been Blake's only dictum on the subject of
symbolism, one would have thought that he had a clear under-
standing of the problem. But, he makes two further state-
ments which reveal a complete lack of understanding of the
problem.
ffor Blaece, the symbol was not mere±y a means of com-
municating a truth; it was an intentional myster iousness - a
means of insuring the knowledge of that truth against a fall
into unworthy hands. He oelieved that truth should hot oe
told too plainly so that it would be preserved only for those
who were fit to understand it. «*hen the Reverend i>r. 'irusler
oojected to this obscurity, Blake replied;
...You say that I want somebody to
Elucidate my ideas. But you ought
to know tfhat is Grand is necessarily
obscure to */eak Men. f^hat which
can be made Explicit to the idiot
is not worth ra$ care. The wisest
of the Ancients consider' d what is
not too Explicit the fittest for
Instruction, because it rouzes the
faculties to act. I name Moses,
Solomon, Eaop, Homer, Plato. 2
He further justified his oascurity with the contention that
his work was not for his own time out for the "new age" which
would intuitively understand him. His poetry was intended,
1. wwedenuorrf, ArcamOoele^tia.
2. Letoer to trie -lev. Dr. Trusler, August 23, 1799 (Keynes,
p. 1039)
.
•

us
...to oe a iniemeuito in time to oo.ae, and
to speafc to future generations by a Suolime
Allegory.
*
•Jhen 3laie went so far as to regard ooscurity as an es-
sential mart of truth, he mistook the accidental and incidental
for the essential and ultimate. To an extent, Plate's lack:
of education be oo.ae s apparent here, for it seems to me that
faith in magniloquent ooscurity is characteristic of an un-
educated mind. Faith in obscurity is, moreover, a misappre-
hension of the entire problem of symbolism. Clutt on-^r ock
succinctly puts the case thus;
...Unfortunately many writers and
readers now seem to be weary of the
great ways of literature and to hope
that in byways they may find some
secrets unknown to the great masters
of sense and language. There are no
such secrets. It is not symbols or
catchwords but the nooie use of words
that gives to them a sense oeyond
their plain ordinary meaning, That
noble use is a sign of the effort to
express great things; whereas sym-
bols and catchwords are a sign that
the effort is declined. 2
B. Symbolism in fllafce 1 s r oetry.
Symbols themselves may oe divided into two categories -
the traditional symbol and the individual or private symbol
•
1. Letter to Thomas Butts* July 6, 180b (Keynes, p. 1075),
2. Clutton-Brock A. , "The Poetry of tfilliam 3lafce , " The
Living Age. 0Q1I (December 29, 1906) p. fel2.

Traditional symbols are those which have been handed down
from generation to generation. Sat&ft, such as the Four Horse-
men, the ocarlet Woman, the Heavenly Jerusalem, are rich in
traditional association. They bring with them a wealth of
association, deepened by evolution and use and enriched oy
the thought and feeling of generations ^ let, they are freah
when used to express a new experience of truth. <*hen used
successfully, they do not lose their flavor by conventionality
out are reaolerit of the intensity of a vecy fresh personal
experience, of the thoughts ans feelings of a man who has
seen for himself. They become revealing and illuminating,
because of their tradition, they have a larger life than any
one individual can give tnem. The traditional symbol was
prooaoly originally sustained oy the memorableness of its
dramatic fitness; the process is one of unconscious accre-
tion extending over a consideraole numoer of years and in-
volving a large number of people.
The private symool, on the other hand, is an invention
on the part of the individual. He tries suddenly to invest
the newly invented symbol with a universal spiritual signi-
ficance. Sometimes, he is successful. ^ Usually, he is not.
The problem involved resembles that of the invention of a
new language. A new language may be invented; some people
1. Blake's use of the tiger in songs of Experienc e.
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people may be persuaded to learn it, bat it does not becoiae
a living language. A newly invented system of symbolism, like
Esperanto, remains a oarren waste.
besides this fault, which is inherent in a private system
of symbolism, there are two others. alirst, the imagination,
Sometime a, oecomes so obsessed with the symbols that, instead
of oeing a means, a groping effort to achieve an end oeyond
its power, it becomes an end in itself engulfing the meaning
upon which it arose. As a result, elaoorate meaningless sym-
bolistic systems are evolved. Secondly, the delight in a
curious symbolism may give rise to a faith in obscurity for
its own sake, in which case the hidden meanings are often
singularly barren of illumination for the reader.
In Blake, we find both types of symbol. He began by
using all the conventional symools: the Itamb, the -lose, the
Lion, the Myrtle, the Sim-flower, the idly, and so forth.
3ut he soon found traditional symbols inadequate in the repre-
sentation of his history of certain phases of the human soul.
The system which he evolved is basea on fcis conception of the
nature of the universe and Swedenoorg' s theory of correspon-
dents, ilake oeiieved that the Divine Humanity expressed
itself in the created world. The world, as we see it, is out
an outward manifestation of inward truth; it is a symbol of
the invisible universe shown to us so that we may gain know-
ledge of what we cannot see. ^en of single vision, living

in the world of matter, are content to see only the visiole,
but men of multiple vision use the world of matter only as
a means of communication.
Blake 1 s invention of names which he endowed with human
qualities is part of the theory of correspondents, '^he in-
vention of names built on anagrams - Los, £>ol; ^rc, Cor;
Eno, Son - or on the comoination of words - Urizen, Your
-ieason - or on appealing sound - Oothoon - complicates his
myth, but is not his worst fault. One can even overlook
the initial oewilderment on reading a poem which opens thus:
Eno, agea Mother
iiho the chariot of Leutha guides
Since the day of thunders in old time,
Sitting oeneath the eternal Oak
Trembled and shook: the steadfast Earth.
itfe know nothing of Eno, or i»eutha, or the Eternal Oak, nor
does the rest of the poem throw any light upon any of them.
But, from conjecture and reference to other worts, we mace
some surmises. The mysterious figures become clearer to
us. Had he gone no further than that, we might, with some
delving, oe aole to unearth his meaning, out Blake oecomes
entangled in his own symbols because he did not fcnow when
to stop-r ever a danger in private symoolism. J±e oecomes a
heavenly geographer working out an elaborate system for its
own sake. First, he transformed the human soul into a map
of England, then into a plan of London. Becoming fascinated,
1 . win a fw* t. O R | T (Kflyna R , p . P67) ,
>1
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he must go further. Albion had children: he was the pro-
genitor of the twelve tribes. So Blafce divided England, -cot-
land, and Ireland into twelve portions and assigns each por-
tion to one of the tribes, Then, he wast subdivide all these
into twenty-four so as to give each of Aloion 1 s sons and
daughters a part of the land; he must associate men with pro-
vinces, according to a system so complicated that it can
only oe called capricious; and then he must write long lists
of names filling some of the most senseless pages that have
ever claimed the name of poetry. And to complicate matters
still further, he maces men and cities change places, as the
states of the soul change. Symbolism, here, has been pushed
to the extreme and has led to the destruction of poetry, ^hat
illumination can there oe in these passages":' ^ymoolism has
become a wrapping instead of a revelation. In the following
passage it has become sheer nonsense:
The Gate of Reuoen in Carmarthenshire:
the Gate of Simeon in
Cardiganshire, and the Gate of Levi in
ivlontgomeryshire
:
The Gate of Judah, mer ionethshire : the
Gate of Dan, Flintshire:
The Gate of iiapthali, Radnorshire: the
Gate of Gad, Pemorokieshire
:
The Gate of Asher, Carnarvonshire: trie
Gate of Issachar, Srec£no£shire
:
The Gate of ^eoulun, in Anglesea and
Sodor; so is -Vates divided:
The Gate of Joseph, Uenoighshire ; the
Gate of Senjamin, Glamorganshire:
For the protection of the Twelve i^mana-
tions of Aloion" s Sons.
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And the Forty Counties of England are
thus divided in the Gates:
Of iieuoen: Norfolk, Suffolk, ^ssex;
Simeon i Lincoln, York, Lancashire;
Levi: Middlesex, Kent, Surrey; Judah:
Somerset, Glouster, Wiltshire;
Dan: Cornwall, Devon, Dorset; ^apthali:
Warwick, Leicester, Wacaester;
Gad: Oxford, Clicks, Harford: Asher:
Sussex, Hampshire, Berkshire;
Issachar: Northampton, Jutland, Nott-
gham; &eoulun: Bedford, Hunt gun, Camo
;
Joseph: Stafford, Shrops, Heref; benjamin:
Derby, Cheshire, monmouth;
And Cumberland, Northumberland, Westmoreland
and Durham are
Divided in the Gates of -^euoen, Judah, Lan
and Joseph.
1
Ihe passage continues thus for yet another page, i do not
think that even S. Foster Damon can uncover the esoteric
meaning in this passage of so-called poetry.
'^he above passage is a simple example of the vitality
of the traditional symbol and the* artificiality of the pri-
vate, newly invented symool. through centuries of associa-
tion the place names of ancient Palestine have come to mean
more than literal places, many of them have ceased zo exist
but they re..iain as symools. Sodom, mount Sinai, ^ophet,
to mention out a few, mean far more tnan the historical places
to which the names refer. Blake uses places as symools, but,
in addition to the traditional ones from the Bible, he has
chosen names of places about London and made them a vesture
for his meanings, 'rhe Heorew names have come to mean what
1. Jerusalem, 16 (Keynes, p. 577).
•
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they do, not oy the deliberate effort made ay someone at
sometime, oat because certain transactions and personalities
are become so indelibly associated with these localities, in
a natural and incidental fashion, that u hey were made memor-
aole by the fact. Natural association inevitably made them
expressive symbols, iut what are the associations of the
suburbs of London? What spiritual significance do they
possess?
Bath* * tie the seventh, the physician
and
She poisoner, the best and worst in
Heaven and Hell,
Whose spectre first assimilated with
Luvah in Albion's mountains,
A triple octave he took, to reduce
Jerusalem to twelve,
To cast Jerusalem forth upon the wilas
to Poplar and Bow,
To Ualaen and Canterbury in the delights
of cruelty,
lae Shuttles of death sing in the ssy to
Islington and Pancrass,
-lound Jilaryoone to lyourn 1 s Aiver, weaving
black melancholy -as a net,
And despair as meshes closely wave over
the west of London
Where the mild Jerusalem sought to repose
in death and be no more.
She fled to uamaeth 1 a mild Vale and hid
herself beneath ,
The Surrey Hills where -iephaim terminates.
in an exposition of metaphysical ideas, these supposedly sym-
bolic place names are absurd.
The wrappings become even thicker when the private sym-
bolism extends to personal myths. Schofield, the soldier,
whom Slake forcibly ejected from his garden and who, in
1. Jerusalem
. 41 (^ynes. p-p b2b-6).
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revenue, caused dlake to ae arrest ea on a false charge of
treason, oecomes a son of Albion personifying orate force.
Hand, in Jerusalem , has oeen identified with Richard Hand
whose name appears in a contemporary xioyal Academy list. Her-
beBt Jenkins has identified several other of the mythical
names in Jerusalem with those of persons present at ^lass's
trial for treason. 3ut what is the universal significance
of these names'.'' tfith enough mulling, that which ^lake at-
taches to them can be discovered, but the needless effort,
and even pain, involved destroys the vitality of the symbol
and, hence, of the poetry.
In conclusion, I think it might be pointed out that
31ake, oecause of his entanglement in his own symbolism and
because of his desire for obscurity, is not truly symbolistic.
Symools should represent "things heavenly and divine by such
as are visible on the earth and in the world" and should be
immediately apprehended by sympathetic intuition, because
of 31ake' s desire for obscurity one needs a glossary to read
him. ilhe algeoraic equations which he sets up are not sym-
bolism. He does attain a true symoolism in his fundamental
conception of states of mind made concrete oy description
in terms of this world, in the ^ongs of innocence and in
the Son^s of Experience , his choice of symools is happy and
we do intuitively arri ve at an understanding of his thought.
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In the Prophetio iooks, however, he has lost meaning and
poetic worth because of the obscurity of his private symbols.
Damon says that,
The treasure is there, and we
must dig.-1-
It is rather ironic that such a statement must oe made con-
cerning the wort of a man who oelieved in immediate and
intuitive perception of truth.
1. Damon, op. cit .. p. 70.

CHAPTER Till
THEORY OF PROS 0 D Y
A. Theory
ilafce made but two statements, that I have been aole to
discover, on prosody.
-tiring out number, weight, and
measure in a year of dearth.!
</hen this Verse was first dic-
tated to me, I consider' d a Monotonous
Cadence, like that used oy ivlilton and
Shakespeare and all writers of English
Blank: Verse, derived from the modern
bondage of Rhyming, to. be a necessary
and indispensible part of Verse. But
I soon found that in the mouth of a
true Orator such monotony was not only
awkward, but as much a bondage as
rhyme itself. I, therefore, have pro-
duced a variety in every line, both of
cadences and number os syllables.
Every word and every letter is studied
and put into its fit place; the ter-
rific numbers are reserved for the ter-
rific parts, the mild and gentle for
the mild and gentle parts, and the pro-
saic for inferior parts; all are neces-
sary to each other.
^
In the first scornful sentence is expressed a terse in-
dictment of eighteenth century prosody. Ho less than Pope
1. Marriage of Heaven and Hell : Proverbs of Hell, 14
(Keynes, p. 193)
.
2. Jerusalem. 3 (Keynes, p. 551).
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and his followers, jilafce, a supero technician, held technique
in high esteem.
Mechanical Excellence is the
only vehicle of Genius.
Execution is the chariot of
genius. 1
Technique, however, did not mean to him a slavish adherence
to a standard formula - it did not mean impecoaole heroic
couplets or syllabic blank verse. It meant dexterity in
handling his tools. His horror of restraint, manifest through-
out his philosophic system, is here found in repudiation of
the poetic heritage left the world oy Pope. In the Poetical
Sketches written in his early youth, he uses a gamut of
verse forms - lyrical blank verse, rhytniaic prose, lyrics
whose meter changes at will, patriotic chants.. In the "Mad
Song", we find the first example of completely modern pro-
sody .
i'he wild/ winds weep
i i
And the night/ is a-cold
Coine hi/ther, Sleep,
And my griefs/ unfold,
i i i
3ut lo 1./ the morn/ing peeps
i i i
Over/ the eas/tern steepo,
t i i
And tne rust/ling oeds/ of dawn
And earth/ do scorn.
^^eynes^ p. 9bl) » =
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Lo'./ to the vault
i i
Of pa/ved heaven,
Jith sor/row fraught,
i i% notes/ are driven.
i i .'US i
They stride/ the ear/ of night
i i i
liate weep/ the eyes/ of day
;
i i i
They mate mad/ the roa/ring winds,
i i i
And with t em/pests play.
uL'&q a fiend/ in a cloud,
i i
^ith how/ling woe
i i
After night/ 1 do crow
a
And with night/ will go;
i i t
I turn/ my back/ to the Bast,
i t i
tfrom whence com/forts have/ increased,
tfor light/ doth seize/ my brain
Jith fran/tic pain.
Of this poem, 14ona Jilson writes:
...In the "Mad Song" the new prosoay
is heara in its most daring form: the
last traces of the eighteenth century
hase disappeared: ... it is...wholly of
the new age.
baintsbury analyzes the verse and hails it as "freedom and
order" in English proeody.
1. Poetical s&etches
,
"uaa ~ong" Coynes, p. 11 i.
2. Wilson, xaona, The Life oi tfilllam ^lafce (London: leter
Davies, lit; a., 1932) p. 22.
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...the pieoe which. . .shows that a new
birth of prosoay had come - is the ".ulad
Song". J?or pare verse-effect - assisted
powerfully oy diotion, of course, and
not to be divorced from thought, but
existing independently of it - there are
few pieces in English or any language
to oeat this marvelous thing. And it is
very noticeable that its ineffaole music
is really prosodic, not musical at all...
The scheme is vex'y simple, and capable of
being defined with rigid accuracy. Lines,
1, 2, $ ( 4, fa, are iamoic monometer with
full anapaestic and, I think, in one case
monosyllabic substitution; 5, 6, 7 ex-
tend themselves oy a foot to dimeter brachy-
catalectic with substitution existent but
rather less free. The foot -equivalence is
thus rigidly maintained throughout and
the line-correspondence in the stanza
equally so; and yet, as you read, the thing
shifts, outline and texture and shade,
like the "rustling oeds of dawn" themselves.
The one real or apparent "irregularity" of
the pieoe, the substitution of the rhymed
oaoaforaabbis very likely inten-
tional, and certainly not a discord, as it
comes in the middle stanza, and so does
not disturo the concerted effect .. .Nobody
in the eighteenth century, not even Chat-
terton, had yet returned to the true
blend of freedom and order in English pro-
soay with such a perfect result as this.^
If one took Slake' s theory of "dictation" as literally
p
as he would have us take it, one might hazard the belief
that his prosodic experiments were merely accidental. Or one
might attribute them to the unconscious efforts of a naturally
musical ear and a talent for musical composition, which has
1. Saintsoury, George, A History of English Prosody (London:
Macmillan and Company, 1910) Vol. iil, pp. 11-13.
2. Cf . Chapter V.
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bean attested to oy memoera of Mrs. ^iathewa 1 circle who heard
Blake sing his own poems to his own music. 3ut such a pro-
cedure would be to disregard Blake* s remarks on verse (quoted
above)
He points out his original intention of using blank verse
as did Shakespeare and Milton. He considered this form, ap-
parently, because it did not involve the limits imposed by
rhyme, which he did not consider an indispensaole part of
verse. These sooer remarks on rhyme recall to mind his sneer-
ing parody on Pope s verse form.
After working with blank verse, he found its"^anofconous
Gadenoe" as great a hindrance to his freedom as "the modern
bondage of Rhyming. " In view of the varied effects achieved
oy Shakespeare and Milton, Blake's- criticism is a ait dif-
ficult to -understand, but that point is, at present, irrele-
vant. Having found blank verse unsuitable, he announces the
prooeaure he has used - "variety in every line, both of
cadences and numoer of syllaoles." This marks his proclama-
tion of freedom in verse forms. Variety is the keynote.
In the second section of this passage, he states his be-
lief in both freedom and order. The meter is studied so that
the rhythm fits the thought and mood expressed. The meter
changes as the mood or "part" shifts from "terrific" to "mild
and gentle" to "prosaic", in this entire passage, he states
1. p. 144.
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his position with astonishing clarity. Aside from his use
of the word "dictated" at tae oeginning of the passage, it is
an extremely rational indorsement of freedom, variety, order,
and fitness in verse forms.
B. Prosodio Experimentation in Blake's Poetry .
In his own poetry, we find the greatest exposition of
Blake's prosodio theory.
Examining first his lyrio poetry, we find him /turning
from the iambus, whioh is often considered the natural foot
for English verse, and seeding the various expressive quali-
ties in a variety of feet. His most successful work was done
with the trochee and the anapest. From the trochee, he ex-
tracted many contrasting effects, ranging from the exquisite
"Introduction" to the Songs of Innocence to the strength and
sweetness of "uittie Lamb" and the majesty of "The Tyger".
(If we are right in believing that each of the Songs of In -
nocence finus its counterpart in the &ougs of Experience
,
then it does, indeed, seem fitting that the verse forms of
"Little -uamo" and "She Tyger" should oe the same.) With the
anapest, a type of foot which had hitherto been almost non-
existent in English versification, Blake achieves such con-
trasting effects as that of light laughter in "She Ecchoing
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Green", tragedy in "Tne Garden of Love", and exoticism in "Ah,
Sunflower".
Freeing himself from all "oondage", he doea not confine
himself to one foot in a poem, out seeks expressiveness in a
mixture of different feet in the same poem. In "The Tyger",
he uoldly inserts iambic lines - note the last line of the
first quatrain and the last line of the poem. Sometimes the
different feet are so freely mixed that it is difficult to
determine whiuh is the fundamental foot. Such is the case
with the mixture of anapest and iambus in "The Laughing Song"
and "The Chimney Sweeper". Sometimes, they are not mixed
but juxtaposed as in "ftight". In this poem, the stanza is
composed of two iambic septenaries and four an&pestic dimeters.
In the "i»iad Song" the metrical pattern gradually changes from
the oeginning to the end. In "The Voice of the Ancient BarS",
the change is from iambic trimeter to anapestic pentameter
.
Blake's freedom in versification extends also to lengths
of lines. He experimented with all lengths from the dimeter
to the septenary. The dimeter appear* in such contrasting
poems as "The Ecchoing Green" and "The fly". The trimeter is
found in "idy Silks and fine array", "Ah 1. Sun-flower, "The
Garden of Love", "Silent, Silent Might, The tetrameter is his
favorite line for lyrics. Blake shows what he can do with
that line in the contrasting "kittle Laub" and "The Tyger"
•
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Saintsoary finds the following line a climax in the use of
trochaic tetrameter:
What dread hand forgea thy dread feet?
Even with the pentameter, the most common line in English
verse, he has done some interesting wort. In the apostrophes
to the seasons, the first poems of the Poetical Sketches,
are lyrical blank verse - not unrhymed iamoic pentameters -
a form which does not come into prominence until the nine-
teenth century. He never ouilt a whole poem on the alexandrine,
but he used it as a variation in the septenaries of the Pro-
phetic Books. His lyrical septenaries are not particularly
striking.
In the Poetical Sketches , we can notioe the progress of
Blake 1 s attitude toward rhyme. He starts wiuh a desire to oe
free of it, out, in the end, realises that it has its place.
In the first four stanzas of *Vreah from the dewy hill", he
uses false vowel sounds. In ".uove and harmony comoine" , he
achieves a rattier pleasant effect oy the use of one false
rhyme per quatrain. The monotony of the a a a a rhyme is
relieved.
Love and harmony comoine,
And around our souls intwine,
While oy branches mix with mine
Ana our roots together join .
Joys upon oar oranches sit
.
Chirping loud, and singing sweet;
iiike gentle streams oeneath oar feet
Innocence and virtae meet...*
1. Poetical Sketches : "iiove and harmony comoine" I Keynes, p. 9
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He uses false rhyme even in "She Lamb" - lamo, name; In "in-
fant Joy", he uses the same false rhyme - am, name.
Blake also makes use of internal rhyme. "The Garden of
Love" is interesting beoause of its rhyme. The rhyme scheme
is a b o, out in the last stanza, the first two lines do not
rhyme at all although we are not generally aware of that faot
beoause the rhymes of the preceding stanzas oarry us along.
The last two lines have internal rhyme so that the dull effect
of a tolling oell is obtained. Often, as in the following
lines, 31ake will infuse a rhyme sound through several lines.
The Door of Death is made of Gold,
That Mortal Eyes cannot oehold;
But, when the Mortal Byes are clos1 d
And cold and pale the Limbs repos 1 d,
The Soul awakes; ana wond' ring sees
In her mild Hand the golden Keys:
The Grave is Heaven's -golden gate,
And rich and poor around it wait;
A shepherdess of England's gold. x
Behold this Gate of Pearl and Gold'.
At times, he repeats words instead of using rhymes. These
repetitions are very successful when used as a refrain.
The proolem presented oy the Prophetic 3ooks is quite
different from that in the lyrics. In the latter, intensive
expression is required; in the former, extensive. Blake was
faced with the problem of finding a line which could be repeated
indefinitely and which would not become monotonous; and yet,
1. "To the iueen" (Keynes, p. 124).
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it had to be flexible enough to express a variety of thoughts
and emotions. Marlowe, Shakespeare, and Milton faced with
trie same problem, and found their solutions in the iaaibio
pentameter . Blake, as we saw earlier, found this line mono-
tonous, without the potentialities for variety. Searching
to put his prosodic theory into practioe, he found the sep-
tenary line most satisfactory. Damon believes that Macpherson
was his model.
Ossian was printed as prose; but
in fact the greater part of it falls
into frightfully dull docks of sep-
tenaries, with caesuras placed regularly
after the fourth foot, xhe alexandrine
is freely interspersed, for it is a
peculiarity of that line that it can be
thrown in anywhere among septenaries
without interrupting the rhythm, ^he
alexandrine breaks so violently in the
middle that this oreafc seems to count
as an extra beat.
31ake, of course, far surpasses his model.
In Tiriel and ffhel . he is not yet adept at the use of
this new form. Eis caesuras are carefully placed and there
is not muoh variation except for the interpolation occasionally
of an ootometer or an al exanar ine , As he becomes more sure
of himself, variations appear often. 3y the time he comes
to the lament at the end of Thel . he can manage to make those
ten lineo very powerful oy their irregularity - in ten lines,
there are three alexandrines, one pentameter, and one octometer.
1. Damon, op. cit .. p. 47.
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In the Visions of the Daughters of Alajon
,
America
, and
parts of Europe , there is a mar Iceu increase in familiarity
with his medium, tor all his freedom, each word is studied,
the cadences vary, and the meter suits the mood. It is
achieved not merely by an increase of pentameters, alexandrines,
and octometers but with the effective omission of unaccented
syllables so that several accents stand together.
"And thus I turn my face to where my
whole soul seeks . . .1
He does likewise in Jerusalem and ililton . Ihese poems mark
his final experiments in poetic technique. Paradoxically,
Blake attains great effects through studied, orderly irregu-
larity. Shere are long passages of iamoic aeptenaries out the
number of lines of different length interpolated are tremen-
dously increased. Overflow is also' used frequently.
She Prophetic Books contain other forms than the sep-
tenaries. A Song of Lioerty is arrangei to look like the
Biole oy the use of prose verses, out these have a definite
metrical pattern. The lines are alexandrine, With regular
caesuras. The variation is in the foot which shifts from
anapest to dactyle, with iambs and trochees interpolated.
If, in reading the Prophetic Books, and especially in
reading the septenaries, every syllable is carefully weighed,
the power is completely lost and the rhythm destroyed. The
1. Visions of the Daughters of Albion (Keynea, p. 206),
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lines should oe read according to the natural cadence of the
words: the natural accents should be stressed and unaccented
syllaoles passed over quietly. The verses pour out then in a
great flood of oratory as opposed to the lyrics whose oasis
seems to be music.
It might be well to notice that no references have been
made in this chapter to Slate 1 s mysticism. Slate 1 s prosodic
theory owes nothing to mysticism. £his phase of his literary
criticism is the soundest both in theory and practice. Putting
aside his mysticism, Slate is speating and worting as a highly
competent craftsman. If this one theory might be taten as
sufficient evidence to prove a point, one might conclude that
had not Blate oeen so radical and 'fanatic a mystic, he might
have been a more powerful cx*itic and poet.
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CHAPTER IX
BLAKE AMD ROMAHTIC CRITICISM
In the latter half of the eighteenth century, We find a
recrudescence of imagination, passion, and freedom at the very
moment when Rationalism had reached its highest point and be-
gun to decline. The eighteenth century, as was noted earlier,*"
was part of a reaction against the Renaissance and desired a
dispassionate examinationof everything, a weighing of every-
thing, in the calm of reason. Beep emotions, violent pas-
sions, dreamy or wild wandering imaginations had not become ex-
tinct, but they were kept hidden until they had been so
calmed, so tempered that they were fit for the sight of cour-
teous and distinguished people. Lord Chesterfield had ad-
vised his son never to laugh but merely to permit a courteous
smile to play on hid lips. In such an atmosphere what vul-
garity to reveal a naked soul with its hungry longings, its
wild dreams, its delirious joys, its bleeding sorrows. The
soul' s nakedness' must oe ulotaed in court dress oefore its
appearance in the drawing room; the inner life of the soul
1. p. lOff
I
1^7
must be discreetly veiled. In poetry, the veil of o onv exit ional
forma and oorreot polished style imposed oy fashion at the
command of reason was so heavily drapeu that nothing of what
we now oall poetia feeling was discernible. Whether critical,
narrative, descriptive, or philosophical, poetry was essen-
tially didactic It is aduuraole for its aosolute correctness,
its ordered logic, bat rarely for its lyric beauty, ilafce had
reason to lament the departure of the iiuses in his early poem,
"To the buses''.
Whether on Ida's shady brow,
Or in the chambers of the East,
The chamoers of the son, that now
JProm antient melody have ceased;
Whether in Heav'n wander fair
Or th'e green corners of the earth,
Or the blue regions of the air,
^here tne melodious winds have oirth;
Whether on chrystal roc Its ye rove,
3eneath the oosom of the sea
-Vand 1 ring in many a coral grove,
Pair lUne, forsaking Poetry'.
How have you left the antient love
That baras of old enjoy' d in you'.
The lanquid strings do scarcely move'. ,
The sound is fore' d, the notes are few'.
»'fhen rational principles, however, seemed most strongly
estaolished, when the height of submission to them was plainly
in view, there developed a state of general uneasiness and dis-
content. The murmurs of reaction against reason aecaae evident.
The fault iness of reason was implied and the growing influence
•
1. Poetical Sketches. "To the buses' 1 (iievnes. dtj. 15-14).
•
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of the spiritual movement was manifest in the descriptive pas-
sages of Thomson, the lyrical raptures of Collins, the appeal
to the imagination and heart in Gray's famoas" 21 egy 11 , the
numerous editions of Shakespeare, the imitations of Spenser'
s
style. These were "*igns of trie times" and prepared the
ground work for works of pure imagination - Ghatterton' s imi-
tation of the ballads edited oy Peroey and his creation of a
medieval author; ilaopherson' s introduction of the work of a
mythical bard, Ossian. The success of these works was a test-
ing ground revealing a public almost prepared for imaginative
and passionate poets. Craboe and Cowper are contemporaries
of 31ake, but their work, too, was essentially in the way of
preparation. The appearance of Burns and ilake heralded the
beginning of the reign of imagination. Burns received great
acclaim. The puolic was prepared to receive a poet who had
shaken off the yoke of despotic reason. The decline of super-
annuated rules and of a too rigid logic had proceeded far
enough to warrant his recognition.
Although the public was not yet prepared for a 3lake,
there are sufficient indications of Blake 1 s contact with and
recognition oy many famous and influential people to prove
that he wao not a nonentity, even if he seems to have been
forgotten and ignored ay these people soon after recognition.
His biographers note his having met Coleridge, i*amo, and nenry
II
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Qrabae Robinson, ^.ooinson oalleo. upon Blake several times, and,
in his diary, wrote down carefully Plate's wildest sayings.
Lamo heard itodinson recite "The Tyger" and rememoered it a3
"glorious". In a letter to Bernard Barton, after calling on
Blake, Lamj' s enthusias.u was so aroused that he declared that
ilake was "one of the aost extraordinary persons of the a.^e."^
Coleridge, likewise, passed favoraole judgment upon Blake
2
after a visit. In one of his noteoooks, Landor jotted the
following note; "Slake: liever did a braver and oetter man
rz
carry the sword of Justice."
What, then, became of this enthusiasm? Damon gives the
following answer;
...they usually looked upon the fas-
cination of this or that work of Blake'
s
as merely a curiosity which happened to
be personally appealing. And so Blake
was passed oy as something extract dinary
;
bat ecoentric and not of ultimate impor-
tance. ^
Ooscure as he was to those whose minds were immersed in
reason, ignored as he was by the Romantic poets, and neglected
as he was by those whose enthusiasm came to naught after the
first flash of recognition, Blake, nevertheless, has a definite
place in his times. In retrospect, the insensibility of his
contemporaries, great and small, is meaningless. In no way does
1. Lamb, Letter to Bernard Barton, niay 15, 1624,
2. Coleridge, Letter to C. A. lull, 1618.
3. Keynes, Geoffrey, A Bibliography of William Blake (&ew York:
Grolier 3lub, 1921) p. 235.
j i . Damon, qd . ait . .p. £43.
I
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it detract from his position. Although he had no direct in-
fluence on the Romantic movement, yet, with his belief in the
imagination, inspiration, spontaneity, and freedom, he is a
part of it •
Today, Blake is hailed as a precursor of the Romantic
movement. Saint soury considers Coleridge the prophet of the
movement and designates Blake as one of the "companions of the
Prophet" who were akin "to the early coadjutors of ^hornet
in his struggle with Koreish."^ There is no evidence to in-
dicate that his poetry or theories of literary composition
in any way influenced the movement. Coincidence is, however,
too flimsy an explanation for the striking similarities found
in Blake and the Romantics. A more suostantial explanation
lies in the starting point they held in common - an abhorrence
of the conventionality and rationalism of the eighteenth cen-
tury. From aohorrenoe they proceeded to a revolt against the
excesses in "fitness, measure, restraint, conservatism,
authority, calm..." 2 of the Neo-classie
.
ilake 1 s revolt against the literary creed of the
eighteenth century is the application of a general theory to
a particular proolem. The suojeet ivity of mysticism leads,
of necessity, to Blake's passionate vindication of the in-
herent truth of the individual soul, and, hence, to a passionate
1. Saint soury, George, A History of Criticism li^ew Xork: Henry
Holt and Company, iy04) 2nd Ed., 1906, Vol. Ill, p. 252.
2. Soott-JamflA^o p. cit .
, p. 1,67
.
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assertion of the rights of instinct. In the Visions of the
Daughters of Alt) ion . Oothoon 1 s persistent cry is that indi-
viduality is its own justifioation. Blake indicates that one
law for the lion and the ox is oppression because their in-
stinctive activities being by nature different obedience to
the same law would result in destruction. By the actions of
the mole, the worm, the eagle, the spider, the lion, he il-
lustrates the wisdom of instinct. He descriaes with great
penetration the fearful effects of imposed law upon instinct,
proving that without freedom the soul could never know indi-
viduality, (x'his plea for absolute freedom of instinct has
brought down upon Blake' s head the charge that he was an ad-
vocate of "free love". Such a charge is proof of inadequate
understanding of Blake for it indicates that his basic philo-
sophy has been disregarded. One must keep in mind that Blake's
first requirement for a true understanding of the eternal is
an expulsion of the belief that the oody exists distinct from
the soul. Blake was a lioertarian, out he was not a lioertine.
Blake announces his own emancipation in the Marriage of
Heaven and Hell . His proclamation involves six points: l) his
spiritual liberation; £) his dissolution of the fetters of
moral law; 3) freedom from priesthood and its traditions;
4) freedom from the limitation of the five senses; 5i freedom
of instinct; 6) freedom of inspiration from the bondage of
reason. The same points are made, though more fully, in Song
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of Liberty
,
America
,
Europe , and Vala » His revolt against the
restraint of Jtfeo-clasaicism is one manifestation of this
theory. 3iafce becomes the personifioation of Orc,^" the death-
loss spirit of revolt against mistaken authority.
In view of Merger's and Percival' s statements it might
oe of interest to compare summarily the principles of Blake
and the two Romantic poets who stated their taeories of
literary criticism - Wordsworth and Shelley.
Although Saintsbury rates Coleriage as "inferior to no
critic, ancient or modern, English or foreign,
"
s I do not
feel justified in using him for purposes of comparison. Blake,
like Wordsworth and Shelley, was primarily a poet. My neglect
of Byron and Keats is oased on statements made by ^aintsbury.
Of Byron, he says;
...1'he innumeraole contradictions of
critical opinion in his Letters . . .
.
show that they were mere flashes of
the moment, connected not merely by
no critical theory but by no critical
taste of any consistency, flings,
"half-or icks" directed at dog or devil
or divinity, according to the mood in
which the "noole poet" chose to find
himself.4
Keats, he has relegated to a footnote, admitting Keats" very
vigorous and remarkable verse-formulation of the protest against
Meo-olassioism" and his "most astonishingly just judgment" of
1. of. p. 58 and p. 6£>.
8. Saint sbury, op. cit .. p. 281.
2. of. p. 8.
4. Saintsoury, op. cit .. p. 216.
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himself, but marking it as too much another "phase of hib
creation, to deserve the name of criticism properly so-called."
Slake, as we have seen, regarded the poet as an "ambas-
sador of the Absolute", the "Secretary of Eternal Authors".
His duty as a poet was to reveal the knowledge he had attained
by union with the One in order to effect the regneration of
man. Discarding the terminology of the mystic, we find that
Blake oelieved in the depiction of eternal reality, in the
communication to others of his Knowledge of essential forms.
Since the poet must reveal the knowledge he has oatained to
his fellow men for their salvation, it is to be inferred that
he has a faculty for knowing which has not oeen granted all
men, namely, the imagination.
Wordsworth's most famous description of poetry is not
in agreement with the Blakean point of vi«w. He says,
...that poetry is the spontaneous over-
flow of powerful feelings; it takes its
origin from emotion recollected in tran-
quillity; the emotion is contemplated
till, by a species of reaction, the tran-
quillity gradually disappears, and an
emotion, kindred to that which was be-
fore the suoject of contemplation, is
gradually produced, and does itself ac-
tually exist in the mind. 2
But, in the very saiae preface, Wordsworth assigns to poetry
the sa.-ie role that Blake doe.s.
...Ihe man of science seeks truth as
a remote and unknown benefactor; he
1. Saintsbury, op. cit .. p. 275.
2. Wordsworth, "Preface: Second Edition of Lyrical Ballads", in
%n&lish Poetry and Irose of the Romantic ^o -violent ,
ed.py S.B,.Voods liaewiork: Scott, iJ'oresman oc Co.,
1929 Ed.) p. 525.
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cherishes and loves it in his solitude:
the poet ,.. .rejoices in the presence of
truth as our visiole friend and hourly
companion. Poetry is the breath and
finer spirit of all knowledge; it is
the impassioned expression which is in
the countenance of all science, . .the
poet binds together oy passion and know-
ledge the vast empire of human society -
it is as immortal as the heart of man.*^
In discussing the character of the poet, Wordsworth says:
...lie is a man speaking to men; a man,
it is true, endowed with more lively sen-
sioility, more enthusiasm and tenderness
who has a greater knowledge of human
nature, and a more comprehensive soul,
than are supposed to be common among man-
kind... the sua of what was said is, that
the poet is chiefly distinguished from
other men by a greater promptness to think
and feel without immeaiate external excite-
ment, and a greater power in expressing such
thoughts and feelings as are produced in
him in that manner.
The essential difference is not in their theories, out
it is in the "truth" revealed. It is the difference oetween
the Pantheist and the .Jystic. Whereas ilafce considered Nature
the "Vegetaole Universe", Wordsworth exulted in Mature. . While
Blake was passionately alive to her alluring oeauty, he be-
lieved that Mature bound men down to the five senses and des-
troyed spiritual sensation. Wordsworth, on the other hand,
marks the culmination of Naturalism; he found "truth** in
Nature. Yet, whatever their philosophic differences may be,
1. Wordsworth, op. cit .. p.
2. laid., pp. S21-32S.
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ooth hoped to lead men to Eternity through revelation of their
knowl edge.
...We may clearly recognize and assert
about Wordsworth, that the experience
of the poet in contact with Mature was
of supreme value to him; and it was
his certainty of its supreme value which
made him deem it a divine intimation. •
•
just as it was called forth in him by
the contemplation of Mature, so the poet
would surely evoke it in others by show-
ing them the same objects as had moved
him, if possible under the same light.
Wordsworth finds truth in observation colored by imagination;
Blake, in "vision" seen by the imagination: both deem it
"divine intimation".
For Blake, inspiration literally meant "dictation".
Wordsworth attributed a much greater importance to inspiration
than did the poetasters of the eighteenth century, out he did
not go to the Blakean extreme of oelieving in divine dictation.
2he phrase "spontaneous overflow" which is indicative of in-
spiration is qualified oy the phrase "recollected in tranquil-
lity". Yet, the experience as florasworth describes it is re-
markably akin to that of Blake.
Mot for the^e X raise
2he song of thanks and praise;
But for those oostinate questionings
Of sense and outwaro. things,
Fallings from us, vanishings;
Blank misgivings of a Creature
-loving aoout in worlds not realized,
High instincts oefore waich our mortal nature
Did tremole like a guilty thing surprised:
But for those first affections,
1. Scott-James, op. cit .. pp. 209-210.
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Those shadowy recollections,
Which, oe they what they may,
Are yet the fountain-light of all our seeing;
Uphold us, cherish, and have power to make
Our noisy years seem moments in the oeing
Of the Eternal Silence: truths that wake,
To perish never
:
Which neither listlessness, nor mad endeaver,
iior man nor uoy,
lior all that is at enmity with joy.
Can utterly aoolish or destroy'.
Hence in a season of calm weather
Though inland far we be,
Our souls have si^ht of that immortal sea
Which brought us hither,
Can in a moment travel thither,
And see the children sport upon the shore.
And hear the mighty waters rolling evermore.
The conceptions of the imagination held ay Blake and
Wordsworth are difficult to compare because Blake 1 s theory is
so steeped in mysticism. A proper comparison would in itself
be a thesis, out a fe* salient points may oe noted here. The
imaginative faculty as depicted oy Blake would relegate Words-
worth to twofold vision, let, for ooth, this faculty involves
the intuitive perception of spiritual truth - Blake achieves
it by a complete divorce from the senses; Wordsworth, through
Uature and the senses. For Blake, it reveals Eternity; for
Wordsworth, "spiritual significance" .( One is tempted to ques-
tion the essential difference between Eternity and spiritual
significance. I t$ink it is again the difference between the
Pantheist and the Mystic.) Eg* Blake, it functions in com-
munion with the One; for Wordsworth, i
1. Wordsworth, "Ode. Intimations of Immortality from Recollec-
tions of Early Childhood.
"
_
Woods Eg.
,
op.cit .
. p .&04,
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...It was... that crisis of the mind when
sensation was vivid, when the faculties
were taut and fceen, when the whole of the
poet's oeing tremoled at the peroeption
in the world aoout him, ...the state of
awareness of spiritual aignifioanae in
common things was for tforasworth the con-
summation of poetio experience. . .1
Intuition is a term better applied to this experienoe. The
imaginative faculty, as descriaed ay Wordsworth, is necessary
is
to the poet, but Lt denoted
...a disposition to be affected more
than other men by aosent things as if
they were present; an aoility of con-
juring up in himself passions, which
are indeed far from being the same as
those produced ay real events, yet...
do more nearly resemole the passions
produced by real events than anything
which, from the motions of their own
minds merely, other men are accustomed
to feel in themselves.*5
In both, tiiere is the notion of the creation of something which
is not present, but there the simixarity ends - because Words-
worth is ever bound to the evidence of his senses while ^lalce
is ever annihilating the senses.
The differences, to reiterate, are traceaole to their
oasic philosophies and, in a sense, they are superficial.
Blaise's creed is of greater sweep, but Saintsoury' s definition
of the Romantic point of view is applicable to both.
...in place of these battered gods of
the classical or neo-classical Philis-
tia, are set up Imagination for Reason,
1. Soott-James, OTP. Qlt. . p. 206.
2, Wordsworth, "Preface", op. oit .. p. 321.

Enthusiasm for Grooa Sense, the Result
for the iiule; the execution for the
mere conception or even the mere selec-
tion of suojeot; impression for cal-
culation; the heart and the eyes and.
the pulses and the fancy fox* the stop-
watch and the boxwood measure and the
table of specifications.^-
If Shelley's statements regarding poetry had oeen con-
fined to A Defenae of Poetry , much of his theory might ae con-
sidered congruent with that of Plaice. In the comparison of
Wordsworth and Slafce, the oommon starting point of aohorrence
of the doctrines of the eighteenth century was counteracted,
by the difference of philosophic outloofc. Although Shelley
is not the traditional mystic, his attitude toward reality, in-
spired undoubtedly by Plato, is that of philosophic idealism,
idy at ici3m is one aspect of idealism. Shelley is, therefore,
very closely allied in theory with 3late.
Denoting the position of poetry, Shelley says:
Poetry, in a general sense, may be
defined to oe "the expression of the
imagination" ;.. .to oe a poet is to appre-
hend the true and the aeautiful, in a
word, the good which exists in the rela-
tion subsisting, first between existence
and perception, and secondly between
perception and its expression.
Shelley even goes so far as to use the word "prophet" in des-
criaing the poet.
1. Saintsbury, op. cit.
. p. 269.
2. Shelley, A Defense of Poetry , tfoo&s ed., op. cit .. pp. 744-5
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...Poets, according to the circumstances
of the age and nation in which they ap-
peared, were oaiied. . .legislators or pro-
phets; a poet essentially comprises and
unites both the^e characters. J?or he not
only beholds intensely the present as it
is, and discovers those laws according to
which present things ought to toe ordered,
but he oeholds the future in the present,
and his thoughts are the germs of the
flower and the fruit latest time, iiot
that 1 assert poets to be prophets in the
gross sense of the word, or that they oan
foretell the form as surely as they fore-
shadow the spirit of events; such is the
pretence of superstition, which would
mate poetry an attrioute of prophecy,
rather than prophecy an attrioute of poetry.
A poet participates in the eternal, the
infinite, ana the one; as far as relates
to his conceptions, j&jjje &na Place and
nuuioer are not.
A
With the addition of a few mystical words for embellishment,
the underlined statement might have been made ay 3lake him-
As has been repeated often throughout this thesis, poetry
was for Slake the revelation of Eternity of which knowledge
was gained through inspiration and the imagination. Writing
of poetry, Shelley says:
A poem is the very image of^life
expressed in its eternal truth.
^
...Poetry lifts the veil from the hidden
beauty of the world.
»
self.
1.
2.
5.
Shelley, op. cit
Ibid,, p. 746.
Told
., p. 747.
•
»
p. 7^5.

Poetry is indeed something divine.
It is at once the centre ana airoum-
ferenoe of knowledge; it is that which
comprehends all science, and that to
which all science must oe referred.
Shelley passed beyond the Wordsworthian attitude toward
Mature. "Intellectual beauty" to which he dedicates himself
is, in truth, Blake 1 s Eternity.
I vowed that I would dedicate my powers
To thee and thine - have I not kept the vowV
With o eating heart and streaming eyes,
even now
I call the phantoms of a thousand hours
Each from his voiceless grave: they have in
visioned bowers
Of studious zeal or love's delight
Outwatohed with me the envious night—
They know that never joy illumed my brow
Unlinked with hope that thou wouldst free
This world from its dark slavery,
-
That thou, 0 awful Loveliness,
Wouldst give whate 1 er these words cannot
express.
For Shelley, too, inspiration is divine. His theory
differs from Blake's in that composition does not oegin until
inspiration is on the wane. Blake relieves that the poet
should stop writing as soon as the divine voice ceases to
speak. Sheiley writes:
...Man is an instrument over which a
series of external and internal impres-
sions are driven, like the alternations
of an everchanging wind over an Aeolian
lyre, which move it by their motion to
ever-changing melody.
^
1. Shelley, A Defense of Poetry, op. oit.. p. 748.
2. Shelley, "Hymn to Intellectual Beauty" Woods Ed., Qp. oit,.
3. Shelley, A Defense of Poetry, r>. 744.
p. 645.
It
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••«A man cannot say, "X will compose
poetry." The greatest poet even cannot
say it; for the mind in creation ia as
a fading coal, which some invisible in-
fluence, like an inconstant wind, awakens
to transitory brightness; this power
arises from within, like the color of a
flower which fades and changes as it is
developed, and the conscious portions
of our nature are unprophetio of its ap-
proach or its departure. Could this in-
fluence oe durable in its original purity
and force, it is impossiole to predict
the greatness of the results; out when
composition begins, inspiration is al-
ready on the decline, and the most
glorious poetry that has ever oeen com-
municated to the worla is proaaaly a
feeble shadow of the original concep-
tions of the poet.
In the last stanza of the "Ode to the West Wind" we have a
poeti« expression of the same thought.
Make me thy lyre, even as the forest is:
What if my leaves are .falling like its own'.
The tumult of thy mighty harmonies
Will take from both a deep, autumnal tone,
Sweet though in sadness. Be thou, Spirit fierce,
iiy spirit 1. Be thou me, impetuous one'.
Drive my dead thoughts over the universe
Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth 1.
And, by the incantation of this verse,
Scatter, as from an unextinguished hearth
Ashes and sparks, my words among mankind*.
3e through my lips to unawakened earth
The trumpet of a prophecy 1. 0 Wind, gIf Winter comes, can Spring be far oehind?
The lines quoted aoove give Shelley's idea of the role of
poetry and inspiration through the voice of the poet. In
1. Shelley, A Defense of Poetry , p. 746.
2. Shelley, "Ode to the West Wind", p. 661.
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Prometheus Unbound , we find the most complete expression of
poetic idealism in the fourth Spirit, who is apparently in-
spiration.
On a poet's lips I slept
Dreaming like a love-adept
In the sound his oreathing kept
;
Nor seeks nor finds he mortal alisses,
3ut feeds on the aerial kisses
Of shapes that haunt thought's wildernesses.
He will watoh from dawn to gloom
The lake-reflected sun illume
The yellow bees in the ivy-bloom,
Elor heed nor see, what things they be;
Sut from these create he oan
Forms more real than living man,
Nurslings of immortality'.
One of these awakened me, ,
And I sped to suooor thee.
In the conclusion of "To a Skylark" , we have repeated, in a
gayer form, the same idea as is contained in the conclusion
of the "Ode to the West Wind".
Teach me half the gladness
That thy brain must know
Such harmonious madness
From my lips would flow
The world should listen then - as I am
listening now.
Shelley' s conception of reason, although he does not
call it the "^atio of the senses" as iiake does, is very much
like Slake' s. Both deoase reason in true romantic fashion,
ioth fina its powers too limited and prefer the expansive
imagination. In comparing the two, Shelley says that imagina-
tion is,
1. Shelley, Prometheus Unoound . Act I, p. 672.
2. Shelley, "To a Skylark", p. 706.
II
...the principle of synthesis, and has
for its oojeot those forms which are
common to universal nature and exist ence
itself; the other is the .. .principle of
analysis, and its action regards the re-
lations of things simply as relations;
considering thoughts not in their inte-
gral unity, but as the algeoraioal re-
presentations which conduct to certain
general results. Reason is the enumera-
tion of quantities already known; imagina-
tion is the perception of the value of
those quantities, ooth separately and as
a whole. . .Reason is to imagination as the
instrument to the agent, as the body to
^
the spirit, as the shadow to the suostance.
Shelley refers to the imagination as the "poetic faculty"*
So it js for ilafce, too. Blake assigns to it the power of re-
vealing Eternity. Shelley, in his differentiation oetween a
story ana a poem, does likewise.
...the other (a poem) is the creation of
actions according to the unchangeable
forms of human nature, as existing in the
mind of the creator, which is itself the
image of all other minds... (it) is uni-
versal, and contains within itself the
germ of a relation to whatever motives
or actions have place in the possible
varieties of human nature. lime, which
destroys the beauty and the use of the
story of particular facts, stripped of
the poetry which would invest them, aug-
ments that of poetry, and forever de-
velops new and wonderful applications of
the eternal truth which it contains.
2
Shelley assigns to the poetic faculty two functions:
...by one it creates new materials of
loaowledge, and power, and pleasure; by
the otfcer, it engenders in the mind a
1. Shelley, A Defense of Poetry , pp. 743-4.
2. Ibid ., p. 746.
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desire to reproduce and arrange them
according to a certain rhythm and order
which may be called the oeautiful and
the good.l
Pleasure is the element which Blake omits. It is inherent in
his doctrine since union with the One cannot be other than
ecstatic, out ae never directly marks pleasure as a necessity
in imagination.
tfhen Shelley says that,
...Poetry redeems from decay the visi-
tations of the divinity in man...
he expresses Blake's purpose in the use of the imagination, add
he defines the position of Los in the ilakean myth, Blake
would be in perfect agreement with the closing lines of Shelley's
Defense.
.•Poets are the hierophants of an un-
apprehended inspiration; the mirrors
of the gigantic shadows which futurity
casts upon the present; the words which
express what they understand not...
Blake is not known to have been influenced by Plato, but
the following passage from Plato 1 s Ion ( Shelley 1 s translation)
defines the position of ooth Shelley and Blake:
...For the authors of those great poems
which we admire do not attain to excel-
lence through the rules of any art, but
they utter their oeautiful melodies of
verse in a state of inspiration, and, as
it were possessed ay a spirit not thfcir
1. Shelley, A Defense of Poetry , p. 7*8.
S. laid ., p. 7*9.
3. loid., p. 751.
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own...JFor a poet is indeea a thing
ethei-eally light, winged, and sacred,
nor oan he compose anything worth call-
ing poetry until he becomes inspired...
every .. .poet ,.. .is excellent in propor-
tion to the extent of his participation
in the divine influence. . .The God seems
purposely to have deprived all poets...
of every particle of reason... the better
to adapt them to their employment as his
ministers and interpreters...! think you
will agree with me that examples of thi3
sort are exhibited oy Sod himself to prove
that those beautiful poems are not human
nor from man, out divine and from the
Gods, and that poets are only the inspired
interpreters of the Gods, each excellent
in proportion to the degree of his in-
spiration...
In the oeginning of the comparison of Shelley and ilake,
I suggested that one dissimilarity existed in their doctrine,
which is revealed outside of the Defense . The work I have in
mino. is Shelley 1 s preface to Prometheus Unbound , ^lafce ex-
presses a great aversion for imitation both of nature and the
work of other men. Shelley, on the other hand, in this preface
in which he casts aside the "purple passages" of the defense ,
dtecusses poetry as a mimetic art.
As to imitation, poetry is a mimetic
art. It creates, out it creates by com-
bination and representation, Poetical ao-
stractions are oeautiful and new, not be-
cause the portions of which they are com-
posed had no previous existence in the mind
of man or in nature, but because the whole
produced ay their combination has some in-
telligible and oeautiful analogy with
those sources of emotion and thought, and
with the contemporary condition of them:...
Every man's mind is. • .modifiec by all the
T~. Plato. Ion . Wood's* ed. , op. cit .. p* 1345*
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objects of nature and art; oy every
word and every suggestion which he
ever admitted to act upon his con-
sciousness; it is the mirror upon
which all forms are reflected, and in
which they compose one form.-1.
She foregoing comparisons have, of neoessity, been sum-
mary. They are, however, sufficient to indicate the similarity
between 3lake and the Romantic movement, to negate the state-
ment of Merger who attacaes no importance to the "space and
time of his coming to earth" and that of Percival who would
cast him oacfc into the "Alexandria of the third century",
flith his attitude toward poetry, inspiration, imagination,
and reason, ^lalce shows himself to oe part of the iconoclastic
movement in which,
...All the eighteenth century Wagons -
the beliefs in official connoisseurship,
in the unapproachable supremacy of the
ancients, in the barbarism and foolish-
ness of Gothic art and literature, in
the superiority of the general to the
particular, in the necessity of extract-
ing central forms and holding to them,
in the supremacy of reason, in the
teachableness of poetry, in the superior-
ity of design to execution, - ail are
tumbled off their pedestals with the
most irreverent violence. 2
In answer to Merger and Percival and in support of my own
1. Shelley, Preface to Prometheus Unoound
. p. 1335.
2. daint sbury, op. cit .. p. 269.
I
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point of view, I have Shelley' a statement that,
...Poets, not otherwise than philo-
sophers, painters, sculptors, and
muscians, are, in one sense, the
creators, and, in another, the crea-
tions, of their a^e. ^roai this sub-
jection the loftiest do not escape.
^
1. Shelley, Preface to Prometheus Unsound , p. 1555.
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ABSTRACT
Before a systeuiization and understanding of Blake's
theory of literary criticism is possiole, it is necessary to
understand the mysticism upon which the theory is founded.
idysticism is the belief that truth may be attained through
the complete immersion of Self in union with the One. Blake
exhibits the reactions considered characteristic for the
mystic who has, to his own mind, attained complete union with
the One. Feeling that he no longer has any conscious existence
distinct from the One, he is certain of the reality and validity
of the truth which he has beheld and of his appointment as an
"ambassador of the Absolute" for the deliverance of mankind
through a revelation of that truth.
Union with the One revealed to Blake the existence of a
supersensuous world more real than this material world. This
supersensuous world he terms Eternity. The material world is
merely a transparent glass oehind which lies the reality of
Eternity; it has no existence except as an expression of the
invisiole world. The evidence of the "corporeal" senses are
incomplete, inaccurate, and false because they do not reveal
the Eternal. Reason is an equally inadequate means of percep-
tion because, in its subservience to the tyranny of the senses
and memory, it does not aid in the acquisition of knowledge of
Eternity. It is, indeed, a hindrance to the imagination, the
r
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only source of knowledge of the Eternal.
Creation is explained as a fall from the Eternal which oc-
curred beoause of the consciousness of individuality and the
desire for domination by the individual. Man's body is "the
limit of contraction 11 - the contraction of infinite into
finite - and individualization. Man's goal is salvation through
a return to harmonious union with the Universal Soul by unlimited
functioning of the imagination and a subdual of reason and the
senses
.
In the process of his struggle toward Eternity, there is in
the soul of man, "that dark: and dismal infinite where thought
rolls up and down", a constant war among eternal forces for
domination. This war is represented as a struggle of the ele-
ments for domination over Albion. - Each element is personified:
Urizen is reason; Luvah, passion; Tharmas, physical sensations;
Los, imagination. Salvation lies in the harmonious functioning
of the four as one. To Los, however, is assigned the role of
Saviour. Los, the imagination, retaining a vision of Eternity,
toils ever for the subjugation of Urizen, Luvah, and Tharmas
and for the salvation of Albion by a revelation of Eternity.
He achieves his end by the construction of Golgotiooza, the
world of art.
By follo7/ing the activity of Los in his building of <*ol-
gonooza for the redemption of Albion, we can determine the pur-
pose of poetry. The Chri3tlike character of the poet is founded
i
iit
on the mystical beliefs that union with the One is the ultimate
goal of man, that the mystic - or poet - having achieved this
goal, is an "ambassador of the Absolute", who, by the conveyance
of the truth revealed in union with the One, can save man from
this material world. The essence of his mission is to make per-
cept iole the spiritual realities behind this material world, to
reveal the spiritual truth by the free expression and exercise
of the imagination, and thus to effect the salvation of man.
If the poet is "an ambassador of the Aosolute" and his poetry
is the message tendered him, inspiration may then be defined as
that state in which the poet is in communion with the One and in
which he is being entrusted with the message for mankind. In-
spiration is the voice of the Divine and artistic wort is done
only under the direction of inspiration. The poet is then not
only the "ambassador of the Absolute" but also the "Secretary
of Eternal authors". - secretary being a very apt term since
Blake believed that poetry was actually dictated, because of
the belief in the divinity of inspiration and because of the
suo jecfcivity of mysticism, ilake is scornful of imitation of
other poets and of translated worts. This condemnation of
"thieving" is entirely consistent with his mysticism.
There is one striking weakness inherent in this theory,
tfhen put into practice, it leaves the poet hopelessly at the mercj
of everything that introduces itself to him under the guise of
inspiration. Since the voice of the Divine cannot be ignored,
the poet is left no way to distinguish between a true and a
J

It
spurious inspiration. In Blake' s own poetry, it accounts for
the maiy excrescences, the disjointedness, the incoherencies, and
the repetitions.
Blake, as we have seen, destroyed the senses and reason as
adequate organs of perception and substituted the imagination
as the only means of attaining knowledge of Eternity. Since
poetry is a revelation of Eternity, it follows quite logically
that the imagination is the only source of poetry. Blake's con-
ception of the imagination presupposes no sense impressions as
its basis since the senses serve only to imprison men in this
world and to obliterate the Eternal. The imagination is "four-
fold" vision by which the mystic land poet) passes beyond the
internal principle in external form and comes to pure Essence.
On the oasis of this theory of imagination, Blake condemns
nature as a oeautiful, deceitful, and delusive form which en-
tices men so that they forget the Eternal.
With this theory of imagination, which annihilates the
evidence of the senses, Blake has achieved impressive descrip-
tive passages of a world entirely different from our own; but
0
this theory also accounts for the vagueness and indefiniteness
in his mystical creations. He has left the material world so
far behind that we find it difficult to be impressed oy incon-
ceivable creatures.
According to Blake, the imagination includes and supersede
all other mental processes. In the regenerated man, all process
function together as one and each has been assigned its proper
I
ka

rank. The attempt at dominat ion by reason or the emotions is
disastrous. Each, however, has its function whioh is always
subservient to the imagination since neither can, functioning
alone, provide us with knowledge of Eternity. The catastrophic
result of the attempt at domination is symbolized in the
Blakean myth by the fall of Urizen and Luvah. This same con-
clusion is carried over into the theory of literary criticism.
Because of the nature of the knowledge acquired by the
mystic, Blake's use of symbolism is a result of his attempt to
express in earth-grown language that whioh transcends it.
Actually, however, Blake has no true theory of symbolism. He
designates obscurity as a necessary element in his communication
of truth. His faith in obscurity is a misapprehension of the
entire proalem of symbolism. He has mistaken the accidental and
incidental for the essential. To me, his faith in magniloquent
obscurity is characteristic of an uneducated mind.
In practice, he makes use of both the private and tradi-
tional symbol. His private symbols far exceed in number the
traditional symbols. These private symbols are only occasionally
successful and account for his obscurity. It is rather ironio
that one must dig through symools to arrive at the meaning of
the poetry of one who believed in the intuitive perception of
truth.
Only Blake's theory of prosody shows no indebtedness to his
mysticism. Here he is in theory and practice the extremely com-
petent craftsman. His theory is an indorsement of freedom,
ti
variety, order, and fitness in verse forms. His practice is an
eloquent exposition of his theory. Jie uses most effectively
every foot from the trochee to the anapest and every line from
the dimeter to the septenary.
There is no evidence to indicate that Blaee in any way in-
fluenced the writers of the Romantic movement, yet he is right-
fully hailed as a precursor of the iiomanticts. They hold in
common an abhorrence of conventionality and rationalism which
form the oases of eighteenth century literary criticism. Both
assert the superiority of imagination, inspiration, spontaneity,
and freedom over reason and decorum. The difference between
Blafce and the Romantics is primarily one of degree. Because
of his mysticism, Blake was more radical than they.
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Before a systemization and understanding of Blake's theory of literary
criticism is possible, it is necessary to understand the mysticism upon which
the theory is founded.
Mysticism is the belief that truth may be attained through the complete
immersion of Self in union with the One. Blake exhibits the reactions con'
sidered characteristic for the mystic who has, to his own mind, attained conv
plete union with the One. Feeling that he no longer has any conscious existence
distinct from the One, he is certain of the reality and validity of the truth
which he has beheld and of his appointment as an "ambassador of the Ab-
solute" for the deliverance of mankind through a revelation of that truth.
Union with the One revealed to Blake the existence of a supersensuous
world more real than this material world. This supersensuous world he terms
Eternity. The material world is merely a transparent glass behind which lies
the reality of Eternity; it has no existence except as an expression of the
invisible world. The evidence of the "corporeal 11 senses are incomplete, in-
accurate, and false because they do not reveal the Eternal. Reason is an
equally inadequate means of perception because, in its subservience to the
tyranny of the senses and memory, it does not aid in the acquisition of knowl-
edge of Eternity. It is, indeed, a hindrance to the imagination, the only source
of knowledge of the Eternal.
Creation is explained as a fall from the Eternal which occurred because
of the consciousness of individuality and the desire for domination by the
individual. Man's body is "the limit of contraction"—the contraction of in-
finite into finite—and individualization. Man's goal is salvation through a
return to harmonious union with the Universal Soul by unlimited functioning
of the imagination and a subdual of reason and the senses.
In the process of his struggle toward Eternity, there is in the soul of man,
"that dark and dismal infinite where Thought rolls up and down", a constant
war among eternal forces for domination. This war is represented as a struggle
of the elements for domination over Albion. Each element is personified:
Urizen is reason; Luvah, passion; Tharmas, physical sensations; Los, imagina-
tion. Salvation lies in the harmonious functioning of the four as one. To Los,
however, is assigned the role of Saviour. Los, the imagination, retaining a
vision of Eternity, toils ever for the subjugation of Urizen, Luvah, and Tharmas
and for the salvation of Albion by a revelation of Eternity. He achieves his
end by the construction of Golgonooza, the world of art.
By following the activity of Los in his building of Golgonooza for the
redemption of Albion, we can determine the purpose of poetry. The Christlike
character of the poet is founded on the mystical beliefs that union with the
One is the ultimate goal of man, that the mystic—or poet—having achieved
this goal, is an "ambassador of the Absolute", who, by the conveyance of the
truth revealed in union with the One, can save man from this material world.
The essence of his mission is to make perceptible the spiritual realities behind
this material world, to reveal the spiritual truth by the free expression and
exercise of the imagination, and thus to effect the salvation of man.
If the poet is "an ambassador of the Absolute" and his poetry is the
message tendered him, inspiration may then be defined as that state in which
the poet is in communion with the One and in which he is being entrusted
with the message for mankind. Inspiration is the voice of the Divine and
artistic work is done only under the direction of inspiration. The poet is then
not only the "ambassador of the Absolute" but also the "Secretary of Eternal
authors".—secretary being a very apt term since Blake believed that poetry
was actually dictated. Because of the belief in the divinity of inspiration and
because of the subjectivity of mysticism, Blake is scornful of imitation of other
poets and of translated works. This condemnation of "thieving" is entirely
consistent with his mysticism.
There is one striking weakness inherent in this theory. When put into
practice, it leaves the poet hopelessly at the mercy of everything that intro-
duces itself to him under the guise of inspiration. Since the voice of the
Divine cannot be ignored, the poet is left no way to distinguish between a
true and a spurious inspiration. In Blake's own poetry, it accounts for the
many excrescences, the disjointedness, the incoherencies, and the repetitions.
Blake, as we have seen, destroyed the senses and reason as adequate organs
of perception and substituted the imagination as the only means of attaining
knowledge of Eternity. Since poetry is a revelation of Eternity, it follows
quite logically that the imagination is the only source of poetry. Blake's
conception of the imagination presupposes no sense impressions as its basis
since the senses serve only to imprison men in this world and to obliterate the
Eternal. The imagination is "fourfold" vision by which the mystic (and poet)
passes beyond the internal principle in external form and comes to pure Es-
sence. On the basis of this theory of imagination, Blake condemns nature as
a beautiful, deceitful, and delusive form which entices men so that they forget
the Eternal.
With this theory of imagination, which annihilates the evidence of the
senses, Blake has achieved impressive descriptive passages of a world entirely
different from our own; but this theory also accounts for the vagueness and
indefiniteness in his mystical creations. He has left the material world so far
behind that we find it difficult to be impressed by inconceivable creatures.
According to Blake, the imagination includes and supersedes all other
mental processes. In the regenerated man, all processes function together as
one and each has been assigned its proper rank. The attempt at domination
by reason or the emotions is disastrous. Each, however, has its function which
is always subservient to the imagination since neither can, functioning alone,
provide us with knowledge of Eternity. The catastrophic result of the attempt
at domination is symbolized in the Blakean myth by the fall of Urisen and
Luvah. This same conclusion is carried over into the theory of literary
• criticism.
Because of the nature of the knowledge acquired by the mystic, Blake's
use of symbolism is a result of his attempt to express in earth-grown language
that which transcends it. Actually, however, Blake has no true theory of
symbolism. He designates obscurity as a necessary element in his communica-
tion of truth. His faith in obscurity is a misapprehension of the entire problem
of symbolism. He has mistaken the accidental and incidental for the essential.
To me, his faith in magniloquent obscurity is characteristic of an uneducated
mind.
In practice, he makes use of both the private and traditional symbol. His
private symbols far exceed in number the traditional symbols. These private
symbols are only occasionally successful and account for his obscurity. It is
rather ironic that one must dig through symbols to arrive at the meaning of
the poetry of one who believed in the intuitive perception of truth.
Only Blake's theory of prosody shows no indebtedness to his mysticism.
Here he is in theory and practice the extremely competent craftsman. His
theory is an indorsement of freedom, variety, order, and fitness in verse forms.
His practice is an eloquent exposition of his theory. He uses most effectively
every foot from the trochee to the anapest and every line from the dimeter
to the septenary.
There is no evidence to indicate that Blake in any way influenced the
writers of the Romantic movement, yet he is rightfully hailed as a precursor
of the Romantics. They hold in common an abhorrence of conventionality and
rationalism which form the bases of eighteenth century literary criticism. Both
assert the superiority of imagination, inspiration, spontaneity, and freedom
over reason and decorum. The difference between Blake and the Romantics
is primarily one of degree. Because of his mysticism, Blake was more radical
than they.
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